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C. A. Hack & Son, Inc., Taunton, Mass.
Foreword
'"pHE editorial board of the 1927 Normal Offer-
*- ing has endeavored to present to you a book
typical of the life and spirit of the school.
The attempt has been made to adhere, strictly, to
all laws of harmonious arrangement of subject
matter and illustration, so that the appeal may be
made to the eye, as well as to the mind.
It has been the purpose of the editors to assem-
ble a book, which is a symbol of the love and
respect felt for our Alma Mater.
When the years spent in Bridgewater Normal
School are only a memory, may you re-live your
schooldays in the pages of this, the Normal Offer-
ing of 1927.

To Our New School Building
We dedicate the Normal Offering of 1927, with
the sincere desire that it will serve for many years
as the example and inspiration of high ideals.
"Coiled up in this institution, as in a spring,




Dedicated to Dr. Albert G. Boyden
Principal, 1860-1906
Oh loved Alma Mater we greet thee,
Thy daughters and sons from afar,
As often we pause in our toiling
To hail thee, whose children we are.
Refrain
Hail to Normal! Hail to Normal!
Safe for aye in mem'ry's shrine;
Hail to Normal ! Dear old Normal
!
Praise and love be ever thine.
With strong, steady hand dost thou lead us,
Thy powerful arm is our stay;
Thy light is our beacon in darkness,
Which ever will lend us its ray.
Oh may thy fair name live forever,
Be deeply impressed on each heart
;
That we in our trials and triumphs
May ne'er from thy guidance depart.
Music by Wm. Lester Bates, '92







STATE NORMAL SCHOOL AND TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY
Back row, left to right. L. STEARNS, J. KELLY, G. DURGIN, B. HUNT, C. SINNOTT, H. SHAW, J. ARNOLD,
G. SMITH.
Third row. L. DECKER, M. PREVOST, C. NEWTON, R. HENDERSON, F. CATTRELL, F. BECKWITH,
J. CARTER, T. BENNETT. P. NYE, N. BENNETT, F. KEYES, F. STUART.
Second row. A. MOFFITT, F. GRISWOLD, K. HILL. A. WELLS, A. C. BOYDEN, (Principal), M. BURNELL,
R. DAVIS. F. RAND.




ARTHUR CLARKE BOYDEN, A. M., Principal, History of Education.
JOSEPH I. ARNOLD, A. M., History and Civics, Sociology, Economics.
ALICE B. BEAL, Methods of Teaching, Supervisor of Practise Teaching.
FRILL G. BECKWITH, Manual Arts.
EDITH H. BRADFORD, A. B„ French.
FRANCES J. CATTRELL, A. B., B. L. I., Dean of Women, Ethics.
JULIA C. CARTER, A. B., Library Management.
FRANK A. CROSIER, Physical Education, Men.
RUTH E. DAVIS, B. S., English Composition, Literature.
LOIS L. DECKER, A. B., Supervisor Physical Education.
CHARLES E. DONER, Penmanship.
GEORGE H. DURGIN, A. B., Mathematics.
FLORENCE E. GRISWOLD, A. B., Biology, Nature Study.
RUTH HENDERSON, Physical Education.




BRIDGEWATER TRAINING SCHOOL .
MARTHA M. BURNELL, Principal.
GRACE E. SMITH, Grade I.
FLORA M. STUART, Grade I.
GLADYS L. ALLEN, Grade II.
GERTRUDE M. ROGERS, Grade II.
LUCY B. BRALEY, Grade III.
NELLIE M.
CHARLOTTE H. THOMPSON, Grade III.
LOUISE H. BORCHERS, Grade I V.
HELEN E. SLEEPER, Grade I V.
JANE BENNETT, Grade V.
CATHERINE R. CONWAY, Grade V.
NEVA I. LOCKWOOD, B. S., Grades V, VI.
BENNETT, Grade VI.
THE FACULTY—Continued
BRENELLE HUNT, Educational Psychology and School Administration.
JOHN J. KELLY, Dean of Men, Practical Arts.
OLIVE H. LOVETT, A. B., English Composition.
ADELAIDE MOFFITT, Reading, Dramatics.
*CORA A. NEWTON, Methods of Teaching, Supervisor of Practice Teaching.
PRISCILLA M. NYE, Drawing.
MARY A. PREVOST, Supervisor of Drawing and Handwork.
FRIEDA RAND, A. B., Music, Supervisor of Music in Training School.
ANNA E. ROTH, Ph. B., History.
HARLAN PAGE SHAW, Mineralogy, Physiography, Chemistry.
CHARLES PETER SINNOTT, B. S., Geography.
LOUIS C. STEARNS, Gardening, Civic Biology.
ANNE M. WELLS, Supervisor of Kindergarten-Primary Department.
*Present first two terms.
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THE SCHOOL
Dedication of the State Normal School
at Bridgewater
On October 23, 1926, there gathered in the Horace Mann Auditorium, an impressive
assembly of many of the foremost educators in New England. A great number of them were
Bridgewater Normal Alumni, who, rejoicing in the erection of the beautiful new buildings
of their Alma Mater, came to attend the dedicatory exercises.
Dr. Payson Smith, State Commissioner of Education, was the presiding officer.
After an invocation by the Reverend Egbert C. Prime, of Bridgewater, musical numbers
were rendered by a trio, composed of violin, cello, and piano.
The first address was given by His Excellency, Alvan T. Fuller, Governor of the State
of Massachusetts, who spoke in part, as follows:
"We honor Bridgewater for vastly more than the length of her service and the number
of her graduates. We hold Bridgewater in the highest esteem for the sterling principles
which she has championed from the beginning, and I refer particularly to the principle that
any education worthy of the name must minister to spirit as well as to intellect. In the
second report of the Board of Education signed by Edward Everett, I find the following
significant statement: 'The principles of Christian ethics and piety common to the different
sects of Christians will be carefully inculcated, and a portion of Scripture will be daily read
in all the normal schools established by the Board'. Education and character training were
to go hand in hand in order to achieve the noblest results.
From the time of her foundation to the present day Bridgewater has been favored with
the highest type of leadership, and one that has given continuity to these early conceptions
of education. The first principal, Colonel Nicholas Tillinghast, was characterized as a man
of strong religious feeling, pure character, and unflinching devotion to principle; and I find
Mr. Albert G. Boyden, the honored leader of this institution during more than half of her
entire history, expressing his educational philosophy in the following language: 'The nor-
mal school stands for certain definite ideals—first, for the inspiration of its students with
the spirit of the true teacher who has the spirit of service and comes to his pupils as the
Great Teacher comes to men, 'that they may have life and have it more abundantly'."
Next, the school Glee Club, under the direction of Miss Frieda Rand, sang two selections.
In the absence of Dr. William G. Vinal, president of the Bridgewater Normal School
Alumni Association, Mrs. Cora M. Barry, vice-president of the association, extended a
few words of greeting.
Greetings from the town of Bridgewater were given by Clifton C. Putney, Superinten-
dent of Schools.
Mr. Frank W. Wright, Director of the Division of Elementary and Secondary Education
and Normal Schools, then addressed the audience. In part, he said:
"We see in these splendid buildings renewed evidence that Massachusetts places the
preparation of her teachers among her primary duties. She is here rededicating herself to
the task of carrying forward, through the decades of the future, the important work begun
by our far-visioned leaders of more than four-score years ago.
On the simple stone that marks the grave of Horace Mann in the Old North Burying
Ground in Providence is this meaningful inscription, 'Whatever is excellent, as God lives.
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is permanent.' The work of the skilled teacher is excellent. Look about you during every
hour of every day if you would see the permanent values of good teaching.
A line from Chaucer adorns one of the ancient buildings at Oxford. It reads, 'Gladly
does he learn and gladly teach.' No more fitting inscription could grace the portal of this
school, and no more compelling ideal guide its work. Generously has the Commonwealth
here provided an institution worthy of its task. Gladly, let us hope and believe, will thou-
sands leave this campus to return to the State an hundred fold the benefits here received."
HORACE MANN AUDITORIUM
Following more music, came the dedicatory address by Principal Arthur C. Boyden, of
the State Normal School at Bridgewater. We regret that because of the unavoidable lack
of space we cannot print the whole of this most interesting and enlightening address. First
Mr. Boyden paid tribute to Mr. Samuel P. Gates, a graduate of the school, through whose
generosity the present advantageous site of the building was made possible. Then in words
of sincere admiration, Mr. Boyden spoke of Horace Mann, the great educator, after which
he spoke as follows
:
"There are four objectives in the Normal school ideal:
(1) A professional centre. The new conception gaining force in education emphasizes
the fact that the 'child is the centre of gravity in education', and not the subject matter of
instruction. This means that the amplest facilities for the observation of children, for
demonstration purposes, and for training in teaching, both intensive and extensive, are the
vitals of a Normal school. This means that both the cultural and the technical instruction
...-C 10 J-
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must focus on the specific professional purpose of the school, just as a lens held in right
relation to the sun's rays and to sensitive tinder, will cause a burning flame. Students in the
Normal school must live the life that will best prepare them to direct the experiences of those
whom they teach, and teaching thus becomes a fine art. The old Prophet in his description
of the ideal condition of life closed with those beautiful words—'and a little child shall lead
them.'
(2) A professional faculty. The expression often heard to-day is—'to teach is to
interpret'. The older phases of the teacher's work are not neglected, but it is being more
clearly recognized that the principal function of the teacher is twofold—to interpret to her-
self the young life in all of its many, and often strange, manifestations, and to interpret life
in all its complexity to the new generation. Only a teacher who is perpetually young can
do this. This power to interpret life in its rich meaning is a gift and an achievement—the
real teacher is born and 'born again'. There is a still fundamental truth in Garfield's well-
known description of a college—'a youth at one end of a log and Mark Hopkins at the other
end.' There is also a wonderful inspiration in the words of the great scientist who wished
placed on his monument these simple words—'Louis Agassiz. Teacher.' The great Teacher
defined teaching for us,— 'I came that ye might have life and have it more abundantly'.
(3) A professional equipment. There is such a thing as an equipment appropriate
and adequate to its purpose, and the equipment of a normal school should resemble that of
other great professional schools, because it has a specific purpose. It also must be a com-
prehensive equipment—an equipment for an all-round physical development; an equipment
with which to interpret the world of our new environment; a social equipment, to meet
rationally and happily the great social hunger of young minds; a library equipment, that
includes the treasures of the cultural and professional literature of the ages; an artistic equip-
ment, that appeals to the imagination through the eye and ear; and, if you allow the term,
an ethical equipment, that provides opportunity for such exercises as tend to the uplifting
of the spiritual nature, remembering, as Dean Franklin told the Conference at Framingham
—
'The ethical is the gateway to the moral and religious'.
(4) A professional spirit. 'It is not the letter but the spirit that quickeneth'. The
most influential factor in the establishment of the Massachusetts normal schools was the
high devotion of a small band of men and women who laid the foundations so securely.
The names of such great promoters of teacher training as James G. Carter, Edmund Dwight,
and Horace Mann will ever be in our minds. The first principals of the normal school,
Father Peirce, Samuel Newman, and Nicholas Tillinghast,—were men of scholarship, men
of vision, men of high purpose, men who could teach and inspire. The traditions of this
particular school cluster around the names of men and women who gave their minds, their
hearts, and their lives to this school. This is our priceless heritage.
For long years there has been on the walls of our buildings, as well as in the hearts of the
faculty, students, and graduates, this motto, which still remains as an inspiration for the
years to come,
—
'Not to be ministered unto, but to minister'."
ANSWER
A faded moon, a faded rose,
A dimly gleaming path
That leads to nowhere, ending not
—





Who faithfully served from





Who faithfully served from
February, 1883, to June, 1926
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"Destroy this Temple and in Three Days I will
Build it up Again"
In the words of our Lord—"Destroy this temple and in three days I will build it up
again,"—the spirit behind our school has a graphic parallel. After careful consideration,
—
and at the risk of criticism,—we have decided that no other words can so aptly express our
thought as this quotation. It symbolizes to us the triumphing of spirit over matter. The
material things of this world may be destroyed, but the spirit cannot.
A short while ago our school building crumbled into ashes. Nothing that was earthly
remained. But the soul of the school,—the knowledge of the necessity of well-trained
teachers,—lived on in the hearts of the Massachusetts educators.
A few months found erected in the place of the destroyed building a structure more power-
ful, more adequate, and more beautiful than ever. "Destroy this temple and in three days
I will build it up again."
Each year the members of our school have instilled in them the spirit of well-trained
teachers. His excellency Alvan T. Fuller, Governor of Massachusetts, says, "Schools can-
not rise above the teachers in them." If this be so, and we feel that it is, how vitally essen-
tial it is for us to carry the high ideal of Bridgewater Normal School, through which it sur-
vived a calamity, into the schools in which we teach.
Centuries ago, the Greek philosopher, Diogenes, uttered a modern view when he said,
"The foundation of every state is the education of its youth." He did not say that a nation
needed great industries, powerful trade routes, or conquering armies in order to survive.
He knew that there is something more fundamental which forms the basis of a state. Educa-
tion is the bed-rock on which the rest is constructed. All mundane effects may be destroyed,
but if the spirit lives on, reconstruction will follow.
If, as Napoleon says, "Public instruction should be the first object of government",
then the second should be that the public instruction should be the best possible. The
State Normal School at Bridgewater has ever aimed to graduate only students who have at-
tained a high degree of pedagogical ability. Because this skill was possessed by our in-
structors, they were able to carry on through disaster and into the new life of the school.
A spirit was there which could not be destroyed.
The temple is but a fragile place, at best. It is the will to fight and conquer that counts.
















Lookouts in the towers of Bridgewater sighted a strange craft making port one day in
September, 1923. This ship was in sad need of repairs, and showed strong evidences of hav-
ing borne the brunt of many storms. The crew was composed of ambitious and progressive
youths who were seeking Higher Learning. They had managed to keep their craft afloat
on the dangerous seas, but fearing the storms to come they realized the need of the peaceful
shelter and fortitude that the harbor promised.
Life in their new surroundings was a pleasant one for the crew. They were known as
the D's and a genial and original lot they were. They first gave evidence of their originality
when they opened their marvelous "Three Ring Circus".
A step higher toward their goal, the second year found the "land sailors" at Bridgewater
Normal working enthusiastically under the name of C's. It was during this year that a
terrible calamity befell them—their beloved new home was almost completely destroyed by
fire. As a result of the fire the crew was sent to nearby lands to train, a year earlier than
they would otherwise have been sent.
The title of C's merged into that of B's upon the beginning of the crew's third year of
study. Many of the B's seeing the goal in sight, became eager to launch their boats once
again, but they were told that by remaining on land another year they would be better
equipped to face the storms that they would be sure to meet upon leaving the sheltered
harbor. Furthermore, they were told that another year's application to their work would
gain for them a badge of merit, a symbol of perseverance, called a degree.
As A's, the crew was well represented in all the activities of the school. Members were
particularly distinguished in the chapel exercises of the various departments. The A Social
was a well attended affair.
Now the year is fast drawing to a close, and the time is very near when the crew will
again sail, not in the great ship in which they came, but in individual ships, each one to fight
out his own destiny. With eyes straining out to sea to catch a glimpse of the not distant
shores of Success, they will guide their crafts with a firm purpose out of port and on to the




131 Grove Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27;
Glee Club, '23-'25; Hockey, '23-'27; Baseball, '23-'25; Social
Activities, '25-'26; Campus Carnival Committee, '26; Chair-
man Day Student Council, '24- '25. Dot alphabetically
heads the class roll of girls this year, but it is not in this alone
that she is first in class. Remember the "Soc" tests! But
we don't want to give the impression that Dot spends all her
time in this way. When we glance at the above list we see
that she has been active in many outside organizations. No
social ever attempted by us was considered complete until
Dot had carefully planned the decorations for the gym. Good
luck, Doris!
ELSIE BEVAN
128 Park Avenue, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27;
W. A. A. Board, '24-'27; French Club, '25-'27; Treasurer,
'26-
'27; Hockey, '23-'26; Baseball, '26- '27.
Here is a girl whose sweet personality is noticed wherever
she goes. Elsie is a star French student, and we suspect that
she would make an excellent instructor in that subject. She
is quiet, modest, and conscientious—a girl with a definite goal
in mind. Her popularity with the rest of her classmates,
gives proof of her likable disposition. May you be very
successful, Elsie, in your future work.
WINIFRED BOOTH
416 Arnold Street, New Bedford, Mass. Glee Club,
'23-
'24; W. A. A., '23-'24; Recording Secretary, W. A. A.,
*24-
'25; Vice-President, W. A. A., '26- '27; Head of Tennis, '25-
'26; Hockey Captain, '23-'27; Baseball, '23-'27; Tennis, '26-
'27; Basketball, '26-'27; Chairman of Field Day, '25; Chair-
man of Class Social, '26. Winnie is known to all for her keen
sense of humor and good sportsmanship. She is also one
member of Class A who did not succumb to the lure of bobbed
hair. Winnie was often found in a dazed condition in the
library due to the departing vision of an almost solved logar-




96 Cherry Street, North Adams, Mass. Graduated from
State Normal School at North Adams, '25; Transferred from
New York State College for teachers, at Albany, '26. Frenchy
hails from another school but we have grown to admire her
in the short time that she has been with us. This very able
member of Class A is frequently to be found in the library.
Sometimes it is only library duty but more often it is hard
work for the next day's lesson. If you see a girl with a shock
of fluffy auburn hair and a pleasant, friendly smile you can
be sure that that is Frenchy, one of the most kind-hearted
and sociable members of the class.
GOLDIE MAE COLBURN
6 Bolton Place, Brockton, Mass. NORMAL OFFER-
ING BOARD, '23-'24; Basketball, Captain, '23- '27; Varsity,
'23-'27, Captain, '27; Baseball, Captain, '23, '26; Hockey,
'26-'27; All Senior Hockey Team, '27; Class Representative,
'23-'26; Class Vice-President, '23-'27. Goldie will have a
brilliant career before her, if her years at Normal are any
indication. Her scholastic work here has been of the first
rank, yet she has found time to take a very prominent part in
athletics. That she is popular is easily shown by the fact
that she has been our class vice-president for four years. We
will miss you next year, Goldie, but we wish you all the suc-
cess in the world.
EVANGELINE COURTNEY
313 80th Street, Brooklyn, New York. French Club,
'25-'27; Treasurer, Student Government Association, '26- '27;
Hospitality Committee, '26-'27; Dormitory Council,' 26-'27;
House Board, '25-'26. Van can always rally to a cause and
lend a helping word, especially if the cause happens to be a
pet subject, for example F—h. Perhaps if Van had not
succumbed to bobbed hair a certain teacher's life might have
been happier, and an index finger might not have been so
overworked! May you always be as happy and successful
as you have been here, Evangeline, is our wish for you.
i. L <-> i
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ANN MARIE CRAHAN
33 Ford Street, Brockton, Mass. Campus Carnival Com-
mittee, '26; Secretary, NORMAL OFFERING BOARD,
'25-'26; Day Student Social Committee, '27. No matter how
dark the day, Ann's smile of greeting will light up the place
where she may be. It isn't always easy to smile, but we might
take a lesson from our smiling classmate. As for versatility,
Ann can play a leading male role or a charming Spanish lady
with equal ability, as witnessed in our A and B socials^ We
know that she will find good fortune in the "higher mental
processes", because anyone who passes the Psychology course
with honor is foreordained to be successful. May your life
be one round of success, happiness, and prosperity, Ann.
EVELYN MARIE DONAHUE
84 Atherton Street, Stoughton, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'25;
Dormitory Council, '26-'27. Unobtrusive, agreeable, and
loyal. Evelyn has found a place in the hearts of her friends.
Although unusually quiet, we find that we have been amply
repaid for waiting when she does talk. Of great sincerity of
character and sympathy, we have been glad to be numbered
among her friends. Good luck, Evelyn, don't forget your
classmates!
ELEANOR BRADLEY FARRELL
164 East Main Street, Gloucester, Mass. W. A. A.,
'23-'27; Hockey, '23-'26; Basketball, '23-'27; Varsity, '25-'26;
Baseball, '23-'27; Hospitality Committee, '24-'26; W. A. A.
Board, '24-'27; President, Student Government Association,
'25-'26; Student Council, '25-'26; Dormitory Council, '25-'27;
Woodward House President, '26- '27. The password of the
younger set is "Charm", and our diminutive Eleanor has it to
a very marked degree. Her personality has endeared her to
all her classmates. She is always to be found in the fore rank
of the athletes. Steady, conscientious, faithful,—she is a
splendid student; and we are sure she will be a success in her




134 Spring Street, Gardiner, Maine. Dormitory Council,
'23-'24; Hockey, '23, '26; Track, '23-'24; W. A. A. '23-'27;
Secretary-Treasurer, Gates House, '26- '27; Basketball, '27;
Hospitality Committee, '26-'27. Mildred, who came to us
from Haverhill, is a most surprising person. Didn't we
nearly collapse when we saw her hair bobbed? We first
thought she was very quiet, but those who have lived with
her in any one of the four dormitories in which she has lived,
have learned a different story. Despite her serious operation
in our Junior year, she has surmounted all obstacles and has
remained a leader of our class. Good luck, Mildred, always.
ELEANOR LOUISE GARVIN
30 Summer Street, Weymouth, Mass. W. A. A. '23- '25;
Library Club, '23-'24. "Is anyone going downtown?" We
need not ask who is speaking, because everyone knows Elea-
nor's famous words. In spite of her numerous excursions to
the center of Bridgewater and home, she never failed to find
time for study. While we shivered because of unprepared
lessons, she sat calm and collected, knowing that she was
ready to recite. Weymouth is a pretty good place, and she
is a splendid example of what they can send to Normal. Nor-
mal loses a mighty fine person when she receives her degree.
Success and happiness, Eleanor.
JOSEPHINE MAGDALENE GIBERTI
19 Hillside Avenue, Middleboro, Mass. President, Day
Student Council, '26- '27; W. A. A., '23-'27; Student Council,
'24-'27; Secretary-Treasurer, Day Student Council, '26;
Baseball, '24-'27; Orchestra, '24, '27; Hockey, '24-'26; Basket-
ball, '25-'27. Jo is one of the most unobtrusive and clever
people imaginable. Her marvelous skill in math, has made
the rest of us gasp more than once. She tries to conceal her
natural brilliance, behind her unassuming manner, but she
has been discovered just the same. Her dignity, coupled with
her initiative, have made her a splendid leader of the day
students. Best wishes for a successful career, Josephine,




59 Freedom Street, Fall River, Mass. Hockey Team,
'23-'26; Baseball, '24; French Club, '23-'27; Vice-President,
'26-'27; W. A. A. '23-'26; W. A. A. Board, '25-'26; Hospitality
Committee, '25-'27; Class Editor, NORMAL OFFERING,
'26-'27. Dot is one of Class A's best students. She is not a
grind, however, as regardless of everything she must have
her little period of leisure before study hour. She certainly
stepped around in Training School though,—but there's a
reason. She is an excellent French scholar, too, and they
say she speaks French as well as she does English. Good
luck, Dorothy, may you meet with the best of success.
MARIE LORENA HAYES
678 Main Street, Brockton, Mass. Editor-in-chief,
NORMAL OFFERING, '26-'27; Class Editor, NORMAL
OFFERING, '25-'26; Class Historian, '25-'26; Campus
Carnival Committee, '26; Hospitality Committee, '26-'27.
We all know Marie's ability as a student. How often have we
listened to one of her themes and marvelled at its thought
and expression! What with keen insight, lightning percep-
tion, extraordinary sympathy, and scholastic aptitude, to
aid her natural charm, she is truly one of the few of whom it
may be said that "To know her well is to like her better."
May happiness and prosperity be yours, Marie.
DORIS MARIE KELLEHER
156 Auburn Street, Brockton, Mass., Student Council,
'23-'24; Basketball, '24-'27; Campus Carnival Committee,
'26; Class Secretary, '26-'27; Hospitality Committee, '25-'26;
Hockey, '25-'27. Dot has a charming personality which has
endeared her to a great number of friends since she came to
Normal. Her artistic ability is readily proved by the black-
board drawing which she sketched in such a clever manner.
It was so very superior to the work of the rest of her envious
class, that it remained on the board for the entire year. How-
ever, she is an all-round student, and if we can judge her
success as a pedagogue by her success here at school, her





39 Leavitt Street, Brockton, Mass. Student Council,
'26-'27; Campus Carnival Committee, '26; NORMAL
OFFERING Board, '26- '27; Hospitality Committee, '26-'27;
Class Representative, '26-'27. Life blesses us with the friend-
ship of one of those rare mortals whose capacity for under-
standing and sympathy is immeasurable. Such a benediction
is Peg. To restrict a just biographical sketch to a few paltry
lines is indeed a sorry limitation; but, let it be known with
no ostentation or exertion, Peg has endeared herself to the
hearts of her classmates with a friendship straightforward,
frank and unpretentious. Good luck, Margaret, in your
future life.
EVA HAMILTON McGAW
Norfolk Road, Cohasset, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27; Hock-
ey, '23-'27; Baseball, '23-'27; Basketball, '23-'26; House
Board, '25- '27; Cottage Secretary-Treasurer, '23; Scouts,
'23-'26; Dramatic Club, '26-'27; Dormitory Council, '26-'27;
All Senior Team, '26. Eva is always ready for a good laugh,
because she has a very happy disposition. That is one of
the reasons we love to have her around,—she puts us in a
pleasant frame of mind, too. We know Eva for her excellent
work in Dramatic Club, and hope that in future years she will
have an opportunity to teach dramatics to console her for hav-
ing to leave our Alma Mater. Best of luck to you in all you
do, Eva.
DOROTHY OSGOOD MITCHELL
54 Allen Street, Bradford, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27;
Y. P. U., '23-'26; Girl Scouts, '23-'27, Treasurer, '26-'27;
Glee Club, '25-'27; Secretary, '26-'27; Library Staff, '23-'27,
President, '26- '27; Choir, '26-'27; Hockey Team, '26; It
certainly was fortunate for the rest of her classmates that
Dot decided to return to Normal for her fourth year. What
would we have done without her to keep the assignments
straight in her little book, and what would have happened
to her roommates without her to keep them in the straight
and narrow path! We can all vouch that in spite of her
extensive outside activities her lessons were always carefully




480 June Street, Fall River, Mass. Class Treasurer,
'24-'27; Hospitality Committee, '24-'27; Social Activities
Committee, '25-'26; Hockey, '23-'24; Baseball, '23; Tennis,
'26; Dormitory Council, '26-'27; Vice-President of Gates,
'26-'27. We feel that the future of pedagogy is secure when
girls of the type of Marj are still turning toward that field of
endeavor. She has an unusually gentle and unassuming
manner to which everyone seems to respond with a feeling
of admiration. Furthermore, she possesses the rare combina-
tion of superior intelligence and physical attractiveness. As
a student she is faithful, conscientious, and industrious.
May you meet with the best of happiness, prosperity, and
success, Marjorie.
ISABELLA GREENE PERKINS
168 Main Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Glee Club, '23-'25;
NORMAL OFFERING Board, '26- '27. When we first
learned that we were to have a real school-teacher as a member
of our class, we were a wee bit timid. But, when Bella ap-
peared with her most delightful smile, and her friendly, yet
not presuming attitude, we laughed at ourselves. With so
many virtues to record, as we have discovered to be the case
since we have known her, and so little space in which to
record them, the task is a difficult one. Let it suffice to say
that Bella possesses all of the qualities which explain her
popularity here, and which assure her future success. Good
luck, Isabella.
PEARL MIRIAM PETTENGILL
14 Pleasant Street, Bradford, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'24;
Social Activities, '24-'25; House Board, '25-'27; Dormitory
Council, '25-'27. This blue-eyed girl came to join our ranks
from Haverhill High School, and if they were as sorry to lose
her as we will be, we sympathize with them. That she is
a sincere friend has been the happy discovery of her class-
mates. Punctuality is one of the virtues of this clever girl,
who was never known to hand in an assignment late. It
was due to her artistic ability that Class A had such attractive
posters announcing the fact of our coming social. Good




87 Harvard Street, Brockton, Mass. Debating Club.
'23-'24; Glee Club, '24-'27; Class Historian, '24-'25; Class
Editor, NORMAL OFFERING, '24-'25; Editor-in-chief,
NORMAL OFFERING, '25-'26; Campus Carnival Commit-
tee, '26; Day Student Social Committee, '27. Take four feet
eleven of pep, add plenty of originality, then a dash of humor,
and the result will be our Helena. When affairs in class have
almost come to a standstill, and our teacher is waiting for an
answer or suggestion, Helena always comes to the rescue.
Not only is she the shining light of every class, but she is
actively connected with many of the outside organizations
of the school. We seldom see Helena without her inseparable
pal, Bunny. Best of luck, Helena, may you enjoy your
teaching as much as you did your work here.
MARCELLA SMITH
5 Chestnut Street, Nantucket, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27;
Glee Club, '23-'27; Treasurer, '25-'26, President, '26-'27;
Secretary, Student Government, '25-'26; Vice-President,
Student Government, '26-'27; Hospitality Committee, '25-'27.
Of all the representatives which Nantucket has sent to Bridge-
water Normal there is none to whom she points with more
pride than Marcella. Achieving early fame in the musical
pursuits of the school, she unselfishly gave her time and
attention to further the interests of the musical clubs. Fur-
thermore, we can testify that she has been a consistent stu-
dent, a genuine optimist, and a real sport. We wish you all
the success in the world, Marcella, in your future life.
ANNA LOUISE STEVENSON
Main Street, Vineyard Haven, Mass. W. A. A., '23-'27;
Debating Club, '23-'24; W. Y. W., '25; Hockey Team, '23,'26;
Library Staff, '26-'27. Anna came to Bridgewater with a
smile on her face, and her good nature has never deserted her.
She has been a faithful and loyal classmate, proving a worthy
representative of "the island". As a champion hiker, or
early riser, she certainly is unequalled in this school. She
has done her part for four years in keeping the post-office
department of Bridgewater busy. The best of luck, Anna,




136 Cottage Park Road, Winthrop, Mass. W. A. A.,
'23-'24; Vice-President, Gates House, '25-'26; President,
Gates House, '26-'27; Campus Carnival Committee, '26;
Dormitory Council, '25- '27. Ruth has been one of the most
popular girls in our class since we have been here. Her re-
ticence and evident sincerity has made her fellow-students
believe that she is a friend worth having. Gates House owes
much of its success to her guidance and leadership. We all
wish you the best of luck, Ruth, in your future life.
GEORGE FRANCIS AHERNE
243 Birch Street, North Abington, Mass. Secretary-
Treasurer, N. A. A., '25-'27; Assistant Manager, Baseball, '26;
Manager, Baseball, '27; Member of winning Tug-of-War
Team, '25; Winning Track Team, '26; Sphinx Club. Buck
is the boy with the admirable oratorical ability. He never
ventures an opinion unless he can defend himself with a good
line of argument. Buck has an immense store of resource-
fulness, good humor, and initiative. His splendid pedagogical
manner in front of a class will be of great assistance to him
next year. Good luck, George, old boy!
JAMES WILLIAM BUCKLEY
170 Center Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Basketball,
'24-'26; N. A. A., '24-'27; NORMAL OFFERING Board,
'24-'25; Football, '24. Jim is not easily excited by modern
theorists in science or behaviorism because he is satisfied with
conservatism and everyday common-sense. With Jim no
task is too involved. Proof of this is found in his elaborate
notebooks, and in his many thorough charts of Greek culture,
Roman laws, and Norman institutions; or in his well-arranged
lesson plans in science, based on McMurray's "Teaching by
Projects". In character and manners their supreme excellen-
cy lies in their simplicity. We wish you success, Jim.
1927 NORMAL OFFERING
JOSEPH JOHN CONDON
482 High Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Glee Club, '24-'27;
N. A. A., '24-'27; Football, '24-'25; Winning Tug-of-War
Team, '25; Sphinx Club. During the four years that Joe has
been our classmate we have come to know and appreciate
his virtues. Beneath his calm exterior, he possesses the
faculty of definite decision, and power of earnest application
to the task at hand. Always obliging, he has made it pleasant
for many people here, by his splendid piano playing. Joe is
the boy who is always in demand when a good accompanist
is wanted either for purposes of dancing or singing. He also
has an excellent tenor voice. The community will be fort-
unate which receives the benefit of his inherent and acquired
potentialities. Good luck, Joe.
WILFRED HAROLD GRAVES
23 Main Street, Williamsburg, Mass. Class President,
'24-'27; Student Government, '24-'26; Social Activities Com-
mittee, '24; Glee Club, '24- '26; Football, '24; Vice-President,
N. A. A., '25-'26; Basketball, '24; Baseball, '24; Business
Manager, NORMAL OFFERING, '25-'26; Assistant Art
Editor, NORMAL OFFERING, '24; Sphinx Club. The
cares and responsibilities of our class have rested upon Hap's
shoulders for the past four years, and the efficient manner in
which he has led us has created a sincere admiration. For
faithfulness, school spirit, and congenial manners he is un-
surpassed. The class of '27 wishes you all the success in the
world, Hap.
RICHARD ELLIOT JASON
403 Commercial Street, Provincetown, Mass. Baseball,
'24-
'26; Football, '23-'24; Glee Club, '24-'26; N. A. A., '24-'27;
Manager, Basketball, '25; Cheer Leader, '25-'26; Winning
Tug-of-war Team, '25; Sphinx Club. Studies, athletics,
and social activities are easy victims to Dick's persistent
nature. Dick often has strong convictions on the affairs of
the day, and no amount of threats, diplomacy, nor imploring
can make him alter his opinion. If Dick remains the good
sport, real friend, and persistent worker that he has been at_
Normal, there is no doubt in our minds as to his assured




47 High Street, Natick, Mass. Glee Club, '24- '27; N. A.
A., '24-'27; Vice-President, N. A. A., '27; Dramatic Club,
'26-'27; Social Activities Committee, '27; Assistant Business
Manager, NORMAL OFFERING, '25-'26; Business Manager,
NORMAL OFFERING, '26- '27; Manager, Basketball, '27;
Sphinx Club. Bunny is the walking, living, breathing ex-
ception to the rule that "nobody loves a fat man". He has
'
become one of the most important men in the school by his
general willingness and co-operation. This is proved by the
number of offices he has held while at school. He has found
time to run the school store and make it pay! The gang
will never forget you, Bunny, and wish that your future life
may be as happy and successful as your life here has been.
ROBERT CARLTON KILEY
105 Tribou Street, Brockton, Mass. Basketball, '24-'26;
Captain, '26- '27; Tennis, '24-'27; N. A. A., '24- '27; Glee Club,
'24-'27; Champion Division Basketball Team, '24-'25; Sphinx
Club. In the fall of 1923 Bob descended upon us with a
presence that has continued to be felt throughout our four
years. His capacities are many. In scholastic work, spbrts,
and clubs, he has shown himself to be overflowing with energy
and initiative. If you have not witnessed an exhibition of this
young man's speed and accuracy in passing the ball, you
have missed a basketball treat. Your host of friends wish
you the best of luck, Bob, all your life.
MICHAEL THOMAS LANKILAS
86 Broad Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Football, '23;
Baseball, '24- '27; Basketball Second Team, '23-'24; Varsity,
'26-
'27; Freshman Floor Director in Gym; Sphinx Club;
University of Illinois. Mike is a boy of few words but sound
philosophy. In class we always noticed the look of glee on
his face when a question of rather involved explanation was
hurled at the class. Lip would go Mike's hand, and the neces-
sary information would shortly ensue. In work in the gym
he is unusually proficient. Whatever Mike attempted he
did with a good will, which probably explains his success.





55 Stetson Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Football, '24-'25;
Glee Club, '24- '26; N. A. A., '24-'26; Cheer Leader, '26;
Assistant Manager, Football, '25; Winning Tug-of-war Team,
'25; Sphinx Club. For four long years Russ has been a true
friend and a competent student. He has shown himself to
be competent both in his studies and in the social life of the
school. His interest in Bridgewater Normal is unflagging,
his loyalty unquestioned, and his success inevitable. May
you reach the heights of success and prosperity, Russ.
ROBERT JAMES NEEDHAM OSBORN
St. George Street, Duxbury, Mass. President, N. A. A.,
'26-'27; Baseball, '24-'27; Captain, '27; Football, '23-'24;
Glee Club, '24- '27; Dramatic Club, '26- '27; Tennis, '25-'27;
Winning Tug-of-war Team, '25; Sphinx Club. The success
of our baseball team for the past four years has been due
largely to the superb pitching of Bob's great right arm. Bob
has been great as president of N. A. A., and the manner in
which he conducted the meetings certainly qualifies him as
an A-l presiding officer. Bob was the envy of the rest of his
class in public speaking because of his oratorical ability. He
has a splendid personality which has made him very popular
here. Good luck, Bob.
CARL HEARTZ PORTER-SHIRLEY
3 Bell Street, Providence, Rhode Island. Football, '24;
Baseball, '24; Manager, Baseball, '26; Glee Club, '24- '27;
N. A. A., '24- '27; Basketball, '26-'27. Port is the one among
us who lives life as it should be lived. He enjo}'S every minute
to its fullest capacity, ever ready with mind and muscle when
someone needs help. He is a great one to have around if you
happen to feel a little blue, because he is bound to cheer you
up with his happy-go-lucky disposition. May it ever be thus,












Foreseeing that in the near future there will be underway an investigation to explain
the remarkable improvement in the world, due to the entrance, on the field of activities,
of a certain B class of the Bridgewater Normal School, I will here record certain facts and
tendencies of said class, which may aid the investigators in their explanation.
The individuality and genius which later marked this class was not apparent when on a
sunny day in September, in the year 1924, they arrived at the metropolis of Education.
It was not long, however, before they became accustomed to the ways of the place and could
use its terminology with the hoariest of seniors. By the end of their first year they were
acknowledged as a power to be considered.
In their second year, feeling that in union there is strength, they organized the class and
elected the officers which are still retained.
With their members, the foremost actresses, athletes, musicians, and scholars of the
school, they returned for a third year, to enjoy the glory of their successes.
Whatever they are to do, one thing is certain, that the class whose accomplishments
have been so great will continue in a broader field with as great achievements. In the
meanwhile, this record will remain as a proof of the irresistible will and unconquerable




THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
The "Bridgewater Spirit" is, in my opinion, the feeling of the Normal students that their
teaching is not a mere "job" by which they are to earn their living, but that their teaching
is something worthwhile—something that will build the character of future citizens of the
United States. When we first came here, we may have had the impression that teaching
was a very easy profession
—
perhaps we had chosen it for that very reason. Since then we
have formed a new impression. Our observation in the Training School has had something
to do with the change. I think it is because the Bridgewater graduates love their work that






23 Lyon Avenue, Brockton, Mass. "Care is an enemy
to life" Why worry? You were the most quiet person in
our class when you came to us. No, times have not changed
but Edie has! She is one of our "day hoppers" from Brockton
and broke the nine to four rule only because of Training
School. We always felt sorry for the first one in the class,
alphabetically, but our sympathy was uncalled for in this
case. Why? Because Edie is one of the most studious and
clever girls in the class. References insure work everywhere,
especially in drawing. Popular! Ask anyone in Bl. Suc-
cess, Edith, wherever you go.
ELEANOR FRANCES CALLAHAN
66 Center Street, North Easton, Mass. Callie is the most
quiet girl imaginable. Nevertheless, we are able to judge
from her unassuming manner, the depth and sincerity of her
nature. As to her scholastic ability, her marks are the an-
swer. North Easton must hold a great attraction for Callie
as she is always in such a hurry to leave Bridgewater. We
know that Callie is going to make an excellent teacher, judg-
ing from her record here, at school. Best wishes for your
success, Eleanor, all through life.
MARION EARLE CARPENTER
Central Street, Foxboro, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'26. Bud
will always be remembered as a leader, because of her stateli-
ness and her charming personality we suppose. The "Bud
and Jess Co." must have cornered the cracker and jam mark-
ets, for were they not always doling out these delicacies to
the weak and famished? Bud has won fame on the athletic
field, too, especially in soccer. Her classmates are going to
miss the happy and irrepressible Bud more than they like to




33 Silver Street, Randolph, Mass. Kay has gained quite
a reputation in our class for being extremely quiet. How-
ever, in class, she has unusual powers, that are readily dis-
cerned by means of her recitations. This reserved damsel
made the rest of us blush oftentimes, because of the super-
iority of the preparation of her lessons over ours. Keep
up the splendid record which you made for yourself while in
school, when you go out into the world, Kathryn, and we know
that we will be proud of you.
GRACE GERALDINE FITZGERi\LD
603 Union Street, Rockland, Mass. French Club, '24- '25;
W. A. A. '26; Secretary of W.'A. A., '26; Hockey, '24-'26;
Basketball, '24- '25; Baseball, '24; Soccer, '26; Class Re-
presentative, '25. Bl would not be complete without Grace,
because she has one of the jolliest dispositions in the class.
When Grace graduates in June, Normal will lose one of its
best students and athletes. This has proof in the fact that
Grace has been a leader, not only in her scholastic work, but
also in club and athletic activities. The best of luck, Grace,
and we know that you will succeed wherever you go.
GRACE MARGARET FORREST
183 Main Street, Randolph, Mass. Class Representative,
'24-'25. Grace is the vivacious member of our class. She
is not "Grace" to us however, she is "Blondie" or "Curly" or
"Sparkie". Not only do we admire her physical appearance,
but we also admire her mental prowess. A rare combination,
but Blondie possesses it. You are bound to be a success,





1059 North Main Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A.,
'24-
'25; Soccer, '26. Here is another one of our classmates
who, besides her school work, is fond of sports and dancing.
We never really knew Louise until this year when she left
the ranks of the day students and came to live in the dormi-
tory. We are very glad she did this, as we found out what a
very nice girl she is. We extend our sincere wishes for your
happiness in the future, Louise, and ask you to be sure to
remember your admiring classmates.
PRISCILLA ELIZABETH FURROW
134 Main Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '26;
Girl Scouts, '24- '26; Hockey, '24; Baseball, '26. Maximum
accomplishment with a minimum expenditure of time has
been a byword for Pris ever since she became a member of
our class. A minute properly employed is worth an hour
misspent, and Pris certainly did employ her minutes. When
you leave Normal, Priscilla, we hope and expect that you will
have the same success outside as you have had within our
school walls.
BEATRICE MAE GIBBS
22 Wall Street, Brockton, Mass. Basketball, '24- '26;
Hockey, '26; Bowling, '25-'26; French Club, '24- '26; Dramatic
Club, '26-'27. If you are looking for a true friend, a steady
friend, a jolly friend, then look for Bee. You may not hear
her talking, but she is always around ready to join in any fun
or to help a person. She has a rare habit of letting little
annoyances slide past her. 'Why worry?", she says. "It
doesn't matter in the end." She leads a busy life, for besides
her school work she is prominent in the club and athletic life




4321 North Main Street, Fall River, Mass. Gert is known
to everyone by her curly hair and happy smile. She is com-
monly found in the library, which leads us to suppose that she
will make a splendid librarian as well as teacher. From her
team mates we learn that she is invaluable on the field when a
game of soccer is being played. We will miss you next year,
Gertrude, but we extend to you every wish for a bright future.
LORETTA ELIZABETH HEBERT
16 Seymour Street, Pittsfield, Mass. French Club, '24-'25
;
Dramatic Club, '25-'27; Class Reporter, '25-'26; Class Rep-
resentative, '26-'27; Bowling Team, '24- '26; Soccer, '26-'27.
Lorrie does everything well, whether in studies, athletics, or
social activities. She does not have to "plug" to receive
"A's", they just seem to belong to her without any great
effort on her part. Will you ever forget her as "Jessica" in
"A Merchant of Venice"! We owe many an evenings enter-
tainment to Lorrie—and the piano. Good luck, Loretta.
JESSIE MARION KELLEY
61 Riverview Road, Walpole, Mass. Glee Club, '25-'27.
Here's to one of the most popular girls in Class Bl. Three
years ago this satellite came from the Walpole High School
to B. N. S., where she soon took a prominent place in the
history of the class. Although Jess has not been a great
athletic star during her three years here, she certainly has
shone in a scholastic way. In geography classes she is es-





31 Exchange Street, Rockland, Mass. W. A. A., '25- '27;
Basketball, '25; Baseball, '25; Hockey, '25- '26; Soccer, '26.
You know who Joe is of course. She is one of the best sports
in Bl. If you want to see a real game some afternoon go down
to the field when the B's are playing and watch Joe send the
ball through the goal. Joe may be a splendid athlete, but she
is just as good a student! We do not need to say any more.
Good luck to you, Josephine, because you deserve it.
LILLIAN MAY MARTIN
Hopedale, Mass. Lillian graduated from Framingham
Normal School after two successful years, and then joined the
teaching ranks. The desire for more knowledge took possess-
ion of her, however, and she ceased teaching to come and join
us. B2 welcomed her and learned to admire her for her
ability to say something worthwhile on such a wide range
of subjects. We hope your success continues in the future,
Lillian, as it has in the past.
MARION EMILY WARWICK
8 Davis Street, Woburn, Mass. Girl Scouts, '23-'25;
W. A. A., '23; Hockey, '23-'26; Soccer, '26. Here's to one of
the nicest and most original members of our class. She is
ready to tackle anything in sports or studies. Although she
was not well known to members of Class B until this year,
she soon proved herself one of us and made for herself a per-
manent place in our hearts. Her smiling and friendly manner,
together with her willingness to help a friend in need have




B 1—Returning- for the Fourth Year
Bair, Mary D. ------------- 1 Healy Street, Dudley
Boehner, Ruth P. ---------- 338 Titicut Street, State Farm
Bottomley, Marion ----------- 625 June Street, Fall River
Bryant, Frances M. --------.--1 Bryant Avenue, Bradford
Cooke, Beatrice E. ----------- Oliver Street, Petersham
Cutler, Blanche C. ---------- 309 Beale Street, Wollaston
Dunham, Margaret E. ---------- 124 Main Street, Nantucket
Flynn, Mildred W. ---------- 53 Eleventh Street, Fall River
Fogg, Alice M. - - - - - - - - - - - 30 Ringgold Street, Haverhill
Forrest, Lillian M. ---------- 46 Cottage Street, Randolph
Freeman, Veronica L. --------- - 288 Bedford Street, Bridgewater
Gomley, Eleanor W. ---------- 14 Orange Street, Abington
Kelleher, Kathaleen R. --------- - 156 Auburn Street, Brockton
Leonard, Jessica A. --------- 4011 North Main Street, Fall River
Leyland, Helen S. ------------ 53 Clifford Street, Melrose
Morse, Marion E. -----------10 Desmond Avenue, Manchester
WISHING
Wishing might well be called the world's favorite game. Everyone plays it. We begin
when very young to wish for every toy we see. As we grow a little older we long for the
things we read of in fairy tales: castles, adventures, the life of a king or queen, or fairies for
playmates.
Then comes the age when every boy wishes for long trousers, and perhaps for a smile
from the shy little miss next door; and every girl wishes for as many clothes as Susie Jones
has, or to be as beautiful as Mary Smith.
A few years later, the boy wishes for a car of his own. (What if it does look like a grass-
hopper, and need a little urging occasionally?) The girl, a young lady, now begins to wish
for a higher education, or perhaps just for a good time.
So through life this game of wishing goes on. Even the aged have their wishes, which I
think are the best of all—to be young again, and to return to the places where they had such
good times.
Wishing is a good thing for most people. It serves as an incentive for them to obtain
the much-desired thing. Would machinery ever have been invented if someone had not
wished for an easier way of doing his work? The saying is that if you wish for a thing long
enough you will get it: but I think a little energy, too, would help your desire come true.
Wishing has been the subject of many poems and sketches in literature. Whittier has
written a poem on the most beautiful wish in the world. The theme of it is:
"To-day, beneath Thy chastening eye,
I crave alone for peace and rest,
Submissive in Thy hands to lie,





2 Frederick Terrace, Dorchester, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'27;
Basketball, '26-'27. Dena is quiet, very reserved and digni-
fied, but when one is once acquainted with her she is found to
be a jolly good pal. Although she was not with us the first
year, we would miss her now if she were to leave us, because
she has made many friends here. Dena is a good all-round
student, but she excels in math. Tennis, too, claims much of
her time, and she has become a very skillful player. B2
wishes you great success, as a teacher, Dena.
WHILMA CLAIRE DESY
452 Osborne Street, Fall River, Mass. Secretary of
French Club, '25-'26; President of French Club, '26-'27.
Whilma is the "Little French Girl" of B2, whose presence
these last two years has made us wish more than once that
she had been with us our first year. Her unperturbed and
gentle countenance is but a covering to that vast amount of
character which she possesses. She displays an equal amount
of interest and ability in all her subjects. We wish you the
best of luck, Whilma, in whatever you do.
OLIVE EMILY HOWARD
Purchase Street, South Easton, Mass. Glee Club, '23-'25,
'26-'27; Day Student Social Committee, '27. If ever two
girls were inseparable, Olive and Helena can claim the champi-
onship. Helena certainly was glad when Olive, after a year's
experience in teaching, decided to return to Normal for an-
other year. Bunny we call her, and the epithet well fits the
charming little miss. 'Tis no secret that Olive excels in
science, and as for her penmanship, well, we expect soon to
be using the Howard method of writing in our public schools.
Athletics profited by the quick little center-forward, who was
always ready. Such History of "Ed." charts! Bunny has
a lovely singing voice too. We can but look for success in




34 Erin Street, Whitman, Mass. B2 without Peg Kenealy,
would occupy a far less illustrious position than it now has the
good fortune to enjoy. Many times Peg has stepped in and
helped win our basketball and soccer games. She has con-
clusively proved the fact that it is possible to enjoy the social
life, and still retain a high scholastic standing. In the numer-
ous trials and agitations which befell our lot, Peg was in the
front line to help our cause along. As we worked, played,
sorrowed and rejoiced together, we came to admire Peg as an
all-round good sport. Good luck, Margaret.
CARLOTTA GERTRUDE LINEHAN
18 Lexington Avenue, Bradford, Mass. Library Club,
'25-'27; House Board, '25- '27; Baseball, '24- '26. Carl is a
member of the famous quartet on the second floor of Wood-
ward. We cannot imagine B2 without her, although Carl
does not let her desire to be a good sport interfere with her
studies. She has a sunny smile and a pleasing disposition,
which have won for her many friends at B. N. S. Your class
wishes you the best of luck in your teaching career, Carlotta,
and we just know that you are going to succeed.
MARY AGNES MARSH
57 Rock Street, Norwood, Mass. Library Club, '24-'27;
Vice-President of Library Club, '25-'26; W. A. A., '24- '27;
Hockey, '24; Baseball, '25-'26; House Board, '25; Soccer, '26.
Pleasant, jolly, and full of fun, Ag came to Normal to show
B2 by her excellent example, how to look on the sunny side
of life. Ag will never starve, as long as drop-cakes are sold at
Hayes'. Her love for sports, her loyal class and school spirit,
as well as her warm-hearted friendliness to all, have won for




25 Annis Street, Methuen, Mass. W. A. A., '24- '27;
Basketball, '26- '27; Basketball Technique, '26- '27; Soccer,
'26; Dancing, '25-'26; Hockey, '24; Library Club, '26-'27.
Wherever you see a group of excited, chattering B 2's, Gladys
will be among them, you may be sure. Glad is the "Math
shark" of the class, especially since Mr. Durgin made his
appearance here. Although Glad is very studious, she is not
entirely a book-worm, as you know if you have seen her per-
form in soccer and basketball. We are glad you are in B2,
Gladys, and wish you success in the future.
ETHEL ARLENE OLIVER
119 Myrtle Street, Rockland, Mass. French Club, '24- '27;
Hospitality Committee, '25. Ethel receives a great thrill
out of life in general. She is the living proof of the great ad-
vantage of using Palmolive soap, and we truly envy her
"school-girl complexion." She has oratorical ability which
has stood by her in many crises—an ability that the rest of us
wish we could cultivate. In school and outside we are un-
animous in our decision that Ethel has been a great asset to
B2. May you find the best of luck, Ethel, wherever you go.
HELEN AUGUSTA PAUL
4 Whitney Court, Cambridge, Mass. French Club,
'26-'27. Take a large amount of good-nature, with much
dignity, self-possession, and any other desirable qualities
you can think of, mix them very gently, and there you have
our good sport, Helen. We have known her for three years,
but we haven't found an undesirable quality in her yet. We
must not fail to mention her ambition, through which she
completed two years of French in one, and which is sending
her to Middlebury College this summer. We wish you a




37 Kensington Avenue, Bradford, Mass. Library Club,
'25-'27, Vice-President, '26-'27. When Mary joined us three
years ago we all admired her gentle and quiet manner. A
conscientious spirit and thoroughness in her work are two of
her marked characteristics. We are confident that Mary's
pupils will have the same respect and admiration for her that
we have had during her stay here. The very best of luck and
happiness to you always, Mary.
ANNA LOUISE ROBERTSON
6 Avon Street, Andover, Mass. Baseball, '25-'26; Glee
Club, '26; House Board, '25; Hockey, '25; Library Club, '27;
Dormitory Council, '26. Robby's ability to entertain us with
her playing and singing has made her very much in demand.
When she longed for solitude she was ruthlessly dragged from
her room to the piano, there to accompany the voices of an
admiring circle of friends. She has won our hearts through
her music, and has kept our hearts by means of her sunny and
pleasing disposition. We wish you success next year at B. U.
Anna, and hope that you will have as many friends there as
you have here.
GLENNA HELENE SMITH
418 Water Street, Haverhill, Mass. French Club, '25-'26;
Library Club, '26- '27; W. A. A, '26-'27; Baseball, '26; Soccer,
'26; Dancing Class, '26-'27; Basketball, '26. Glen, one of
the best-natured members of B2, is popular with both students
and teachers. Although she never shirks her duties, she has
never been known to refuse a good time. She is very con-
scientious, never failing to prepare her lessons carefully and
in good time. The best wishes of the class go with you,




85 Division Street, Brockton, Mass. Lee is the girl who
hands in such exquisitely neat maps, charts, and notebooks.
She is the coolest member of B2; not even a test can move her
to excitement. We love to watch her swagger down the
street every day, her books nonchalantly tucked beneath her
arm. She has a delightful sense of humor, seeing a joke in
everything possible. The class will not seem complete with-
out you, but since you must graduate we wish you all sorts of
good luck. You are going to be a corking teacher, we know,
Lee, and we are sure that you will be successful.
MARGARET OSGOOD STILES
23 Webster Place, Maiden, Mass. Baseball, '25; Garden
Club, '24-'27; Marg is a member of that famous "First
Floor Woodward Sextet". She is noted for her merry little
laugh that is heard so often, for Marg is a jolly girl. We hope
that when Marg starts to teach it will be near Maiden, so
that she will not have to rush so to catch the "four o'clock"
every Friday P. M. The best of luck, Margaret, in your
future work, is our sincere wish for you.
GRACE MARJORIE SWIFT
725 North Main Street, Attleboro, Mass. Glee Club,
'24-
'27; House Board, '25-'26. Midge Swift with her rosy
cheeks and boyish bob is the "Peck's Bad Boy" of B2. No
other member of the class is capable of looking so serious at
one time and yet so mischievous at another. Those who
know her best realize how full of fun she is, and say they are
indebted to her for many good laughs. Finally, Midge is
blessed with a good appetite. A bit of something to eat is
never amiss when Marjorie is around. The class wishes you




30 Oregon Street, East Bridgewater, Mass. Grace Mary
is one of the "Swifts" of our class. When the name "Miss
Swift" is called the next question asked is "Which Miss
Swift?" The enlightening reply comes back—"Miss Grace
Swift". The error is usually discovered after the burst of
laughter following upon this answer—hence the Grace Mary.
Grace is the sort of girl who is so very quiet that she is not
discovered until much time, which could have been spent in
close friendship, is lost. However, we value our fortunate
acquaintance with her very highly. You are a splendid
example to give to the teaching profession, Grace, and we wish
you a great deal of luck.
CATHERINE THERESA TOBIN
15 Morrison Road, Braintree, Mass. Kay bestowed her
presence upon our class after having been a student at B. U.
for one year. With her bright eyes and innocent expression
we know that she could work,—favorably,—upon the emot-
ions of anyone. She is the possessor, indeed, of a delightful
personality, which makes friends for her wherever she goes.
Kay is one of the faithful and patient commuters of the class.
We sincerely hope, Catherine, that you will be as successful
in your teaching life as you have been while at school.
MARY KATHERINE TOOMEY
43 Freemont Street, Bridgewater, Mass. French Club,
'26-'27; Soccer Team, '26. Mary is the personification of
the old saying, "Still water runs deep." She is very quiet
and shy, but we have all recognized a depth of friendliness
and sincerity in her, which many of the less retiring ones of
the world lack. She is a student of high scholastic standing,
owing to her conscientious diligence. She seems to possess
every potentiality for becoming an excellent teacher. B2





4 Sargent Avenue, Somerville, Mass. Day Student
Council, '26-'27; Library Club, '26-'27. At the end of her
first year, upon moving to Somerville, Alice transferred to
Salem Normal, but soon returned to dear old Bridgewater
Normal, even though it necessitated commuting. She is
one of B2's most conscientious members, for she has never
been known to leave a task until it is completed. Besides
attending to her regular studies, she spends every spare min-
ute of her time working in the library. Keep to the same
policy that you are following now, Alice, and you are bound
to come out on top. Best of luck!
GENEVIEVE MACCARLIE
WESTERVELT
111 Corning Street, Beverly, Mass. Girl Scouts, '24-'25;
Baseball, '25; Dramatic Club, '25-'27; House Board, '27;
Class Secretary, '26-'27. Gee is recognized as a student of
unusual brilliancy, although by her participation in so many
of the school activities she proves that she does not devote
all of her time to studying. B2 wonders when she finds time
for her excellent preparations, because no one ever finds her
plugging very hard. Since the days when she first played
hostess in Woodward 12, Gee's pleasant personality has made
her many friends. Good luck, Genevieve.
MARY MARTHA WHALEN
81 Pine Street, Attleboro, Mass. Basketball, '24-'25;
Soccer, '26; French Club, '24- '27; Orchestra, '24- '27. When
any of her friends are in difficulty the first thought which comes
into their minds is "Ask Mary". Mary is to be relied upon to
do her utmost to assist any of her troubled associates. It is
by this unselfish good-nature that she has won the sincere
respect and gratitude of her classmates. Her keen sense of
humor has been the enjoyment of her class on a great many
occasions. We are confident that the personality which
brought her so much success in school will help her to success




88 Ashland Avenue, Methuen, Mass. Girl Scouts, '24-'25;
W. A. A., '24- '27; Hockey, '24; Baseball, '25; Bowling, '26-'27;
Dancing, '24-'27; Baseball Technique, '25. All the Wood-
ward girls remember the dear little Dinah baby at the dorm
party, who afterwards proved to be Bert. She is not so
quiet as she is petite, and if you observe closely you will find
that there is a very mischievous twinkle in her eyes, which
contradicts the demure expression on her face. May you be
most successful in your life as a teacher, Bertha, is the wish
of your classmates for you.
MAUDE UPTON WOOD
Soccer, '26; Normal Hall Hockey Team, '26; W. A. A.,
'26-'27; Dancing, '25- '27; Basketball Technique, '27. Maude's
athletic prowess speaks for itself adequately on the field, and
her classmates are unanimous in praising her mental agility.
It does not seem to matter to Maude whether the problem
at hand is a soccer ball going the wrong way, or the finding
of the area of a polygon; she attacks both with equal vigor and
success. Neatness is one of her outstanding characteristics.
B2 unites in wishing you a long life, Maude, in which to enjoy





whose few undergraduate days were filled




B II—Returning for the Fourth Year
Burns, Margaret D. ---------- 234 Hamlet Street, Fall River
McKale, Elizabeth R. ---------- 130 Centre Street, Bridgewater
Nims, Lyla G. ----------- 368 Main Street, Concord Junction
Pratt, Mable F. ----------- 23 Standish Avenue, Wollaston
Ritchie, Alfreda O.-----------50 Tower Hill Street, Lawrence
Roach, Alice G. ---------- 35 Spring Street, East Bridgewater
Shaw, Josephine - - - - - - - - - -75 Worcester Street, Bridgewater
Spencer, Elinore F. - - - - - - - - - - -91 River Road, West Bridgewater
Turner, Edith A. ----------- 600 North Street, Bridgewater
Turner, Natalie M. -----------1 Bryant Avenue, Bradford
Vining, Cora M. ----------- 1 Circuit Street, West Hanover
EXTRACTS FROM A FRESHMAN'S DIARY.
Sept. 14.
At last! After all my waiting and longing I am at Normal School. I met a lot of new
girls. The seniors don't look so very teacherish, but I could easily pick out the new girls
—
they all appear a trifle scared. I know a lot of them, so I shan't be lonesome. I don't feel
a bit homesick. I wonder what they are doing at home? It must be strange to be at home
and not have me there.
Oh well, I'll soon get this room to look like home. It certainly did look bare when we
first came in, but the view from the window is beautiful. I am glad my roommates are both
from my graduating class. Guess I'll go to bed, because school begins tomorrow.
Sept. 21.
Oh how I wish I were home again ! I don't care a rap about teaching. The studies are
all right, but the home lessons I never get done. Some of the girls are nice but the upper-
classmen seem to think it's their duty to step as hard as they can on the Freshmen. And
that lecture we got tonight. I think it's mean to be always down on us. And that firedrill
last night almost scared the wits out of me. Why can't they have it at a decent time, not
when I've just got into bed? I don't care if the old building does burn down. I wish it
would, then I could go home.
Nov. 1.
We had a great time today. Our team beat the Junior Ill's, so now we're champs. I
got two A's today, besides. I was introduced to the nicest girl today. She lives over in
Normal and invited me to visit her. I know a lot of upper-classmen now. They're not
half as strict as they were at first. Our house president is a peach. She's a good hockey
player too. Some of the girls were talking about going home this weekend, but gosh, I'd
just as soon stay here.





468 Hancock Street, Norfolk Downs, Mass. Day Student
Council, '26-'27; W. A. A., '26-'27; Dancing Class, '25-'27.
" There buds the promise of celestial worth."—Young.
"Desperate" is a good student as her marks attest. She
is industrious, energetic, willing, and dependable. Any event
which is in her charge is sure to be a success, and her quality
of leadership has often been recognized by her friends. Above
all "Des" is good-natured and fun-loving. We hope that
your future associates will love and enjoy you as much as we
do, Evelyn.
HELEN GERTRUDE AVERY
35 Granite Place, Milton, Mass. Baseball, '25; W. A. A.,
'24-
'25; Open House Committee, '25-'26; Hospitality Com-
mittee, '25-'26; Garden Club, '24-'26, Secretary, '25-'26;
Social Activities Committee, '24-'25; Secretary, Student
Government Association, '26- '27.
"Ah, you flavor everything; you are the vanilla of society."—
Smith.
Helen is our prize athletic girl, who impartially bestows
her prowess on offence or defense. If all her talent were
placed on one side, the contest would be too unequal. In
everything she shows no favoritism. Her dormitory life is
not altogether peaceful, because room 16, is too popular.
Good luck, Helen, in your future life.
FRANCES ELEANOR BALDWIN
13 High Street, Whitinsville, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'27;
Basketball, '24- '25; Head of Basketball, '25-'26; White Basket-
ball Team, '25-'26; W. A. A. Sports, '24-'27; President of
W. A. A., '26- '27; Garden Club, '24- '27.
"By the work one knows the workman."—La Fontaine.
Here we have a girl who is extremely popular. She excels
in studies and leads the class, (to be more nearly exact, the
school), in sports. "Frankie" is quiet and unobtrusive, and
at times we are hardly aware of her presence. We wish you




Plymouth Street, North Middleboro, Mass. Dancing
Class, '25-'27.
" Those about her from her shall read the perfect ways of
honour."—Shakespeare.
Ruth is a girl who believes that school duties come first and
social obligations second. She seems rather quiet and re-
served but upon further acquaintance is found to be ready
for a happy time. Ruth has been a faithful and efficient
member of the dancing class, and every Tuesday morning
could be found gracefully flitting around the "gym" in her
blue gown. We hope that you will be as well-liked and as
successful in your teaching life, Ruth, as you have been while
at school.
AVIS ATWELL BLANCHARD
2 North Avenue, Attleboro, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'27;
Basketball, '24- '26; Dormitory Council, '24-'25; Hospitality
Committee, '26-'27; Class C Social Committee, '26; Vice-
President Social Activities Committee, '26-'27; Class Re-
presentative, '24-'26; Garden Club, '24-'27; Hockey, '26;
Orchestra, '24-'25; Secretary-Treasurer of Orchestra, '26-'27;
Baseball, '25; Garden Club Social Committee, '27.
" Her ways were ways of pleasantness".
Although, from the above list of activities, you can see
that Abe spends a great deal of time in outside activities,
she is always proud of her report card, which proves that she
studies hard, too. Good luck, Avis.
HANNAH MARIA BOWDEN
36 Buckley Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A., '24- '27;
Hockey, '24- '26; Baseball, '25- '27; Basketball, '24- '27; Garden
Club, '24; Girl Scouts, '24- '27; Patrol Leader, '25-'26; Corpor-
al, '26; Soccer, '26.
" Truths that wake, to perish never."—Wordsworth.
Hannah excels in all forms of athletic activity and no game
is complete without her good work. She is a splendid student
in all subjects, but in Geography, especially, she does very
good work. Billy is always ready to help a classmate in need.





131 Riverview Street, Brockton, Mass.
"He hath no power who hath no power to use."
At first Harry seemed a very quiet sort of girl, but after
we knew her we found that she had a jolly disposition, which
has added a great deal to the fun of B3. She is always ready
for a good time, but never at the expense of her studies. We
know that she always has her lessons prepared and carries
off the honors in scholarship. Good luck, Harriet, may you
receive the success and prosperity which you merit from your
work here.
EUNICE JOSEPHINE CASS
1191 Warren Avenue, Brockton, Mass. Hockey, '24- '25;
Mrs. Boyden's Reception Committee, '26; Dancing Class,
'26-
'27.
"Still waters run deep"
.
Like Milton's pensive nun, Eunice is silent, steadfast,
and demure. When she wasn't studying, she spent many
spare hours in the bowling alleys, and it was with much fear
that we stood back when she swung that wicked right arm.
The proof of her scholastic ability is to be found in her excel-
lent report cards. Do not forget your friends at B. N. S.,
Eunice, and remember that they are all wishing you success.
KATHERINE MUNRO CASWELL
R. F. D. No. 3, Middleboro, Mass. Lieutenant of Girl
Scouts, '24- '27; W. A. A., '24- '27; Normal House Board,
'26-
'27; Hockey, '25-'26; Basketball, '26.
"All I know is, that the facts I slate
Are true as truth has ever been of late."— Byron.
Kay is one of our all-round girls. In every line of work,
she participates with vigor and enthusiasm. Qualities of
leadership are evident in Kay. We shall remember Kay as a
thinker, a peruser of books, a good sportswoman, a leader,
and a friend. May you have the happiest and most pros-




40 Dighton Avenue, Taunton, Mass. Hockey, '24-'27;
Basketball, '24-'27; Baseball, '24- '27; W. A. A., '24-'27; W. A.
A. Board, '26-'27; Girl Scouts, '24- '27.
"I will do my best."
Those who have known Olive during her three years here,
appreciate the responsibility imposed by an association based
upon genuine sincerity and supreme generosity. She is very
popular, not only in her own class, but throughout the entire
school. Her unbounded initiative and ambition have made
her a superior student in all of her subjects. For you, Olive,
we wish the most successful future imaginable.
DOROTHY MARGARET CROSBY
104 Hazard Street, New Bedford, Mass. Glee Club,
'24-
'25; Dramatic Club, '25- '27; Secretary, '25-'26; Class
Vice-President, '25-'26; President of Student Government
Association, '26-'27.
"Look at her prizes all in a row,
Surely a hint offame."—Service.
Dot is the popular member of our class, who has been
very prominent in the social life of the school. We have
enjoyed her for the last three years because of her happy
disposition, and charming personality. When one sees Dot
one sees her two "roomies",—the inseparable trio. The class
will miss this good friend and student next year. Good luck,
Dorothy.
FRANCES ALBERTA DESMOND
51 Hull Street, Hull, Mass. W. A. A., '24- '27; Garden
Club, '24- '27; Assistant Head of Baseball, '25; Class Baseball,
'25; Gates' Hockey, '27.
"A will to success is half the fight"
.
Calm, clear-eyed Frances came to Normal three years
ago, with a firm purpose to conquer. She soon won our
friendship with her pleasant manner and her willingness to
work. Who could ever imagine Fran disloyal to her school
or her friends? She is a girl to whom B. N. S. can always
point with pride as one of her graduates. We all wish you




28 Frankton Avenue, Brockton, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'26:
Basketball, '24; Hockey, '24; NORMAL OFFERING
STAFF, '25-'26; Chairman of Dancing, '26- '27; Class Re-
presentative, '26-'27.
"And a little child shall lead them."
Dot's witty remarks and ready answers, both in and out
of class have furnished many laughs. Dramatics is Dot's
sphere, and although she is a good student in all subjects,
she excels in this. She is one of the most faithful advocates
of the dancing class, and one of the most graceful, too. We
certainly like you, Dorothy, and wish you a great deal of
success.
RUTH ANASTASIA FLAVIN
35 Shore Street, Taunton, Mass. Day Student Council,
'25-'26; Day Student Social Committee, '25.
" There is no truer-hearted"
.
— Tennyson.
Ruth possesses a great deal of scholastic ability, but in
art work she is particularly proficient. She has a dauntless
spirit which enables her to attack any problem, no matter
how difficult. It is this willingness to work which has made
her such a success at Normal School. Your many friends
wish you happiness and prosperity in your future life, Ruth.
ELEANOR THIBEAULT FREDETTE
351 East Squantum Street, Atlantic, Mass. W. A. A.,
'24-'25; Open House Committee, '25-'26; Garden Club, '24-'27;
President, '25-'26; Chairman of Garden Club, Social Com-
mittee, '26; House Board, '26-'27; NORMAL OFFERING
STAFF, '26-'27.
"She from whose lips divine persuasion flows."—Pope.
In whatever capacity Ellie serves, she serves well. As a
leader she is very popular, because of the tact she employs
in all of her undertakings. In this way she insures the co-
operation of her associates. She receives splendid marks in
all of her subjects, which proves that she is a good scholar,
too. As class editor she wields a stern sceptre, but we love




143 Soule Street, Middleboro, Mass. Dancing Class,
'26-'27; Day Student Council, '26-'27.
"Rich, not gaudy; For apparel oft proclaims the man."
Let us introduce to you, Mabel, one of our commuters.
Mabel has won the esteem of our class not only for her con-
scientious study, but also for her constant sweet and agree-
able manner. We have all admired Mabel's good-looking
clothes and her graceful poise,—brought about no doubt,
from her attendance at dancing class. Best of luck to you,
Mabel, in all the years to come.
MILDRED LOUISE HOULIHAN
95 Emerson Street, Rockland, Mass. W. A. A., '24- '27;
Hockey, '24- '26; Baseball, '25; Garden Club, '24- '27.
"In came Mrs. Tezziwig, one vast substantial smile."—
Dickens.
This is "Hap", the girl with the lovely smile. She is the
best all-round sport ever, always willing to sacrifice her own
wishes to accommodate the desires of her friends. She is
an athletic girl, too, as is evident by her participation in hock-
ey and baseball. As far as her studies are concerned, —well,
ask her about her excellent reports. Success, Mildred, is
our wish for you.
CONSTANCE JULIA KEEGAN
289 Wahconah Street, Pittsfield, Mass. French Club,
'24-'27; Normal House President, '26-'27; Hospitality Com-
mittee, '26; Hockey, '26. From the distant hills of Berkshire,
our Connie came to Bridgewater. She has studied and played
with a concentration and earnestness which has made her
among those at the top of the list in studies and in sports.
Under her leadership, Normal Hall has had a very happy
year. She is firm and steady, a girl upon whom we would
not be afraid to depend. Good luck, Constance, may you be




82 Ruth Street, New Bedford, Mass. French Club, '24-'27
VV. A. A., '24-'27; Hockey, '25; Basketball, '24-'25; Base-
ball, '25; Gates House Hockey, '27.
" Night after night she sat and bleared her eyes with books."
Nellie is a very good scholar in all subjects, but her forte is
French. In fact, she intends to be a teacher of French next
year. The other subject in which she seems especially in-
terested in, is Sports. If you could see her playing hockey, you
would agree that interest is conducive to skill, because she
certainly is adept. Well, Nellie, we wish you the best of luck




63 Quincy Avenue, Quincy, Mass. House Board, '26-'27;
Student Council, '23-'24; Assistant Chairman of Student Coun-
cil, '24; W. A. A., '23-'27; Baseball, '24- '26; Soccer, '26; Bowl-
ing, '26-'27; Basketball, '24- '25; Garden Club, '24- '27, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, '25-'26, President, '26-'27; Chairman of Gar-
den Club Social, '27; Open House Committee, '26; Nominat-
ing Committee of Class Officers, '27; Class C Social Com-
mittee, '26.
"In youth and beauty, wisdom is but rare."
Poetess, writer, literary critic, a most able leader, and a
clever student,—are all ways of describing Marge. We
know that her pupils next year will love her as much as we do
this year. Best of luck, Margaret.
RUTH EVELYN MAYO
58 Church Street, East Weymouth, Mass. W. A. A.,
'24-'27; Garden Club, '24- '27.
"She is ever precise and promise keeping."—Shakespeare.
Ruth is one of our more quiet members, but one with
whom we would dispense under no consideration. We can
not help but admire her, for her steadiness, even disposition,
and stability. She is a conscientious student and an ambitious
worker, in addition to being a helpful classmate. You have




58 Franklin Avenue, Brockton, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'25;
Hockey, '24- '25; Basketball, '24.
"So lender and true."
Delly is sincere, jolly, clever, and athletic. She is just the
sort of person that we like to have around, because of her
liveliness and originality. Next year we are going to miss
this delightful classmate more than we like to think about,
but our loss will be somebody else's gain, because some child-
ren are going to have a wonderful teacher. The best of luck,
Adele, in your life as a teacher.
JENNIE LOUISE NUGENT
1033 North Main Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A.,
'24-'25; Fall River-Bridgewater Club. If you ever saw
Jennie in the Day Student's Room studying, you would
certainly say that she can concentrate, because she appears
oblivious to all sound and feeling. Her conscientious work
has shown results, in the class room and on her reports. Jennie
claims that soccer and tennis are her favorite sports, and we
believe it, by the way that she plays. Wherever you go
Jennie, the best wishes of your class will be with you.
VIVIENNE AGNES PICKETT
421 High Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '26-'27.
"I take for the flower of womankind."— Tennyson.
Vivienne is one of our most conscientious classmates.
She is rather quiet,—as girls go,—but we love her just the
same. If it is true that diligence and labor are rewarded by
success, she will certainly reach the goal to which she is as-
piring. We sincerely hope, Vivienne, that you will succeed




South Street, Somerset, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'25.
"Would I were as steadfast as thou art."
Madeline has acquired a habit which most of the rest of
us wish we could cultivate. This virtue is the one of always
handing her work in on time. No matter how rushed she is
by social activities she never neglects her studying. We
envy her A's and B's; but by those athletic shoes that she
wears we know that she spends some time in making a mark
for herself in sports. We wish you the best of success in the
future, Madeline.
DOROTHY ROSE POWELL
36 Grove Street, Lynn, Mass. Social Activities Chair-
man, '25-'26; French Club, '24- '27; Glee Club, '25- '27; Choir,
'26-'27; Mrs. Boyden's Reception Committee, '25-'26; Open
House Committee, '25-'26; Bowling, '26.
" Firm to resolve; patient to perform."
Dot can always be depended upon to do her bit, whatever
comes along. She seems to possess just the right proportion
of friendliness, courtesy, and frankness. Her ever-ready
smile and quiet charm will be remembered by all of us, when
we think in retrospect of the days spent here. Good luck,
Dorothy, may your pupils appreciate you as much as we do.
CAROLINE WARD RICHARDSON
5 Tremont Street, Methuen, Mass. Glee Club, '24- '27;
Choir Leader, '27; Tennis Champion, '24-'27; Hospitality
Committee, '25; Bowling, '25-'26; Soccer, '26; Baseball, '25;
W. A. A., '24; Open House Committee, '25- '26.
"If I can't be sorry, I might as well be glad."—Millay.
Carol is a very busy lady, when you take into consideration
the amount of outside activities in which she is engaged in
addition to all of her regular school work. She does not seem
to mind it, however, because she never neglects one for the





111 Brigham Street, New Bedford, Mass. Glee Club,
'24-'27; Assistant Accompanist, '24-'25; Garden Club, '24-'26;
W. A. A., '24- '27; Chairman of Music, Y. P. U., '25-'26:
Class C Social Committee, '26; Song Leader of Gates House,
'26-
'27.
"Gallant, graceful, gentle, tall."
Connie is the golden-haired, slender, dignified member
of our class. She is an expert pianist and by her playing has
imparted much enjoyment during her stay here. She has
been very prominent in the musical activities of the school,
and we have heard that she will be sorely missed, next year.
The best of luck, Cornelia, and don't forget the many friends
you have made here.
IRENE SCHOLASTICA RYAN
292 Warren Street, Fall River, Mass. Garden Club,
'24-
'25; W. A. A., '24- '27; Dormitory Council, '24; Baseball,
'25; Basketball, '25-'27; Soccer, '26; Hockey, '24- '26.
" Her heart is in her work."
Here is another very nice member of B3 who helped to
make all classes the fun they were. Rene was one of the
athletic members of the class who went out and succeeded on
the field. She was also an active member of the Garden Club.
We hope that next year in her teaching she will still continue
to look on the bright side of life and see the humor in all
situations. Good luck, Irene.
MARY ANGELA SHEA
19 Lyon Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'25;
Library Club, '25-'26; Garden Club, '25-'26; Vice-President,
Fall River-Bridgewater Club.
"Back and forth to town I go."—Pope.
Angela, a cheerful and happy companion, is the girl her
classmates all admire. Her interest in outside activities and
her excellent work have made her a valuable asset to the
school. Although we hate to lose sight of you, we will try
to remember that "the best of friends must part", and so we




17 Reynolds Street, New Bedford, Mass. W. A. A.,
'24-
'25; Bowling, '25-'26; Open House Committee, '26; Class
C Social Committee, '26.
"A lovely lady, garmented in i
From her own beauty. "^Shelley.
We envy anyone who is listed among Helena's friends,
for it is rumored that they are a select few. Helena is among
the first in her class in scholastic ability,—ask Miss Roth!
She has a sweet smile which makes friends for her with little
effort, but she does not smile on everyone. We all like this
reserved young lady, and we know that she will be very suc-
cessful in both her professional and her social life. Best of
luck, Helena.
B III—Returning for the Fourth Year
Almstead, Clara M. ..'.-- - 79 West Street, Greenfield.
Blinn, L. Isabel ---_--__... 75 Shawmut Street, Fall River
Brine, Marion L. --------- 9 Paul Revere Road, Arlington Heights
Maxim, Mildred J.----------- 975 Middleboro Avenue, Taunton
B IV—Returning for the Fourth Year
Barham, T. Chester, Jr
Cameron, Charles A.





Reilly, Albert G. .
Shea, Robert F.
Tanner, G. Edward*
*Present first term and part o
833 Brockton Avenue, Abington
. 78 Pearl Street, Bridgewater
135 South Main Street, Randolph
103 Elm Street, Cambridge
38 Short Street, Randolph
298 Orange Street, Fall River
376 Linden Street, Fall River
. 685 Washington Street, Whitman
309 North Avenue, North Abington













On a bright September morning not so long ago, eighty-two future pedagogues gathered
in the basement of Woodward Dormitory to begin their Normal School careers, and there,
were divided into classes designated as Junior I, II, and III, respectively.
We found, as Juniors, that together with hours of studying came hours of pleasure.
Among the most pleasant memories that we have are those of the day that we spent visiting
the granite quarries in Quincy, the one on which we went to the museums in Boston, our
sleigh-ride to Brockton one wintry evening, and the sing at which Junior II won.
In our work too, we found pleasure, as illustrated by the enthusiasm shown in working
out the Pilgrim and Indian projects in Miss Momtt's class, our interest in Training School,
and all other scholastic activities.
We have been very athletic, as well, for many of our members have proved stars in
Hockey, Basketball and Baseball.
To the rest of the school we extend every wish for happiness and prosperity.
The time will soon arrive
When the Senior Class must part
And each and every one of us






33 South Street, Hingham, Mass. Student Council,
'25-'27; Class Representative, '25-'27; W. A. A., '25-'27;
Girl Scouts, '25- '26; Hockey, '25; Hospitality Committee,
'26-'27. Everyone admires this happy, fun-loving girl, who
is the first person in all of our classes. Through her pleasing
personality and friendly attitude she became the Class Re-
presentative, which office she has filled with ability for the
two years that we have spent at Normal School. Helena has
a great deal of "sticktoitiveness" in her, as we are sure that
Mr. Doner would vouch. The best of luck, Helena, and may
you always keep that agreeable personality which is such a
great asset in life.
JOSEPHINE MARY BARNES
25 Dudley Street, New Bedford, Mass. Junior Sing
Committee, '26. Jo is one of the most accommodating young
ladies we have in our class. She makes lovely posters and is
always willing to lend her artistic ability to those who need it.
There is another reason for our liking Jo,—she is always the
same. We all wonder if she could ever become angry, for we
have never seen her without a pleasant smile. Love and
best wishes to you, Josephine, and may you enjoy teaching
even more than you have B. N. S.
AVIS ELEANOR BLACKWELL
83 Division Street, North Attleboro, Mass. VV. A. A.,
'25-'27. We seldom see Avis when she is not working quietly
and busily. She does everything in such a silent and un-
assuming manner that we are startled at times in class at her
excellent preparation. When Avis recites we all listen at-
tentively to her sweet and soft voice. We like to have her
called upon for this reason. Senior 1 wishes you great success




6 Pleasant Street, Dighton, Mass. Girl Scouts, '25- '27;
W. A. A., '25- '27; Hockey, '25; Basketball, '25-'26; "Gym"
Leader, '27. Rose has captured the hearts of the girls of
Senior 1, with her sunny disposition and cheery smile. Rose
is clever in every one of her studies, but she exhibits her un-
usual capability, especially, in her recitations in physiography
class. We know that you will make an excellent and lovable
teacher, Rose, and we wish you the best of luck.
GLORIA MARIE BOUCHER
549 South Almond Street, Fall River, Mass. Glee Club,
'25-'27; W. A. A., '25-'27; Hockey, '25; Baseball, '26; Fall
River-Bridgewater Club. "Glo's" smiling face, sparkling
eyes, and boundless enthusiasm have endeared her to all of
us. Gloria is very sympathetic, so whenever things are not
running so smoothly as usual, we like to hunt her up, for a
little consolation. She is very clever with her tongue, also,
and is able to make many original and witty remarks. Hap-
piness and success is our wish for you always, Gloria.
LEONORA JOSEPHINE BRADY
756 Second Street, Fall River, Mass. Vice-President of
Senior Class, '27; Class Editor, NORMAL OFFERING,
'25-'26; Leader of Junior 1 Sing, '25. Leonora is one of the
leaders in all of our classes, because of her superior knowledge.
A jollier and more lovable girl would be a difficult person to
find, for she has always a pleasant and bright remark to utter.
We know your pupils will love you, Leonora, just as much as
your class has, and we shall miss your cheery presence when
we leave B. N. S.
1927 NORMAL OFFERING
DOROTHEA FRANCES BRUCE
64 Green Street, Fairhaven, Mass. Assistant Literary
Editor, NORMAL OFFERING, '26- '27. Dot is one of the
brightest girls in Senior 1. When she recites the rest of us
just sit back with open mouths and wonder where she ac-
quired all the knowledge she possesses. Yet Dot has found
time to win her way into the hearts of all her classmates,
with her helpful and cheery manner. We shall remember
Dot as an able student, a conscientious worker, and a good
friend. We wish you the good luck you have earned, Dorothy.
HELEN FRANCES BURR
10 Water Street, Hingham, Mass. Girl Scouts, '25-'26;
W. A. A., '25- '27; Glee Club, '25-'27; Choir, '26- '27; Wood-
ward House Board, '25-'26; Hockey, '25. Helen is one of
the most popular girls in our class. The proverbial saying
that red hair denotes a temper is again given the lie. A nicer
disposition than Helen's would be difficult to find. She can
even smile while conducting the singing in chapel! May you











119 Harvard Street, Brockton, Mass. Hockey, '25.
Eleanor is one of those unusually fortunate individuals, who
are proficient in two rather difficult arts. In her case they
happen to be, school-teaching and dancing. We have heard
that while training, her pupils fairly worshipped their sweet
teacher, but we do not wonder. She is also a student of
ability and a poetess of some renown in our class. As one of
the best liked girls in our class, Eleanor, we wish you to re-




63 Xorth Street, Fairhaven, Mass. Hockey, '25; W. A.
A., '25-'27. Al, with her black hair and snapping, black
eyes, is one of the petite members of the class. She may be
small, but she can reach high enough on the blackboard to
put on excellent drawings. Al is very good at furnishing
properties for our plays. Just ask her where the mustaches
came from. Ker scholastic ability is rivalled by her athletic
prowess. In hockey, especially, she is skilled. Good luck,
Alice, is our wish for you.
ALICE ELIZABETH CAREY
582 Cohannet Street, Taunton, Mass. Let me introduce
you to another one of our commuters, Alice Carey. She is a
regular passenger on the popular "Golden Chariot". Al is
the girl with the professional attitude which the rest of us
wish we could emulate. She is a splendid student, and an
excellent friend to all of her associates. We wish you the
success and good fortune in the future, Alice, which you have
earned by your faithful work.
MARJORIE ELIZABETH CHACE
447 New Boston Road, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A.,
'25-'27; Baseball, '25; Hockey, '25; Basketball, '25-'27; Fall
River-Bridgewater Club. Marg is a clever all-round student
and athlete. Although rather shy about admitting it, she is
fortunate in possessing the ability to write poetry. Her
pleasant disposition has won her many friends among her
classmates. We shall all miss you, Marjorie, but we are





300 Plymouth Street, Abington, Mass. Doris is the
adept chauffeur of Senior 1. Her services were deeply ap-
preciated when she filled her car beyond capacity in order to
allow the entire class to enjoy the trip to Quincy. Doris,
because of her splendid preparations, is always ready to
volunteer a great deal of information in class discussions,
—
material that is both interesting and helpful. You have our
sincere wishes for your future success Doris, because we, as
classmates, know it is due you.
LEONA FRANCES CHAPPELL
17 Coram Street, Taunton, Mass. Leona is the most
bashful girl in Senior 1. Regardless of the fact of her reticen-
ce, we grew to know her, which is another way of saying we
began to admire her. She is a diligent student, a good sport
and a splendid classmate. We wish you happiness and success
in your future life, Leona, because you have earned it by your
work at B. N. S.
MARGARET LOUISE CONNERTON
20 Freedom Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Dormitory Council, '25-'26; Bowling, '26; Fall River-Bridge-
water Club. Peg is the care-free girl who seems to enjoy
whatever she is doing. Her studies are a pleasure to her, she
delights in all sorts of sports, and she seems to enjoy her
classmates. Dancing, too, is an art at which she is skilled.
With your ambition and boundless enthusiasm, Margaret,




82 Pearl Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Captain of Basketball, '25; Hockey, '25; Baseball, '25; Var-
sity Basketball, '25. Anna is the tiny athlete of Senior 1.
In spite of her size, few of the rest of us can rival her in basket-
ball, soccer, hockey, skating, or dancing. In scholastic ac-
tivities, too, she ranks high. Physiography class, especially,
was a source of interest and enjoyment for her. We all wish
you luck, Anna, and we know that you will enjoy teaching
as well as you have life, here, at school.
LYDIA CORREIA
541 Lawton Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Hockey, '25; Basketball, '25-'26; Glee Club, '25- '27; Girl
Scouts, '25-'27; Fall River-Bridgewater Club. Although her
physical standing may be rather "short", she stands very high
in the estimation of her classmates. She does not do so much
talking as the average girl, yet when she does speak, it always
proves worth the listening. Her excellent marks are a proof
of her conscientious study. In short, she possesses all the
qualities which make a true friend and sincere classmate.
Good luck, Lydia.
DORIS MARY ELIZABETH DOUGLAS
190 Summer Street, New Bedford, Mass. Hockey, '25;
Basketball, '25-'26; Dramatic Club, '25-'27; W. A. A., '25-'27;
Class Reporter, NORMAL OFFERING, '26-'27. "Appear-
ances are sometimes deceiving" is an old proverb with which
we all agree, since we met Doris. Although this fair damsel
appeared so quiet and shy, on further acquaintance she proved
to be very lively. We have all enjoyed having her in dear
old Senior 1 and we certainly appreciate the way she worked
to send our NORMAL OFFERING material in on time.
Her pleasant manner and helpfulness have won her many
friends throughout the entire school. Senior 1 wishes you the











74 Union Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Anna is a very
unassuming and likable sort of girl. She has a very sweet
and pleasant nature, which has helped to endear her to us.
She is never heard saying anything unkind about anyone,
and we feel sure that she does not even think an uncomplimen-
tary thing about a single person. She reserves all of her
judgments, until the very end, both in class and out. There-
fore, when she voices her opinion on any subject we are sure
that it is a fair and unbiased one. We hope that you will be
as successful in your chosen career, Anna, as you have been in
your Normal School work.
ESTHER HUMPHREY FAIRCLOTH
64 Plymouth Street, North Abington, Mass. Whenever
we think of Esther, we think of flaxen hair, blue eyes and pink
cheeks. She possesses an ability for indulging in a charming
sort of humor, which brightens many of our classes. She
was never daunted by class discussions, however involved,
and always contributed her carefully planned interpretation
of the subject. Senior 1 wishes you the best of luck in your
future profession, Esther.
DOROTHY IRENE FLOOD
99 Whitman Street Bridgewater, Mass. Dot can always
be discovered by her happy manner and joviality. She is
a great admirer of blackboard drawings and can usually be
found in Room 20 gazing at them with rapt attention. She
is a student of unusual ability, because she possesses the
happy faculty of being above the average in every subject.





23 Cottage Street, Abington, Mass. Hockey, '25. Al-
though Rosalie is only seventeen, we older members of the
class find it a great deal of work to do as well in class as she
does. She goes about in a quiet and inconspicuous way, but
because of her unusual attractiveness, she does not pass un-
noticed by the rest of the school. With her pleasant temper-
ament and teaching ability she will make a good pedagogue.
You have our sincere wish for your success, Rosalie.
PAULINE AGNES GULA
15 Second Street, Taunton, Mass. Pauline is the modest
little girl in our class. We never hear her talk about herself,
but we hear many nice things about her from other people.
She has a splendid sense of humor, as you would agree if you
could hear some of the funny happenings of out-side training
that she relates. As a fine co-operative worker and student,
she is unsurpassed. Senior 1 hopes she will enjoy teaching
as much as she did training. Good luck and best wishes,
Pauline.
DORIS GERTRUDE RIDLON
Hobart Street, Hingham, Mass. W. A. A., '25- '27; Hock-
ey, '25-'26. "Laugh and the world laughs with you", is an
old, old saying and is certainly true in Doris' case. Jolly?
Well I should say so,—full of life to the "nth" degree. No
one could feel unhappy with Doris around to "drive dull
care away". Doris was one of our best students in Physio-
graphy, a subject in which we hope her pupils may be as in-
terested as she is. May you always be as cheerful and happy




398 Plain Street, Rockland, Mass. Elva is a happy,
laughing, joyous girl, with never a care in the world. Her
laughter is contagious, for when we see her "grinning away"
we have to smile with her. Elva spends her time studying
and making friends. Who can utilize time to better advan-
tage? We shall miss her companionship when our B. N. S.
days are left behind. May success, happiness and prosperity
be your lot, Elva, is our sincere wish for you.
Senior II
RUTH HANNAFORD
21 Holmes Street, Brockton, Mass. Hockey, '26; Soccer,
'26; Basketball, '26. Ruthie is the class chauffeur, for she
has had her Ford as a companion in many a blowout. But
to be serious, as Ruthie seldom is, Senior 2 would have missed
this first girl in the alphabet. She is a conscientious student,
as her marks give evidence, although she never appears rushed
with work. We know that you will be a success, Ruth, as
you have demonstrated to us the ability of which you are
capable.
MARGARET CECELIA HAYES
113 Linden Street, Whitman, Mass. Class Representa-
tive, '25-'27; Day Student Council, '25-'26; Basketball, '25-
'26; Hockey, '26-'27. Mardie is one of the most popular girls
in Senior 2. Her pleasant smile and happy disposition have
made for her innumerable friends throughout the entire
student body. As a class representative we considered her
all that could be desired, proved by the fact that she was
unanimously elected for a second year. She has shown her-
self to be a good student and a sincere friend in our two years




847 Washington Street, Whitman, Mass. Leader of
Junior Sing, '26; Day Student Social Committee, '25; Soccer,
'26; Class Treasurer, '26-'27. Al may come third in the list
of her class, but she is nearer first in the hearts of her class-
mates. She has a great deal of musical ability, and for this
reason was given the honor of conducting Junior 2, at the
Junior Sing, when we won the baton. Because of her financial
prowess she was elected the treasurer of our class, this year.
All through life we hope that you retain the success and power
of making friends that you have had while here, Mary.
CHRISTINE ELLEN HIGGINS
56 Jenkins Avenue, Whitman, Mass. Christine is an
unassuming and conscientious girl, admired by the whole
class. Although her manner is reserved, there is a great deal
of friendliness in her attitude, which makes her a favorite
among her classmates. She possesses a great deal of character,
which makes her an interesting girl with whom to associate.
We wish you the best of luck, Christine, in your teaching life.
FRANCES AVERY HOWLAND
23 Bay Street, New Bedford, Mass. Frances is a very
good all-round student, but Reading seems to be her special
forte. She certainly did make us envious when she demon-
strated her superior skill in dramatization. Frances is not
only fond of study, but she is also a great lover of sports and
other enjoyments. With your happy disposition, and kindly





23 Fairview Street, Middleboro, Mass. Glee Club,
'25-'27; W. A. A., '25-'26. Doris is a girl upon whom one
can always depend. She has ideas on all subjects, the ex-
pounding of which has saved the rest of us many times in
class. She is capable of a great deal of concentration, so is
able to prepare her lessons in a minimum of time. We like
her for her intelligence, cleverness, and willingness to help
her friends. Good luck, Doris.
SYLVIA IMMERMAN
14 Exeter Street, Taunton, Mass. Sylvia is one of the
very nicest girls in our class, because of her agreeable nature,
good sense of humor, willingness to be of assistance, and
friendliness. We admire her, too, for her intelligence and
self-possession. May you have the best of luck in your future
life, Sylvia, and don't forget your friends at Normal School,
DORIS ELIZABETH INGALLS
Haverhill, Mass. Doris is one of the most industrious
girls in Senior If. 'Always busy—never idle" is undoubted-
ly her motto, and she certainly practices it in school and out
of school. She is also quite famous in Senior 2 for her artistic
ability and ingenuity. Remember the hours we spent in
making one drawing for Blackboard, while Doris spent twenty
minutes and had a nearly perfect reproduction. Three cheers




31 Arthur Street, Quincy, Mass. Bowling, '26; Division
Basketball, '26; Baseball, '26; Day Student Social Committee;
Hockey, '27; Social Activities Committee, '27. Ruth's cheer-
ful disposition and charming manner have won for her many
friends at B. N. S. She is ambitious, dependable and sincere
in everything she does. Because of these qualities, Ruthie
was one of our most popular commuters. A splendid student,
an excellent athlete, and the best scout ever, characterize
Ruthie in the opinion of Senior II. The best of luck and
happiness to you always, Ruth.
MARGARITA MARY JONES
42 Iron Hill Street, Weymouth, Mass. Baseball, '26;
Junior Sing Committee, '26; Open House Committee, '26.
Margarita is one of the quietest girls in the Senior class, but
it is just that unassuming attitude which has endeared her
to her classmates. She has a most sunny disposition, for no
matter how adversely things may go, she still retains her
pleasant demeanor. We know you will be successful, Margar-
ita, and we wish you all the luck in the world.
FLORENCE CONVERSE KILLAM
302 Titicut Street, State Farm, Mass. I wonder why
everyone likes Florence! It is because of her genial disposi-
tion, friendliness, and sweet personality. A more accomplish-
ed student would be hard to find. You will be missed by the
rest of your class next year, Florence, but we all wish you the




104 Butler Street, New Bedford, Mass. Baseball, '26.
Who always comes to class prepared? Who always has her
note-books up to date? Helen is the girl. She is an unusually
conscientious student. In fact we never knew her to pass in
a note-book or any other assignment, late. Just as soon as
Friday comes we see Helen, suit-case in hand, homeward
bound. Never mind, Helen, we did the same ourselves.
With all of your scholastic ability and tact, we know that you
will be an excellent teacher, and we extend to you, Helen,
our sincere wishes for your success.
MARY BARBARA MAHONEY
28 Anawan Street, Taunton, Mass. Barb is a good sport,
as she is always ready to join in any sort of fun, or carry out
any plan which may be suggested. She is rather modest
about her artistic ability, which she cleverly displayed in our
drawing courses. She is a faithful student in all courses, and
has deserved the success which she has achieved at B. N. S.
Good luck to you, Barbara.
MARY FRANCES MAHONEY
192 Whitwell Street, Quincy, Mass. What would Senior
2 ever have done without Frances? The dictionary would
describe Frances as gay, jovial, lithe, jocund, vivacious, in-
telligent, clever, and oh, ever so many other applicable
adjectives. Put all of these together and it will give you a
mental image of Frances. She attracts all of her friends by
her lovely, curly hair and laughing eyes. Fran always comes
to school with her lessons well prepared, so is able to recite in
a laudable manner in class. Fran has "a way" with all people,
including children, so we are sure she will succeed in her pro-




66 Rutland Square, Brockton, Mass. Gen is a fine stu-
dent, good sport, and a worth-while classmate. Although
she is quiet she is good company, as the commuters of Senior
2 know. She has done justice to our class in every respect,
both in study and in sport. Capable in so many lines, we
are positive she will have a successful future. May you
receive happiness and prosperity in your teaching career,
Genevieve.
MARY MARGARET McGRATH
74 Forest Street, Fall River, Mass. Basketball, '26;
Baseball, '26; Hockey, '26; Soccer, '27. Mary is one of the
girls who belongs to that corking, good crowd from Fall River.
Her jolly disposition has made her personality one of great
attractiveness. She is a good sport both in and out of school,
as all who know her best will attest. We will never forget
her favorite expression, or at least the one in which she in-
dulged most often, "You can't make me sore!" All of your
classmates wish you the very best of luck, Mary.
MARY ALICE MEUSE
694 Commercial Street, East Weymouth, Mass. Another
charming Mary in the class! This Mary is a rather quiet
young lady, but the most agreeable person anyone would
care to meet. She is our star athlete. Last year she was
our star baseball player, as well as a member of the basketball
and hockey teams. Senior 2 wishes you the greatest of success




59 Cook Street, East Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A.,
'26-'27; Baseball, '26-'27; Captain, Baseball, '26; Basketball,
'26; Soccer, '26; Hockey, '26; Captain, Tennis, '26. Agnes
is happy-go-lucky and in for fun. Nothing in the world
seems to bother her. However, underneath her carefree
exterior, is a mind serious enough to serve her for a great deal
of hard study. She is an excellent athlete, one of the best
in the class. She is a very versatile person, her ability en-
abling her to do credit to her school in many lines. Good
luck, Agnes, may you always be happy and successful.
DOROTHEA ADELAIDE MURPHY
29 West Street, West Bridgewater, Mass. Dot is one of
the most popular members of our class. She is clever in a
number of lines, but in dramatics or story telling she is at her
height. However, she can express herself in other than schol-
astic ways, too. You should see her on the athletic field, and
then you would know what we mean. If you should happen
to be looking for a good sport, just find Dot, and we will
guarantee that she will meet with all requirements. We all
wish you a great deal of happiness, Dorothea.
GRACE GENEVIEVE MURPHY
200 Ash Street, New Bedford, Mass. Chapel Program
Committee, '26. Grace has been a valuable asset to Senior
II in many ways. She is unusually intelligent, a splendid
worker, and also a very charming girl. In her art work,
especially, she exhibits unusual talent. Her class will re-
member her as the agreeable and helpful student, who was so





328 Austin Street, New Bedford, Mass. Florence is a
wonderful friend to have. Refreshingly frank and sincere,
we know that we will hear the truth when her opinion is con-
sulted. She has gained a reputation for herself as a fine stu-
dent because of the superior quality of her work, for the last
two years. She is ambitious, too, for she intends to con-
tinue her studies in other fields. To you, Florence, we offer
our heart-felt wishes for your success in life, upon leaving
B. N. S.
ASTRID NYQUIST
North Easton, Mass. Senior 2 started its second year of
life at B. N. S. in an exciting manner, as we entered model
school for the first six weeks. We heard rumors of a new
girl in our class, and when we returned to our regular class
work we all met Astrid. She soon proved herself to be a great
worker and classmate. Her lessons are always well-prepared,
her recitations always show an intelligent understanding of
the subject, and her manner and attitude toward the rest of
the class is very agreeable and pleasing. With your deter-
mination, you are bound to be a success. Good luck, Astrid.
MADELINE O'NEIL
41 Twelfth Street, Fall River, Mass. Soccer, '26; Basket-
ball, '26; Hockey, '26; Day Student Council, '26- '27. Made-
line is about the quietest and happiest girl in Senior 2. She
is always smiling, never seeming to consider homework a
burden. When any of the rest of us are unprepared, we turn
to Madeline, as she always assists us. Madeline is sure to
succeed as a teacher, because of her loving patience with
children. The best of luck, Madeline. May you always be




3247 North Main Street, Fall River, Mass. Mary is a
very amiable girl and is as a consequence, very popular with
the rest of her class. She is a clever all-round student, possess-
ing a great deal of originality. Not only is she a brilliant
scholar, but she is also a dancer of skill, a pastime in which
she indulges, when her time is not taken up with studies.
Best wishes, Mary, for a successful and happy future.
ELSIE PERRY
10 Mechanic Street, Mattapoisett, Mass. Glee Club,
'25-'26; Girl Scouts, '25-'26; W. A. A., '25-'26; Hockey, '25-'26;
Basketball, '26; Baseball, '26; Soccer, '26. Although Elsie
is one of the smallest girls in our class, she is also one of the
brightest. She has made herself prominent in the outside
activities of the school, especially in the athletic organizations.
She is a splendid student, one of whom the class is proud.
The greatest of success, happiness, and prosperity, Elsie, is
our wish for you.
LOUISE ELIZABETH PETRUCCELLI
825 Broad Street, Weymouth, Mass. Louise is one of
the most agreeable girls in Senior 2. We always felt a secret
ambition to emulate her extraordinary neatness, but as yet
we haven't succeeded very well. She is fond of her studies,
as evidenced by her good work in class, but there is something
else that she loves. This is dancing, and her attendance at
the scout dances confirms our statement. However, she has
attained a high degree of skill in both her studying and her




2 Obery Street, Plymouth, Mass. W. A. A., '26-'27;
Hockey, '26; Basketball, '26; Baseball, '26; Captain of Tennis,
'27; Captain of Soccer, '27; Woodward Dormitory Council,
'27. Agnes is our enthusiastic, gay, and popular member.
In her class work she is conscientious, and ingenious, showing
a genuine liking for study. She is a splendid athlete, as shown
by her wonderful record on the field and in the "gym". She
is very desirable as a friend because of her sincerity. With
her ambition and "pep" we are sure she will climb to the top
of the ladder. Good luck, Agnes.
Senior III
CATHERINE MILLER CLARK
15 Caledonia Avenue, Quincy, Mass. Glee Club, '26-'27;
K. P. Class Treasurer, '25-'26. Do you know that nice-
appearing girl with the long hair in Senior 3? Of course we do,
that is "Kay". Kay entered our class this year and we have
been very happy to have her with us. She is quiet and at-
tentive, yet she is always ready for fun when the opportunity
presents itself. The best of luck, Kay.
GRACE LOUISE HOWARD
212 High Street, Taunton, Mass. Grace entered school
as a member of D2, but after a short time she decided to join
us. Since entering our class she has proved herself to be a
great asset. Many of us less fortunate mortals would have
suffered were it not for the assistance of Grace's artistic touch
in the completion of our blackboard drawings. We feel sure
that her diligence and personality will win for her an enviable




807 North Montello Street, Brockton, Mass. Peg started
her career at school as a member of Junior 2, but she evidently
liked Senior 3 so well that she decided to join us the second
term of our senior year. Although she is rather quiet, we
soon became acquainted, and then we were so glad she had
become a member of our class. We are glad to have been
friends of yours, Peg, and we wish you all the success possible.
WINIFRED BOSS POLLARD
416 Danforth Street, Taunton, Mass. Day Student
Council, '25-'26; Class Editor, NORMAL OFFERING,
'26-'27. Win is the good sportsman of Senior 3. No matter
how much hard work she has to do, she performs it graciously
with a smile. We have the feeling that when she begins to
teach she is going to captivate her pupils as she has captivated
us. Happiness and prosperity, Win, is our wish for you
throughout life.
SYLVIA PRATT
91 Broad Street, Bridgewater, Mass. Hockey, '25-'26;
Division Basketball, '26; Captain, '27; Track, Captain, '26;
Swimming, '26; Glee Club, '27; W. A. A., '26-'27; Class Re-
presentative, '26. Although Bridgewater is only a small town
it certainly turned out something exceptional when it pro-
duced Sil. As Class Representative last year she proved
herself capable and worthy of the office. She does everything
in a superior manner, whether it is in sports or studies. Suc-




41 Copeland Street, Quincy, Mass. W. A. A., '25- '27;
Hockey, '25-'26; Basketball, '25-'26; Tennis, '26. Ilmi is
the girl who was always ready to help any member of her
class at any time she was asked. In music, especially, she was
proficient and we found her willing to share her knowledge
on all occasions. If her enjoyment of Training School was a
sample of the happiness she will find when teaching, her life
will surely be a "path of roses".
GENEVA MAGDELENE REED
97 Elliot Street, Brockton, Mass. Day Students Council,
'26-
'27. Geneva's sunny disposition and charming manner
have made her one of the most popular members of Senior 3.
She has a wonderful sense of humor, the kind that the rest of
us wish we could cultivate at times. She is not only adept
in a scholastic way, but she is also a dancer of ability. If
we were to take a popular vote on who the "best sport" in
Senior 3 was, we would wager that Geneva's name would be
very near the top. The best of luck, Geneva, all through life.
GRACE KATHRYN REED
48 Park Street, Fall River, Mass. Grace began her life
at Normal as a commuter, but after living at the dormitory
during her six weeks in Model School, she decided to remain
for the rest of the time. Grace was very conscientious and
could always be depended upon to do more than was required
of her. It was she who showed so much originality in her
papers in History of Eduaction, and this ability seemed to be





31 Nightingale Avenue, Quincy, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Basketball '25-'27; Hockey '25. Helen is the tiny member
of the "Quincy Trio". What knowledge this girl has not,
Senior III need not expect to possess. Helen may seem
timid and quiet, but
—
you should see that girl hit a home run,
"shoot" a basket, or hit a pass up the field and between the
goal posts! Remarkable feats are not uncommon from Helen,
either in sports or studies. Accept our sincere wishes, Helen,
for your success.
GRACE JOANNA MONICA RIORDAN
323 Belmont Street, Brockton, Mass. W. A. A., '25.
Secrets will always be found out ! We have always wondered
where Grace acquired her excellent pronunciation, but at
last the truth became known. She teaches elocution. Her
happy-go-lucky nature and industry have made a combina-
tion, the charm of which, few can resist. The sincere good
wishes of your classmates go with you, Grace, for we know
you are going to succeed.
KATHERINE ALICE ROGERS
493 Central Street, East Bridgewater, Mass. Kay is a
girl of great musical ability. She is one of Senior 3's most
conscientious members, as evidenced by her always carefully
prepared lessons. She is willing to co-operate with the class
in all undertakings, doing her best for the benefit of the group.
May you enjoy success in your summer courses at La Salle




60 Park Avenue, Bridgewater, Mass. Class Secretary,
'27; W. A. A., '26-'27; Basketball, '26; Captain, '27; Hockey,
'25; Division Basketball, Captain, '26; Tennis Captain,
'26-'27. Al is certainly a good "sample" of the best in Bridge-
water. Nothing ever goes wrong with Al, because her motto
is "Never trouble trouble until trouble troubles you." One
can always find her by looking for Sylvia Pratt. They are
inseparable. Although Al can giggle, she can also be quite
serious, as shown by her professional manner in Training
School. We know that Alice is going to be one of the best
of teachers.
CELIA SANDER
44 Somerset Avenue, Taunton, Mass. Cilia was absent
from our class for a long time, so you can imagine how we
welcomed her when she came back again. Our class is always
glad to have someone who is cheery and good-natured, like
Cilia, for a member. She is one of the cleverest girls in our
class, being one of those rare creatures called an "all-round
scholar". In your work as a teacher, Celia, we wish you as
much success as you attained as a student.
EULA SHAW
73 Laureston Street, Brockton, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'26.
Eula is a pleasant, agreeable girl, who seems to attract every
one with whom she comes in contact. We all envied her
extreme neatness, as few of the rest of us have ever been able
to acquire it. She is a meticulous scholar in subject matter,
appearance and punctuality. We all wish you good luck,




540 Robeson Street, Fall River, Mass. Class President,
'27; Class Representative, '26; Student Council, '26; Hospi-
tality Committee, '26; Chairman Junior Sing, '26; Garden
Club, '26-'27; Library Club, '27; W. A. A., '26-'27; Fall River-
Bridgewater Club; Hockey, '26-'27; Basketball, '26-'27;
Bowling, '27. Hail to the president of the Seniors! She
has been a noble worker, an active sportsman and a true
friend to her whole class. Senior 3 is very proud of you,
Catherine, and we sincerely hope that your future will be as
bright as your past has been.
MARGUERITE LAURETTA SHEA
81 Almy Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A., '26; Library
Club, '26; Hockey, '26; Baseball, '26. Marguerite is one of
the famous Sheas of Senior 3. Although she appears to be
very calm and shy, those of us that know her well can tell you
that she is lively and full of fun. Her brilliant sense of humor
has made her noted among her classmates as a wit. She has
been active in sports and in the field of literature, especially,
since her stay here. We shall miss you next year, Marguer-
ite, but we wish you the best of success.
MARGARET SHERRY
192 Middleboro Avenue, East Taunton, Mass. Day-
Student Council, '26-'27. Margaret is her name, but few of
us know it; to us she is "Sis". This Titian-haired girl of the
sweet smile and unobtrusive manner, has found few to equal
her in scholarship. In sports, also, she has shown her ability,
as any member of her "gym." class will tell you. May you




76 Turner Street, Brockton, Mass. Edna is one of the
most attractive girls in Senior 3. Combined with her physical
attributes is a mind, which always proved a source of admira-
tion for the rest of us. She is the classmate who liked to
"discuss" things. After two years of conscientious study we
hope you receive the success that you deserve, Edna.
MILICENT VAUSE SMITH
k
264 Barnaby Street, Fall River, Mass. Millie is the baby
of Senior 111. Although she is a very quiet, demure, tiny
maid, her neighbors in Normal Hall report that she. has
played more than one trick on them. Millie is a dependable
girl, always ready in class with well prepared lessons. We
wish you the best of luck in teaching, Milicent.
GENEVIEVE FRANCES SULLIVAN
196 Rodman Street, Fall River, Mass. Dormitory Coun-
cil, '27; W. A. A., '25- '27; Hockey, '25; Basketball, '26; Base-
ball, '26; Bowling, '27; Fall River-Bridgewater Club. Gen
is the all-round, jolly, good sport of Senior 3. She has a host
of friends, not only in her own class, but also throughout the
entire school. In "gym", especially, she excels. Gen is the
girl who received the highest score in the school, last year, in





391 South Main Street, Randolph, Mass. Day Student
Council, '25-'27. Rose has won many friends, here at Normal
School, with her pleasant and happy disposition. As a
student and class mate she could always be relied upon to
co-operate with her associates. Rose combines work and
play in a way that the rest of us would like to do. May you
enjoy life in the future as you have in the past, Rose, and may
you find a great deal of success in your profession.
GLADYS MARY SWEENEY
99 Mount Prospect Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A.,
'26; Class Basketball, '26; Hockey, '26. "Glad" was not
with us a very long time before it was discovered that she
possessed a voice of unusual sweetness. Consequently it
will not surprise us to hear some day that Gladys is cultivating
her voice abroad. Then we will say,—"We used to know
her",—with a great deal of pride. We always saw her work-
ing as a true sport, in class, on the field and in play. Best
wishes, Gladys.
FRANCES COTTER TERRY
10 Darling Street, Nantucket, Mass. Frances evidently
thought very highly of our school, because she came from
"far over the sea" to be with us. If you do not believe it,
ask her what a distance it seems when she is going home for a
vacation. She accomplishes a great deal in a quiet and un-
assuming manner. With your former experience as a teacher,
Frances, and the excellent training that you have received at




10 Darling Street, Nantucket, Mass. "It is just one
Terry after another". But if Nantucket can show us any-
body finer we should like to see them! Helen may be the
quietest of the family in the classroom, but not so in the
"dorm". Ask any of her neighbors! If you cannot find
Helen in her room, just drop in at Casey's and you will be sure
to see her there. We wish you the very best of luck, Helen,
in your career as a school teacher.
LOUISE MAE TOTMAN
942 Union Street, Rockland, Mass. W. A. A., '27; Day
Student Council, '27. Louise always received our admira-
tion, especially, for the way in which she seemed to under-
stand the most intricate points in psychology. We' still
marvel about it. Her jovial laugh made many situations
bordering upon dullness, bright. To you, Louise, we extend
our thanks for much enjoyment and we hope that you will be
rewarded with a great deal of success.
ESTHER ROSE VISCO
420 Main Street, South Weymouth, Mass. This faithful
and conscientious little worker of Senior 3, is the girl who
despite everything returned home every week end. We will
never forget her brilliant recitations in Mr. Arnold's classes.
With her great knowledge of history and civics we would not
be surprised to hear that she is given a seat in the State Legis-
lature. Keep up the good work, Esther, and we know that




3286 North Main Street, Fall River, Mass. Hockey, '25;
W. A. A., '25-'26; Fall River-Bridgewater Club. Maybelle's
greatest weakness is a desire for candy, but as a worthy mem-
ber of W. A. A. she could satiate this appetite in the ten min-
ute period immediately following lunch, only. Consequently
she could be seen making a mad rush for the "dorm." after
each lunch and dinner. You proved an excellent student
and friend, Jackie, and we wish you the best luck in the world.
ADELAIDE LOUISE WHITMAN
73 Taunton Avenue, Norton, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Bowling, '26; Captain of Bowling, '26-'27. Although Billie
looks quiet, you can see by the above activities that her life
here, at school, has been a busy one. Her "school-girl com-
plexion" is the kind that has been acquired by indulging in
healthy exercise. Good luck to you, Adelaide, we know that
you will be a credit to the school that produced you.
LYDIA SELINA YOUNG
674 King Philip Street, Fall River, Mass. W. A. A.,
'26-'27; Basketball, '26-'27, Captain Class Team, '26; Hockey,
'26; Bowling, '26; Scouts, '26-'27; Fall River-Bridgewater
Club. Lyd is one of B. N. S.'s best all-round athletes. She
is the only one in our class who has earned the W. A. A. and
B. N. S. letters and she is now working hard for the pin.
After she has completed her always carefully prepared lessons
she indulges in her favorite pastime,—hiking. We all feel





2 Jenness Street, Quincy, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'26;
Hockey, '26; Tennis, '26; Basketball, '26-'27; Baseball, '26;
Class Editor, NORMAL OFFERING, '26. Lou belongs to
that well-known triumvirate which comes from Quincy. She
is both an in-door and an out-of-door girl, as may be proved
by her active membership of W. A. A., and by her success as a
scholar. Wherever you go, you will carry with you our
sincere wishes for a happy future, Lucy.
WHAT YOUR PEN MAY BE THINKING
Ho hum! Monday morning, time to go to school again. Here I go into the bag; my
mistress always throws me in disgustedly. What a reward for faithful service! Well, I
have nothing to do until the history lecture first period,—then I'll be overworked. I never
saw such a life. Nothing but work and no play! I'll be worn out with writing, and drink-
ing bad ink.
Test next period, I must be good. I ought to know the questions: I've written enough
about them in class. But my mistress will push me into writing something wrong. For
heaven's sake! What is she grasping me so hard for? Ah! I know. The teacher has for-
gotten to give the assignment, and it's time for the bell. I suppose everyone is afraid she'll
remember it.
What's that I hear? Someone wants to borrow me for next period? I hate to go with
that girl, for she always forgets to bring me home. And, do you know, she sticks me in her
mouth. Such a disgusting habit. Some day I'm going to scratch her.
Lunch time. Here's my mistress powdering her nose in front of the mirror before she
even thinks of lunch. I wish she'd hurry up; this is the noon I hear all the week-end gossip.
Oh, she went out with John Friday and Saturday nights. I wish he'd change his name.
I'm sick of hearing it and writing to it.
Well, we're going to Lit now, to pass in that paper I wrote last night. I like this class.
It's interesting, and I don't usually have to work. Oh, dear! This chair arm isn't a bit
comfortable. Maybe if I fall off, my mistress will put me in her lap, and I can snuggle down
for a good nap.
Why, where's everybody gone? I guess I've been forgotten again. Well, here comes











Just a few short years ago thirteen trembling KP's found their way to chapel and bash-
fully began their acquaintance as a class. Our number was further increased by three
girls whom we were glad to welcome.
One of the first things we did was to hold a class meeting, and we made such a good choice
of class representative, that we have never felt the need of a change.
Being such a small class we have constantly suffered the indignity, to state it conserva-
tively, of being over-looked. We have steadfastly refused to accept this attitude and con-
sequently not a week goes by that you do not see a group of KP's striving for recognition
somewhere. It may be in their studies, for their program is at best an uncertain affair and
constantly in need of some change.
Our class has not neglected the athletic side of school life, although perhaps it is best to
draw a sheltering veil over the results of our endeavors in that line.
The KP's cannot complain that their three years have lacked variety, but finally, this
spring, we find ourselves united once more, giving us one more pleasant memory to take into
our new life.
Ruth Hamblin
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
I think that Bridgewater has an up-and-coming spirit. With few exceptions, the girls
go into things with lots of enthusiasm. In athletics, for instance, crowds of girls play hockey
or go on organized hikes, just because they love the competition and the joy of doing some-






434 Broadway, North Attleboro, Mass. Girl Scouts,
'24-
'25; Hockey, '24; Baseball, '25; W. A. A., '24- '27; Class
President, '25-'26; Bowling, '25-'27; Student Council, '26-'27.
Harry is one of the nicest girls in our class. She is one of the
most popular, too, as shown by the fact that she was our class
president. Harry reminds one of a doll, with her big, blue
eyes; long, black lashes; and her straight, dark hair. Re-
gardless of obstacles, she can always manage to have a good
time, both in school and outside. She does not neglect her
studies either, for she has kept her average high. We hope
you will be always as successful and happy as you are now,
Harriet.
CAROLYN LOUISE CARPENTER
225 Main Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A., '26-'27;
Carol is a practical girl with a strong sense of humor,—the
two best possible assets for a teacher to possess. When any
crisis arrives she deals with it calmly and advises wisely.
Carol has saved the day many times by showing us the funny
side of the situation. She has always proved a true friend by
her willingness to help. If you want to know whether or not
Carol is going to be a success, just ask Miss Wells to tell you
of the splendid work done by this KP at the Prospect kinder-
garten. Good luck, Carolyn.
MILDRED BAXTER CURTIS
415 Broad Street, Portsmouth, N. H. W. A. A., '24- '27;
Garden Club, '25-'27; NORMAL OFFERING STAFF, '26;
Open House Committee, '26. Rusty is the KP with the
Titian hair—hence the name. She is the artist of the class
and what we would have done without her is too terrible to
contemplate. Rusty is also very original in both her thoughts
and actions. Furthermore she deserves the title of the
"wittiest in the class". Remember your KP classmates,





270 Allen Street, New Bedford, Mass. Glee Club, '26- '27.
Al is one of the quieter members of our class, but she is a
good friend to all. We did not realize when Al sang our
kindergarten songs so blithely that she would soon be one of
the honored members of the Glee Club. New Bedford acts
as a magnet, for her, and there is rarely a Friday afternoon
but Alice is seen with her week-end case packed and in readi-
ness for her happy return home. Your classmates wish you
the very best of good fortune always, Alice, and a school in
your beloved home town next year.
OLIVE NYE FULLER
62 Botolph Street, Atlantic, Mass. W. A. A., '24- '27;
Student Council, '24-'27; NORMAL OFFERING STAFF,
'25; Garden Club, '25- '27; Secretary of Garden Club, '26;
Glee Club, '24-'27; Hockey, '24; Baseball, '25. To Dodo,
our most popular classmate, we wish the best of luck and
success. For three years she has served us faithfully in that
most difficult of offices, class representative. During that
time she has always kept the good will of the class and cheer-
fully taken the blame for their many escapades. Is that not
a record to be proud of? Dodo, our loyal friend, is one of
the reasons we hate to leave Normal School. Good luck,
Olive.
RUTH VIVIAN HAMBLIN
43 Niles Street, Abington, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'27;
Garden Club, '25- '27; Class Secretary-Treasurer, '25-'27;
Hockey, '24; Baseball, '25; Basketball, '24; Bowling, '26.
Rufus has been called the "sweetest" member of our class,
but to this virtue should be added many more. She is always
ready when it comes to helping others. As for KP sports,
she is the one who has urged us on to have teams of our own.
Rufus had the honor, which few others can claim, of earning
her W. A. A. pin her second year at school. Her faithful
work in the kindergarten is a proof that she will be a successful




ALICE VAN GASKEN HARDING
Pine Island Road, Mattapoisett, Mass. W. A. A., '25-'27;
Bowling, '25-'27; Baseball, '25. Enter our curly haired baby,
Al. She is our happy-go-lucky member, with the host of
admirers. We will wager the "kiddies" love her, too. How-
ever, we that know her best, know that there is a more serious
side than all this to Al. She has her fun and plenty of it, but
is always willing to lend a helping hand, and has never failed
to do her part for the KP class. Our class would not have been
complete without you, Alice, and we all wish you just the best
of luck, always.
VERA MAE LAWSON
67 Mount Prospect Street, Bridgewater, Mass. W. A. A.,
'26-'27. Vera came from South Easton, but she felt the call
of Normal School so much during our first year that she
moved to Bridgewater. And weren't we glad to have her
come, because when we go to visit her she has the loveliest
impromptu parties! Vee is a good sport and a strong sup-
porter of the class honor. She is very successful with the
children, and they all, at some time, develop a "crush" on
Miss Lawson. We are glad to have you as a friend, Vera,
and wish you happiness and success, always.
ALICE LEMAIRE
719 Bay Street, Taunton, Mass. We don't see so much
of Al as we wish we could, because she commutes to Taunton
every day. Then again, Al makes trips up to the Brockton
"Y" now and then, for a dip in the pool, and she finds it very
refreshing after classes all day. Al is the dependable girl
in our class, the one we are always sure will help us out. If
you are as successful in teaching as you have been in your





21 West Weir Street, Taunton, Mass. Class President,
'26-
'27; NORMAL OFFERING STAFF, '27; Hockey, '24;
Baseball, '25; W. A. A., '24-'27; Dramatic Club, '26-'27;
Scouts, '24- '25; Garden Club, '25-'26. Here we have Polly,
the most jovial member of the KP class. Though week-ends
in Taunton have attractions for her, she considers school life
loads of fun. Besides preparing her school work in a very
admirable way, she finds time to be prominent in many of
the outside activities of the school. Do not forget us, Olive,
and remember we are always hoping for your success.
CHARLOTTE MAY RANDALL
Depot Street, South Easton, Mass. Charlie is the com-
paratively boisterous name that has been attached to our shy
and demure Charlotte. Charlie is never loud, in speech or
manner. She enjoys herself and gives pleasure to those
around her in a quiet and unassuming way. She is always
ready to lend a helping hand and no task seems too difficult
for her to undertake. The class extends best wishes, Char-
lotte, for your happiness and success.
GEORGIA FRANCES WHITING
North Eastham, Mass. In our class composed of girls
from far and near, Georgia is our member from charming
Cape Cod. She is not the self-centered kind, but the moder-
ate, patient sort, whose motto might be,—"If at first you don't
succeed, try, try again". We know that by your never-
ceasing effort and ambition, Georgia, you are going to reach




24 Wentworth Road, Melrose, Mass. W. A. A., '24-'27;
Hockey, '24; Bowling, '25; Glee Club, '25-'27; See that tall,
slender girl, standing at the window, oblivious of us mortals?
She is our Jinny. Perhaps she is fascinated by the glory of
the sunset, or the first signs of spring,—for Jinny is fond of
nature and the out-of-doors. Her love of nature has led her
to hike until she knows every nook and cranny of Great Hill
and all the lesser hills in Bridgewater. If one is in need of
sympathy, assistance or advice, Jinny is the one to consult.
May you find success and good-will wherever you go, Virginia,
because you deserve it.
GOD SPEAKS (A CHANT)
It cowers, dust-ridden, repulsive! What can there be of beauty in this shaggy thing
called man?
I had born within me at the first glow of the new star that primal beauty, sorrow.. Be-
cause I was not aware of its birth, I felt no pain. I had sought joy in beauty—I found
sorrow.
In the dim years I had believed Life might be lived well, nor has my trust been lessened
in the darkness of the new evil that wipes out the old good
—
yet has no new good for its place.
In my darkness I did not idly wait for light to come. I sought to find a pathway through
it. I still seek.
In my belief I have given all. The partial power that earth would give I spurned. There
must be more to gain.
Each year I see new men come forth and to each one I whisper, "What matter, O my
brother, if you die? Your son must live." But neither hear and both condemn me.
Because, once, in an absent mood. I was aware of a sweet strain I never heard again
yet always listen for—my ears have long been deafened to the streets, to the laughter in the




My nights have been made days, to join day and day, for mankind.
Always before me has been Something—Something—to which I lifted my eyes, if, per-
chance, in the march they lost the way.
I am inexorable, pitiless, all-sacrificing.
I am eternal, the worst, the best.





It was certainly a changed scene that appeared before us when we arrived at Bridge-
water, September 15, 1926, to begin our second year at B. N. S. The ugly ruins from the
old school building and dormitories had been carried away and there, before our delighted
eyes, stood two new and beautiful edifices, the splendidly equipped Training School, and our
beloved school building.
The year brought our class two new members from North Adams Normal School, which
now makes us seventeen strong.
From the beginning we have been divided, part of the class being in Training School,
while the rest attended regular classes. Nevertheless we found the opportunity to elect
our class officers, which are as follows:—Helen Ayers, president; Betty Clark, Vice-president;
and Elizabeth Brown, secretary-treasurer.
Elizabeth Brown
CLASS ROLL—KP II
ANDREWS, HELEN M Clapp Street, Norton
AYERS, HELEN L 130 Cedar Street, Clinton
BROWN, ELIZABETH B Rowley
BROWN, HELEN M 246 Central Street, Mansfield
CLARK, BETTY Leavitt Street, Hingham
COREY, GERTRUDE A 33 Plymouth Street, New Bedford
CURTIS, HELEN L Hollis Street, Groton
EMMONS, H. FRANCES 74 Nesmith Street, Lawrence
FOSTER, HARRIET B 20 Washington Square, Gloucester
FOSTER, LENA M 20 Washington Square, Gloucester
GREENLEAF, ELIZABETH C 8 Baker Street, Gloucester
PRATT, MARJORIE D South Hanson
RAFERTY, ELIZABETH G 62 Barry Street, Dorchester
STREETER, JEANNETTE 122 Curtis Avenue, Dalton
TORREY, MARJORIE A 15 Lovell Street, North Weymouth
WALTER, BARBARA M 42 Upland Road, Sharon




Twenty strong, we, the largest KP3 class to be enrolled, entered Bridgewater Normal
School. I say "twenty", but to be absolutely truthful, there were sixteen KP's and four
juniors. Then one girl was forced to leave because of illness, which left nineteen.
We have made ourselves known in various activities. We wanted hockey, but alas, our
number were too few. Consequently, those who wished to, joined a Junior team, and dis-
tinguished themselves,—as KP's always do.
One morning we were all sorry to lose a few minutes of psychology while an election was
held, after which we had a class representative—Mary Gorman.




BEETLE, CONSTANCE C Edgartown
BOOMER, PAULINE F 349 Court Street, New Bedford
CONANT, ANNA A Minot
FULLER, MARCIA L : . . . . 64 Common Street, Walpole
GORMAN, MARY F 120 Cushing Avenue, Dorchester
HEALY, MAE H 444 North Montello Street, Brockton
HOLDEN, GRACE P 12 Roper Street, Fall River
HUNT, MILDRED S 808 Washington Street, Canton
LOOK, ELIZABETH P Woods Hole
MORGAN, EDITH L Edgartown
PERKINS, MIRIAM Box 79, Hampden
PHILLIPS, SUSAN F 99 Elm Street, Bradford
RADDIN, BARBARA L Main Street, Groton
SHEA, MARGARET R 23 Mulbery Street, Brockton
SLOCOMB, BAILEY 27 Park Street, Maiden
SMITH, EDITH B 50 Columbia Street, Brookline
SULLIVAN, HELEN M 9 East Ashland Street, Brockton
TUCKER, ANNA 107 Mill Street, Randolph












Class C has done it! Done what? Why, proved that the adage "United we stand;
divided we fall" is partly wrong. How? Why easily. All this year some division of Class
C has been out training, yet see what Class C has done for itself!
In September, CI did not return to Normal, but started trying its powers, personality,
and what not on the lucky pupils of various schools, and enjoyed the work thoroughly.
Meanwhile the rest of the class was busy. It plunged into geography, composition,
and literature. It made maps of all countries and spent hours on reference work and lec-
tures. But even this deluge of work could not stop them. Class C developed a hockey
team that almost won the championship.
Class CI returned at the beginning of the second term. Again the daily grind began,
sprinkled with enough free periods to make life interesting and prevent anyone's envying
C2 out training. The sport of the season,—basketball, called many. The Head of Basket-
ball was a C, and furthermore, the championship of Baseball was won by the C team. It
was not surprising that the C's were the principal participants at the Basketball Spread.
As for the last semester of the school year,—we were left without C3. In spite of this,
CI and C2 managed to live up to the high scholastic standing of the class, rounding out a




ALGER, DOROTHY L North Elm Street, West Bridgewater
ARCHIBALD, MARGARET E 3 Arlington Terrace, Maiden
ARRUDA, RUTH 191 Winthrop Street, Taunton
BARLOW. PERSIS Main Street, Dighton
BATES, ELINOR G 18 Orchard Terrace, Leominster
BENSON, LUCILE W 214 Park Avenue, Bridgewater
BIXBY, DOROTHY L West Groton
BLINN, DOROTHY W Main Street, Dighton
BOWEN, LUCY Main Street, Dighton
BURDETT, MARJORIE P 38 Merritt Street, Leominster
BYRNE, MARY A 7 Owens Avenue, Brockton
CLEVERLY, GWENDOLYN A 2 Telegraph Avenue, Hull
COGSWELL, MADOLIN U 90 Centre Street, North Easton
COPELAND, JESSIE N Box 258, Brockton
COPELAND, MARJORIE H 353 South Street, Bridgewater
DUMAINE, HELENE G 70 Broad Street, Bridgewater
DUNHAM, BARBARA E 39 Keene Street, New Bedford
EKO, LYLIAN E 34i Copeland Street, Quincy
ENOS, ROSE C 117 Forest Street, West Bridgewater
FLANSBURY, DOROTHY E 20 Summit Avenue, Norwood
FOX, HELEN S 43 Brook Street, Brockton
FRENCH, MADELYN F 19 Stone Hill Street, Brockton
GAGNE, C. CLARA 9 South Washington Street, Whitman
GRIFFIN, MARGARET 1 29 Ocean Terrace, Lynn
HAND, HELEN C Brandon Road, Webster
HAWKES, MARION C 43 Beal Street, Hingham
KENDRIGAN, FLORENCE E 225 Belmont Avenue, Brockton
MARENTZ, SOPHIE E 170 Federal Avenue, Quincy
Class Roll-C2
BARRY, HELEN M 156 Forest Avenue, Brockton
BUNKER, ELSIE M 144 Middle Street, Braintree
DREHER, DORIS W 4 Ball Street, Fairhaven
MACFARLAND, EVELYN M. . 747 South Street, Bridgewater
MARSHALL, REBECCA E. 170 Bedford Street, Bridgewater
MAY, MIRIAM G 440 North Elm Street, West Bridgewater
McGERRIGLE, EMMALINE M 54 South Street, Randolph
McGONNIGLE, MARY A East Main Street, Avon
MORSE, EUNICE H Main Street, Hingham, Box 399
NAWAZELSKI, AGNES E King Street, West Hanover
NIELSEN, ANNA K 50 Speare Avenue, East Bridgewater
PACKARD, KATHERINE 63 Walnut Street, Abington
POWERS, HELEN A 84 Center Street, Bridgewater
RALEIGH, ANN C 749 Montello Street, Brockton
SAVAGE, M. GERTRUDE 80 Graham Street, Quincy
SHAW, MARJORIE R 392 Moraine Street, Brockton
SULLIVAN, CATHERINE E West Warren
SULLIVAN, GERTRUDE C 83 Harrison Street, Fall River
SULLIVAN, MARY E 32 Maple Street, Randolph
SWIFT, EUNICE K 36 Cottage Park Road, Winthrop
TAYLOR, ALICE M 169 High Street, Whitman
TAYLOR, MARGARET R ' 1214 Washington Street, Gloucester
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TOOMEY, HELEN N 388 Ash Street, Bridgewater
TOOMEY, MARGARET E 388 Ash Street, Bridgewater
TRIBOU, DOROTHY P 45 Bedford Street, Abington
*Present first term.
Class Roll-C3
BOWMAN, F. BESSIE 211 Pleasant Street, Brockton
CUMMING, RUTH 33 Totman Street, Quincy
DOHERTY, ALICE M 5 State Street, Taunton
FAGAN, HELEN K 110 Oak Street, Middleboro
GAFFNEY, ALICE M 115 Winthrop Street, Taunton
HICKS, JANE 151 Columbian Street, South Weymouth
IRVING, EDNA A 36 Park Road, Brockton
JOHNSON, EUGENIA E Main Street, Avon
L'AMOUREUX, HAZEL S Main Street, Norton
LEE, MARION R 91 Rodman Street, Fall River
LOMBARD, HELEN L 352 Plymouth Street, Abington
MAYO, ESTHER L 58 Church Street, East Weymouth
McCLURE, ELIZABETH H 86 Rounds Street, New Bedford
McCULLOCH, MARGARET E 1018 High Street, Fall River
McDONALD, MARION G. J 68 Dean Street, Taunton
MILLIKEN, BERTHA J Harvard Street, Hyannis
MITCHELL, RUTH S 54 Allen Street, Bradford
O'BRIEN, HELEN L 75 Florence Street, New Bedford
O'NEIL, CATHERINE C 72 Snell Street, Fall River
ORRAL, OLIVE F R. F. D. No. 3, Middleboro
PETERSON, THELMA A 475 South Street, Holbrook
REYNOLDS, ANNA M 52 Longwood Road, Quincy
REYNOLDS, KATHERINE E 22 Wales Street, North Abington
RONNQUIST, H. RUTH 1090 Washington Street, South Braintree
SHEEHAN, EILEEN M 68 Winthrop Street, Brockton
SOARES, MARGARET M 27 Alden Road, Fairhaven
WOOD, ALICE E 74 Winthrop Street, Taunton
Class Roll-C4
BECKWITH, JAMES F 12 Thayer Place, South Braintree
BELCHER, CHARLES F 17 Orange Street, Abington
CHAPLIN, GEORGE W 206 Bedford Street, Bridgewater
CHARETH, LEO J 180 Winter Street, Whitman
CHURCHILL, PERCY C Barre
CONLON, WALTER N 42 Oak Street, Somerville
CROWLEY, JAMES F 26 Park Street, Rockland
DOLL, FREDERICK L. Jr 89 Gibbs Avenue, Wareham
HUNT, NORMAN R 57 Spring Hill Avenue, Bridgewater
KANE, HARRY 56 Summer Street, Plymouth
KNOWLES, EDWARD T 29 Wilcox Road, Dorchester
MOORE, GEORGE V 4 High Street, Gilbertville
MOYNIHAN, ROBERT M 63 South Main Street, Natick
NICKERSON, HOWARD W P. O. Box 47, Cochesett
PARKER, BENJAMIN E Overbrook Station, Wellesly
RADSZUK, EDMUND J. 12 Main Street, Avon
RAY, CHESTER T 124 Brookside Avenue, Brockton




"Come, choose your road, and, away, my lad", so said a spirit to us as we left for Bridge-
water Normal School early in September. Some of us had heard the call, and thinking that
our road was in the teaching profession we went away.
Many of us were rather bewildered at the vast extent of our future home. There were
vast unknown areas of books crammed full of knowledge to be applied to our benumbed
brains.
The first week brought nothing but longing for home and a faint pang of regret at leaving
high school.
The second week left us with an idea of what the following days were to bring! biology,
physiography, drawing,—study, more study, and still more.
Clubs and social activities as well as class work eased our pangs of home-sickness. There
were the Scouts, W. A. A., TC, Dramatic Club, and Glee Clubs to join.
After three terms of Normal School life we have come to the conclusion that Bridge-
water is a great place.
We are anxiously awaiting the time when the C's will move to new territory so that we
may assume their dignity.
Class Roll - Dl
ALGER, GLADYS L 217 North Elm Street, West Bridgewater
BELL, GERTRUDE V 764 Dwight Street, Holyoke
BIRGE, AMY S 5 Pearl Street, Provincetown
BLAMAIRE, EVELYN 1 85 Phillips Street, Lawrence
CALDER, HELEN L Brayton Point Road, South Somerset
CAPELL, LOIS J 18 Fuller Street, Brockton
COOK, DORIS E 46 Winthrop Street, Brockton
COX, EILEEN C 464 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford
CROWELL, ANNETTE S , 19 Indiana Avenue, Somerville
CURRAN, GERALDINE L 1 Ellington Road, Wollaston
DeLAURA, LENA A 78 Union Street, North Easton
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EASTON, MARION L 162 Webster Street, Rockland
FROEBERG, MARGARET C 81 Hillberg Avenue, Brockton
GERVAIS, ELINOR A 23 Cottage Street, Abington
GILCHRIST, ELIZABETH S 7 Garfield Street, Foxboro
GOODSPEED, ELINOR W Dennis, Cape Cod
HALE, KATHERINE M 37 Randolph Street, South Weymouth
HALLORAN, MARY C 48 Cotton Avenue, East Braintree
HARTMANN, FRIEDA F. M 148 Center Street, North Middleboro
HAYES, MILDRED A 6 Waverly Street, New Bedford
HEALY, HELEN M The Glades, Minlot
HILLIKER, UNA D 30 Olmsted Drive, Springfield
HOOPER, MILDRED 1 70 Milton Street, Lawrence
HOWARD, HELEN W Main Street, South Hanson
IRELAND, VERA L Orleans
ISHERWOOD, GRACE 2107 South Main Street, Fall River
LAMB, AGNES M 201 East Water Street, Rockland
LITCHFIELD, RUTH C 62 Park Avenue, Whitman
QUIGLEY, CATHERINE C 165 Osborn Street, Fall River
RYDER, MARION L Marion
Class Roll - D2
ANDERSON, MARY A 127 Webster Street, Haverhill
BAIRD, MARGARET D 16 Maple Street, Whitinsville
BEESLEY, DOROTHY M 424 Springfield Street, Chicopee
BOWLEY, MARY W 12 Center Street, Provincetown
BUCKLAND, GRACE D 24 Keith Street, Springfield
CROOKER, LILLIAN L Grove Street, Upton
FINESTONE, ESTHER 29 Tremont Avenue, Chelsea
HAYNES, EVELYN 1 331 Lowell Avenue, Haverhill
MAHONEY, AGNES M 282 Center Street, Rockland
MAYERS, ETHEL M 30 Emery Street, Holbrook
MESCHICOVSKY, ESTHER E 8 Clark Street, Easthampton
MILUTIS, JULIA 112 Burrell Avenue, Bridgewater
MINARD, OELLA 23 Crown Street, Milton
MORES, L. CATHERINE 141 Ocean Street, Hyannis
MULLOCK, ELIZABETH H 63 Highland Avenue, Melrose Highlands
OBSHATKIN, EDITH 19 Clinton Street, Taunton
O'GARA, MARY E 1232 Globe Street, Fall River
PACKARD, MARJORIE L Circuit Street, West Hanover
POWERS, FLORENCE B 28 Granada Terrace, Springfield
REVANE, BERTHA C North Main Street, North Brookfield
RICHARDS, CLARISSA L 221 North Main Street, West Bridgewater
RILEY, ELIZABETH J 668 North Main Street, Randolph
ROBISON, HELENA A. T 16 Claremont Avenue, Holyoke
SALUS, NELLIE K 47 Highland Street, Brockton
TUTTLE, MARJORIE R Main Street, Mattapoisett
VANDER, WENONAH L Chestnut Street, East Longmeadow
VARNEY, DOROTHY L 42 Lynde Street, Melrose
WALSH, ANNA G. . . 192 Forest Street, Fall River
WATT, AGNES E : 73 North Ash Street, Brockton
WHITE, B.ELIZABETH 37 Bigelow Avenue, Thompsonville, Conn.
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Class Roll - D3
AMET, HAZEL M 49 Crescent Street, West Quincy
CALLAHAN, MARY F 57 Copeland Street, Brockton
CANFIELD, PERSIS G 377 President Avenue, Fall River
CELUSNIAK, HELEN M 83 Parsons Street, Easthampton
CONDON, ELEANOR M 58 Union Street, Randolph
DONLE, EVELYN C Lees River Avenue, Swansea
FOLEY, MARTHA M 59 Union Street, Randolph
GRAY, ESTHER M Pottersville
HICKEY, ALICE E 281 North Franklin Street, Holbrook
HOLMES, FLORENCE I North Main Street, North Easton
HUTCHINSON, GERALDINE W 299 Riverside Avenue, Medford
JACKSON, MARY E 445 Warren Avenue, Brockton
KEEFE, MARGARET F 21 Garden Street, Fall River
KEITH, CORA M 339 Lakeside Drive, Bridgewater
KING, ALICE F 5 Davis Street, Plymouth
LEARY, SARAH T 308 Linden Street, Fall River
LINDSTROM, DOROTHEA J Marion
MAYO, ESTHER G 318 Union Street, Randolph
O'BRIEN, BARBARA C 74 Pleasant Street, Randolph
O'DONNELL, HELEN R 327 Center Street, Bridgewater
PAULL, HELEN G 77 Weetamoe Street, Fall River
SIRANOSSIAN, DICKRANOUHI H 63 Oak Street, Bridgewater
SULLIVAN, ALICE M 12 Elm Avenue, Brockton
SULLIVAN, ANNA G 81 Exeter Street, Lawrence
SUMMERS, PHEBE M 8 Conwell Street, Provincetown
SUNDSTROM, ELLEN E 115 Hillberg Avenue, Brockton
TAYLOR, ETHELWYN M Pleasant Avenue, Attleboro
THORNTON, MARGARET E 373 Railroad Avenue, Norwood
WEBBER, LESLIE N 26 Centennial Street, Plymouth
Class Roll - D4
EHNES, ALBERT F Medfield
FARREN, LEO J 146 Snell Street, Fall River
FORD, ALBERT F East Marion
GENAITIS, CHARLES P 108 Sherman Street, Gardner
HILL, BENJAMIN J Hanover Center
JENNESS, RAYMOND N Oakland Avenue, Hanover
KILGREW, FRANCIS J 231 Temple Street, Whitman
LONGMORE, WALTER E 16 Randall Road, Mattapoisett
MANTYLA, LUARENCE J P. O. Box 33, Halifax
MARTIN, RALPH J 51 Wall Street, Bridgewater
O'CONNELL, EMMETT M 8 Carleton Street, Brockton
PURDON, ALEXANDER 90 Arnold Street, Quincy
SWEENEY, JOSEPH E 99 Mount Prospect Street, Bridgewater
TOOLE, EDWARD W 1135 Pleasant Street, Bridgewater
WEBB, JOHN A 19 Wellington Street, Brockton




We shall never forget our first day at Bridgewater Normal School! How to distinguish
one building from another was the first problem that confronted us, and it was a difficult
one you may be sure. Then we had the horrible task of trying to puzzle out our programs,
and after a few unsuccessful attempts succeeded. After a few weeks, however, all of our
problems gradually worked themselves out, and we settled ourselves for a year of work.
The three Junior classes have participated in all of the sports of the school. In hockey
Junior 3 defeated the two other Junior classes, but in turn was defeated by the D class in the
final game. Junior 2 was successful in basketball, winning all but two games. The joy of
playing the game has in all cases compensated for any defeats with which we met.
Our debut in chapel will never be forgotten, by either the terrified participants or the
amused audience. The subject of the performance was the teaching of a rote song, and all
who saw it professed a liking for the work of the actresses. However, our histrionic ability
is a well-known fact about the school because of our dramatization, in the reading classes,
of Hiawatha. Every day for quite some time we could be seen about the school building
and campus burdened with Indian blankets and other paraphernalia of a similar nature.
As an absolute fact, we became weary from answering the eternal question asked by the upper
classmen, "Are you dramatizing Hiawatha?"
We have been very happy as Juniors but we are looking forward to a year of joyous
fulfilment of ideals as Seniors.
Class Roll - Junior 1
ALLEN, ETTA H Point Road, Marion
BARNARD, MARY A 22 Haseltine Street, Bradford
BENT, FLORENCE M 8 Jefferson Avenue, Taunton
BIRKETT, SARAH A 55 Eastern Avenue, Fall River
BOUTELLE, ADELAIDE L West Groton
BOWKER, MIRIAM W 9 Kilton Street, Taunton
BROTKIN, CELIA 200 Hoffards Street, Fall River
BROWN, LORRAINE E 138 High Street, Randolph
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BUCKLEY, MARY M Elm Street, North Easton
BUMPUS, GERTRUDE L 125 Sandwich Road, Wareham
CAMPBELL, MARGARET P 93 Cherry Street, Brockton
CHACE, HARRIET 1 447 New Boston Road, Fall River
CHACE, LOIS A 278 Hillman Street, New Bedford
CHASE, CAROLINE T 152 Truro Street, New Bedford
CLARK, THERESA B 210 Clifford Street, New Bedford
COHEN, SYLVIA 1498 Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford
CONOLLY, ELIZABETH M 354 Washington Street, East Walpole
CORREA, ALICE T 16 Fourth Avenue, Taunton
DARLING, WINIFRED E Wilbur Street, Raynham
DELANO, AVIS N 104 State Street, New Bedford
DONATI, A. ADELAIDE 11 Cedar Street, Everett
DOWNEY, LOUISE G Pleasant Street, Hingham Center
DREGHORN, ROBERTA K 497 Ridge Street, Fall River
DUNHAM, G. EVELYN 214 Adams Street, North Abington
DWYER, MARGARET K 138 Oak Street, Taunton
EDWARDS, HELEN E 756 Washington Street, East Weymouth
FEENEY, BARBARA E 28 Pine Street, Norwood
FINCH, BERTHA 204 Central Avenue, New Bedford
Class Roll - Junior 2
DRUM, EUNICE F 127 Broadway, Taunton
FOLEY, MARY E. R 860 Brock Avenue, New Bedford
FORSBERG, ESTHER H 3 Elm Street, Rehoboth
FOSTER, EDITH C 10 Gould Street, New Bedford
FRENCH, ELIZABETH G 147 Trenton Street, Melrose
GILMORE, MARION G 121 Division Street, North Attleboro
GREEN, EVA S 201 Center Street, Brockton
GRIFFIN, M. FRANCES 80 Marion Road, Wareham
HEBDEN, ANNIS Pope Beach, East Fairhaven
HERSTOFF, LENA 12 Atlantic Street, New Bedford
HIGGINBOTTOM, DORIS 209 Oakhill Avenue, Attleboro
HOWLAND, MAZIE F 52 East Water Street, Taunton
JACQUES, EDNA G 15 Elizabeth Street, Attleboro
LAW, HELEN G 786 Locust Street, Fall River
LEACH, HELEN L 32 Pleasant Avenue, East Bridgewater
LEPES, ROSE 474 Osborn Street, Fall River
LINDQUIST, HELEN L Highland Street, Avon
LYNCH, KATHERINE A 270 High Street, East Dedham
LYNCH, LUCILLE E 43 Spring Avenue Brockton
MALONE, FLORENCE C 84 Danfort Street, Fall River
MARSDEN, RACHEL S 279 Rockdale Avenue, New Bedford
MARTINI, EMELIA L 144 Crawford Street, Fall River
MAXFIELD, HILDA L 185 Sycamore Street, New Bedford
MAXHAM, ROSALIND 545 Washington Street, Braintree
MCCARTHY, MARGUERITE N 309 Hancock Street, South Braintree
McGINTY, LORETTA M North Main Street, North Easton
McKENNA, KATHERINE M 506 Weir Street, Taunton
McMANUS, GRACE E 26 Kilton Street, Taunton
MELLOR, A. ETTA 183 Adams Street, New Bedford
MILLNER, ROSE 72 Edes Street, Plymouth
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Class Roll - Junior 3
MINOTT, LUCY E River Street, Halifax
MITCHELL, VIOLA O Plymouth Street, Halifax
MORRILL, EMILY A ' 15 Robbins Street, Avon
MURPHY, INEZ R. M 90 Highland Avenue, Onset
NELSON, THELMA D 29 Rounds Street, New Bedford
NYE, FLORENCE D Swansea
O'DONNELL, EILEEN F 140 Birch Street, North Abington
O'KEEFE, MARGARET M 80 Mulberry Street, Attleboro
OLIKER, MOLLIE 407 East Water Street, Rockland
PAGE, BARBARA P Thomas Street, Dedham
PECK, LILLIAN 1 28 Courtland Street, Middleboro
PETERSON, M. LOUISE 3§ Mayflower Place, Plymouth
POTTER, HAZEL C Clapboardtree Street, Westwood
RIDDELL, DOROTHY E 47 Allerton Street, Plymouth
RILEY, EVELYN J 12 Carver Road, Watertown
ROACH, HELEN M 35 Spring Street, East Bridgewater
ROBERTS, LEONORA V. A 105 Auburn Street, Brockton
ROWELL, MARY 1 45 Hartsuff Street, Rockland
RYAN, MARGARET M. F 279 Dover Street, Fall River
SCANLON, DOROTHY F 137 Hancock Street, South Braintree
SHORES, WINIFRED J 153 Bedford Street, East Bridgewater
SMITH, AGNES D 35 White Street, Taunton
SMITH, MILDRETH M 222 Covel Street, Fall River
SPOONER, DOROTHY 86 Liberty Avenue, West Somerville
SWANSON, CHRISTINE B High Street, West Duxbury
TERRY, ROSAMOND 10 Darling Street, Nantucket
TESTONI, ELEANOR 87 Samoset Street, Plymouth
THOMPSON, MARTHA F 57 Plymouth Street, Bridgewater
TOBIN, EILEEN J Plain Street, Rockland
TRAVERS, PHILOMENA P 114 Grinnell Street, New Bedford
Flaming Youth
So Big
A Light in the Dark
The Dancing Star
The Normal Instructor






The Keeper of the Bees
Sarcasm and Wit

























House President ELEANOR FARRELL
House Vice-President NATALIE TURNER
Secretary-Treasurer WINIFRED BOOTH
Life at Woodward begins, for the newcomers at least, in a sight-seeing tour. After
walking the empty corridors and peering into room after room originally decorated with
one (1) bureau, one (1) bookcase, one (1) "shindig", one (1) table, two (2) or three (3) beds
and the same number of chairs, the entering people choose those which they most admire
and settle down as best they can in the restricted area of dormitory life.
Days and weeks pass. And out of a group of girls whose interests are widely divergent,
there gradually emerges a homogeneous aggregation whose common purpose is the pursuit
of happiness, and incidentally, knowledge.
As the dormitory enjoys the squad system, introduced last year, few house meetings are
called. For those assemblies the three squads unlucky enough to have drawn the bad
penny, or whatever it is they do draw, put on a performance generally greeted with great
hilarity.
On one occasion we were allowed to see ourselves as others see us, the occupants of a
Rubberneck wagon. "Pike's Peak or Bust" was the luring slogan on the vehicle. Revol-
ving umbrellas served as wheels. Noises usually associated with the bursting of toy balloons
and the collapsing of the left rear "wheel" gave the semblance of a puncture. The raucous
voices were next raised in protest against the sudden lack of gas, replenished by the imagin-
ary contents of a can labelled Enthusiasm.
On another occasion we gazed with true small-town amazement at "Wild Nell of the
Prairie" a good old "mellerdrammer". To be sure scenery, horses, canoes were mostly in
our mind's eye (see Mr. Hunt), but the characters played with great feeling the different
parts : Lady Vere de Vere (gentlemen still prefer blondes) ; Handsome Harry (the boyish
bob has its uses); Sitting Bull, his squaw, and Chief Stick-in-the-Mud, the deep dark
villains; and Wild Nell, the real bad-land cut-up who went west with a silver paper cutter
in her heart. The prize winning performance, though not intended as such, was a fire drill
staged, in vulgar parlance, at 11.00 P. M. At the end of three deafening minutes, girls
straggled down stairways with blurred eyes and impolite yawns while the gong kept up
its infernal clamor. One girl opened wide her windows, left her room in darkness and her
door shut in exact reversal of the rules of a fire drill. Perhaps they all believe in keeping





Although we are a rather small family here in Normal Hall, we have managed to enjoy,
among ourselves, many happy events which we try to chronicle.
As is customary every year, Normal and Woodward Hall competed in the Inter-Dorm
Sing held late in the month of May, 1926. Everyone remembers that starry night with




In November of 1926, the annual reception given in honor of Mrs. Boyden, wife of Prin-
cipal Boyden, was held in Normal Reception room, after which "open house" was held
until dinner time.
Normal Hall next held an eerie, old-fashioned Hallowe'en party, and then a few weeks
later a Christmas party. Of course we had a Christmas tree, and even Santa Claus came.
We will never forget the looks of astonishment on some faces when Santa refused to give a
certain girl her present because she could not tell him of two good things she had done this
year. Again another thoroughly good party ended with refreshments—cookies, ice cream,
nuts and candy.
Space demands that we say no more of the fun and the activities, with their ever in-
creasing feeling of good fellowship which is manifest in the social life of our dormitory.
"To Normal Hall we pledge ourselves, our love, our steadfast loyalty."
Anna Reynolds
Normal Hall's Index to Modern Poetry
Blow, Bugle, Blow HANNAH BOWDEN
Here and There IRENE RYAN
The Deserted Village THE CORRIDOR AT 10.16
I Love my Love ELEANOR GARVIN
The Bridge of Sighs HOUSE MEETING
Charge of the "Light" Brigade HEAD PROCTORS AT 10.15
Tweedledum and Tweedledee BILLIE AND IRENE
The Child Musician GERTRUDE COREY
To a Mouse LOUISE WING
The Baby MILLICENT SMITH
The Happy Heart DORIS INGALLS
We Twain ANNA REYNOLDS AND GRACE FORREST
On Wings of Song KATHERINE LYNCH
Breathe Not His Name BERTHA MILLIKEN
The World Is Too Much With Us WHILMA DESY
Somebody's Darling TERESA CLARK
She Came and Went LILLIAN MARTIN
The Conclusion of the Whole Matter MARJORIE SWIFT
Come Into The Garden, Maude MAUDE WOOD
East, West, Home's Best MARY FOLEY
Peggy's Charms MARGARET DUNHAM
Let Something Good Be Said KATHERINE CASWELL
My Books MARION WARWICK
My Career FRANCES BALDWIN
In The Corridor ESTHER VISCO
Glorious Things of Thee Are Spoken . . Our House President, CONSTANCE KEEGAN
Curly Locks EVELYN DONAHUE
Silent Heroes HEAD PROCTORS
For She's a Jolly Good Fellow MABLE PRATT
Guardian Angels MISS KEYES AND MISS DECKER
The Children's Hour FROM 10.00 TO 10.15
A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal MARJORIE PACKARD
A Lady MARY BAIR
The Joys We Miss MARJORIE PRATT
The Fellowship of Books DORIS HULSMAN
At the Symphony MARION BRINE
The Lass With The Delicate Air DOROTHY VINING
Be Peaceful BERTHA FINCH







All of us who have had the opportunity of living in Gates House are very fortunate.
We have enjoyed every minute since that Sunday in September when Miss Hall, our "house-
mother," welcomed us back. This year there were eighteen girls living in Gates House.
At our first house meeting, our president, Ruth Swift, explained the privileges and duties
that befell us as residents. Most of the duties were agreeable ones, and all of the privileges
were pleasant.
The end of the first term brought a few changes. We were very sorry to lose Elizabeth
Hathaway through illness.
Besides the girls in the house we have such a family of dolls and animals! Romeo, Munty,
Tommy Lad and Ikey, are characters whose fortunes concern us greatly. No one will ever
forget our delightful Christmas party, either.
There has been a real atmosphere of home in Gates House, all the year, and we know
that those who make their home here after us will grow to love it as we do.
Mildred Frank
HALL OF FAME
(A special report to the Normal Offering, 2050 A. D.)
It is with great pleasure that your reporter presents to you the following article covering
the Hall of Fame. That the readers of this magazine may follow the subject more intelli-
gently, it may be well to speak of its location and inhabitants.
The Hall is located on an obscure star about fifty miles due south of Mars, and is named
after Russell Marshall, the famous explorer, who made his first stop there during his famous
trans-universal flight back in 1950, just a century ago. He took with him, if you will par-
don our editorial pride, our present editor's great grandfather, Joe Condon.
Father Time graciously received your reporter and appointed as his chief guide Bob
Kiley. Mr. Kiley was engaged in reading a ponderous volume of the latest ideas in electro-
cuting atoms and naturally rather resented Father Time's interruption. He led us to a
room with many little projections, which formed "browsing corners." There were many
people arguing, chatting, or joking in each corner. Here Mr. Kiley utterly abandoned his
charge and resumed his study.
Your reporter then approached a person in whom all citizens of Bridgewater feel an
interest: the one-time principal of our present school, Mr. Arthur C. Boyden. Mr. Boyden
introduced us to the gentleman in a toga with whom he had been speaking. It was Phidias,
reputed architect of the Parthenon.
Just at that moment a loud babble arose at a far end of the Hall and we immediately
rushed to see what was happening. Grouped about Chopin's piano were several famous
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musicians, among whom were Dvorak, Mendelsohn, Beethoven and Marcella Smith; and
with them were a number of noted psychologists, most prominent of whom were Judd,
Thorndike and Mr. Hunt, a former instructor in our school. In answer to our inquiries we
learned that Mr. Hunt had just finished a recital of twentieth century jazz. When the
audience departed Mr. Hunt smilingly opened the interview.
"Dr. Thorndike did it," he said. "After a countless number of treatments my musical
synapses responded and my natural music capacity was allowed to develop." "But," he
sighed, "I have failed to respond to treatment for memory lapses as applied by Kilpratrick
and Kay Tobin, two of our best psychologists. Not to this day can I recall the number of
my car back in 1926."
At this moment Elwin Kerr approached. At the sight of him, your reporter remembered
the financial muddle of the accounts of the present school store and so asked Bunny for his
advice.
"Go back to my policy," said Mr. Kerr, "cash and nothing but."
He was going to elaborate, but just then we saw Eleanor Farrell, the wonder-sculptress
of late fame, and immediately asked her for an interview.
"I got my start in plastercine, at Bridgewater Normal," said Miss Farrell, "but the real
thing was the bust of Miss Roth. For fifty years the world did not recognize it, but at
last her fifteenth cousin bought it from my brother's heirs and presented it to the history
department of Bridgewater Normal School.
Space does not permit the giving of more detailed accounts of further interviews with
the great, but a partial list of those who granted your reporter's request for a few statements
are as follows
:
Mr. Durgin—author of "New Math. Made Easy for Genius."
Hannah Bowden—who established a new gym. system, neither formal or informal.
Marie Hayes—who, as editor, ran "College Humor" on a paying basis.
Dick Jason—who passed the law requiring all teachers to be able to do deep-knee bending
without falling over.
Agnes Morey—who so well impersonated Miss Burnell that she ran the Training School
for a whole day.
(Editor's Note: The reporter forgot to say that nearly all the class of 1927, of
B. N. S., are either in the Hall of Fame or are on the waiting list.)
Cora M. Vining B2
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
To a freshman, the spirit of Bridgewater is even more vivid than to upper-classmen who
are so well acquainted that they don't stop to analyze their feeling. On my first trip to
Bridgewater, I noticed the spirit of eagerness. The manner in which classmates greeted
each other impressed me. My first impression was that they thought more of good times
than they did of their studies; but after knowing them better, I found this was not true.
More displayed than at the high school, is a spirit of helpful cooperation. The students








Back row, left to right. J. WEBB, P. CHURCHILL, M. LUCEY, R. NEWBURY, E. KERR.
Middle row. M. DUNHAM, M. HAYES, I. PERKINS.






JOHN ALAN WEBB ....
ISABELLA GREENE PERKINS
MARGARET MARY LUCEY .
GRACE GERALDINE FITZGERALD
WALTER ERNEST LONGMORE .
CLARA MARY ALMSTEAD .
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MISS CATTRELL MISS DAVIS MISS NYE MR. KELLY
A Word of Appreciation
The editorial board of the 1927 NORMAL OFFERING wish to take this opportunity
to acknowledge with deep thanks the generous assistance of Miss Davis, Miss Nye, Miss
Cattrell, and Mr. Kelly—members of the faculty—and all others who helped in any way in





Back row, left to right. D. RIDDELL, M. GORMAN, C. O'NEIL, M. ARCHIBALD, M. LUCEY, H. AYERS,
J. GIBERTI, D. DUNLEVY.












The object of the Student Government Association is to regulate all those matters that
pertain to the student life of this school, which do not come under the direct jurisdiction of
the faculty; to further in every way the spirit of unity, co-operation, and altruism; and to
be a medium by which the social and ethical standards of the school can be made and kept
high.
The two branches of this association are the Dormitory Council and the Student Council.
The Dormitory Council is that branch of the Student Government Association which regu-
lates the problems of dormitory life. It consists of the four officers of the association to-




A. REYNOLDS, C. KEEGAN, E. MAYO, S. PHILLIPS, M. BAIR,Back row, left to right. K. CASWELL
,
E. DONAHUE, R. MITCHELL.
Middle row. E. McGAW, E. COURTNEY, M. SMITH, D. CROSBY, H. AVERY, N. TURNER.
Front row. M. RYDER, E. FARRELL, M. NICHOLS, R. SWIFT, K. LYNCH.
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President of Student Government Association
President of Woodward ....
Vice-President of Woodward
Junior Representative of Woodward
Head Proctors of Woodward . EVA McGAW,
President of Gates House ....
Vice-President of Gates House
Junior Representative of Gates House .
President of Normal Hall ....














Head Proctors of Normal Hall EVELYN DONAHUE, KATHERINE CASWELL
STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council is that branch of the Student Government Association that super-
vises matters which pertain to the whole student body. It is composed of the four officers
of the Association, the president of each class, the representative of each division, and the
day student representatives.




































Helena Anderson Sr. 1
Margaret Hayes Sr. 2
Catherine Shea Sr. 3
Juniors
Representatives,
Theresa Clark Jr. 1
Hilda Maxfield Jr. 2
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DAY STUDENT COUNCIL
Back row. left to right. E. AMBROSE, L. TOTMAN, M. GUIDOBONI, K. KELLEHER, I. PUSKALA, R. SULLIVAN.
Middle row. G. GOULD. T. PETERSON. J. GIBERTI, M. FLYNN, E. GERVAIS.





























A few weeks after school opened last September, our president, Josephine Giberti, called
a meeting of the day students and divided them into groups, according to their towns or
cities. Two councillors were elected from each group, who met with Miss Giberti every
two weeks and discussed day student affairs.
With the opening of the athletic season, the day students began to show their mettle.
Some were to be found on practically every championship team.
At the beginning of the year the day students' room was a drab affair. Although spac-
ious and comfortable, it lacked the cheery and hospitable appearance that color always lends
to a room. With the assistance of the Art Department, gay curtains were hung in the win-
dows, making an attractive and inviting place in which to study and rest.
On January 24, 1927, the Day Student Social was held in the gymnasium. Everyone
co-operated and made this party a great success both socially and financially.
These are just a few illustrations of the spirit manifested by the day students of this
school. We are all trying to do our part to make the school justly proud of us.













Back row, left to right. G. FORREST, M. ARCHIBALD, M. FLYNN.
Front row. E. GOMLEY, E. KERR, A. BLANCHARD.
The Social Activities Committee had a very successful year. The members have en-
deavored to keep this year's standard of social life as high as in past years.
The first event was the acquaintance social, an affair which affords opportunity for old
and new students to become acquainted and to start the formation of friendship bonds
with which our school life is filled. Later, one of the most delightful affairs was the recep-
tion and tea for Mrs. Boyden. These events were followed by Wednesday evening socials,
by Friday evening socials given by various clubs and classes of the school, and by basket-
ball games on Saturday nights.
Our new auditorium has given us the opportunity to have interesting lectures and en-
tertainments.
The Social Activities Committee thanks the members of the student body for their co-



















Back row, left to right. F. BRYANT, D. CROSBY, L. HEBERT, B. GIBBS, E. McLAW.
Middle row. M. ARCHIBALD, J. SHAW, MISS MOFFITT, (Faculty Advisor), N. TURNER, G. WESTERVELT.




Directress MISS ADELAIDE MOFFITT
President JOSEPHINE SHAW
Vice President NATALIE TURNER
Secretary GENEVIEVE TURNER
The Dramatic Club of 1926-'27 has been especially fortunate, for to us was given the
honor of presenting the first play on the new stage of the Horace Mann Auditorium.
We chose for our fall play Madaliene Lucette Riley's "Mice and Men" and set earnestly
to work on it. It was with keen disappointment that we received the news that the
stage would not be properly equipped for a performance before the first of the year. All
rehearsals were postponed.
In the meanwhile, in order to keep busy, we gave a social in the gymnasium Friday,
December 17, 1926. After Christmas, rehearsals were once more started for "Mice and
Men" and continued without any further delay.
The play was given Friday, February 11, 1927 before the largest and most enthusiastic
audience that it has ever been the privilege of the club to play before.
The spring play was Shakespere's "Much Ado About Nothing", which closed the
activities of the club for this year.
Miss Adelaide Mofifitt, our Directress, has brought us through a red letter year when
those of us who know her and love her best, realize that what she did for us this year, she did
in spite of added personal worry; and we appreciate her unselfishness.
Genevieve Westervelt
Cast of "Mice and Men"
Mark Embury EVA McGAW
Peter BEATRICE GIBBS
Mrs. Deborah NATALIE TURNER
Roger Goodlake JOSEPHINE SHAW





. . . DORIS DOUGLAS, LORETTA HEBERT, *FRANCIS EMMONS
*DOROTHY BIXBY, MARGARET SOARES
George Lovell DOROTHY CROSBY
Sir Harry Trimblestone MARGARET ARCHIBALD







Back row, left to right. D. BURNS, E. HAYNES, H. PAUL, E. McHALE, E. OLIVER, M. WHALEN,
D. POWELL.
Third row. J. MILUTIS, H. ROBINSON, L. BENSON, F. KENDRIGAN, H. LEYLAND, N. KEWASKI,
C. KEEGAN. L. EKO.
Second row. M. RYDER, E. BEVAN, D. HALLORAN, MISS BRADFORD, (Faculty Advisor), W. DESY,
M. DUNHAM, L. BOWEN.




Directrice MLLE. EDITH H. BRADFORD
Presidente WHILMA DESY





Les anciens membres du cercle francais se reunirent Ie 7 octobre, 1926, sous l'ombre
d'un chene et d'un pin dominants, pour le pique-nique annuel.
Plus tard, le 4 novembre, douze nouveaux membres furent admis au cercle apres avoir
passe avec succes une epreuve ecrite et un examen oral. La belle musique, les jeux et les
rafraichissements fournirent l'amusement. Tous les membres voterent d'acheter des
livres—un drame, "Le Jeu de l'Amour et de la Mort" de Romain Rolland, et un roman,
"Les Oberle" de Rene Bazin. A chaque seance on lit et discuta ces deux oevres sans trop
de formalite.
Le cercle fit venir de France des livres francais et deux journaux, L'lllustration et Les
Annales, et les a presentes, avec Le Petit Journal publie en Amerique, a la bibliotheque de
l'ecole.
A l'assemblee, le 11 Janvier, on presenta une seance typique et des fables dramatisees.
Le 9 decembre, quelques membres du cercle allerent a. Boston on ilsassistaientalacomedie
heroique, "Cyrano de Bergerac," presentee par la troupe du theatre de la Porte St. Martin
de Paris.
Dans l'ecole, la fin de l'annee apporte les adieux inevitables et un peu de tristesse. On
peut s'y attendre. Mais les membres de cercle francais auront toujours des souvenirs in-
spirants d'une annee profitable "bien qu'ils soient loin d'ici."
Margaret Dunham
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
Bridgewater Normal School is said to have an outstanding characteristic called "Bridge-
water Spirit." Just what it is, is not yet fully clear to my mind, but I can say the following:
The impression one gets in assembly is the spirit of unity—the school working together with
such ease that it seems like one individual. The effect is so great that the spirit of unity





Back row, left to right. A. BARNARD, C. LINEHAN, A. ROBERTSON, A. MARSH. S. PHILLIPS, M. MORSE,
M. BOTTOMLEY.
Middle row. M. BAIR, M. RAINVILLE, D. FLANSBURY, MISS CARTER, (Faculty Advisor), E. FOSTER.










The Members of the Library Club of 1926 and 1927 have had a most enjoyable year
together. Our year started with the initiation of twelve faithful and hard-working girls.
At the beginning of the year it was decided that a definite standard for reading would
be decided upon. Two lists from which we were to read were chosen, namely, the state list
and twenty books from a list of modern fiction. Furthermore, the Library Club has under
its special supervision, the "Browsing Corner" or the "Cora A. Newton Collection" in the
library, which was started through the efforts of its graduate members. The Club was also
instrumental in having Mildred Bass Anderton present the play entitled "Cousin Kate"
on the evening of December 10, 1926, in the Horace Mann Auditorium. Then, too, the
Library Club presented two programs in chapel.
On the night of November 4, 1926, the club was informally entertained by Miss Carter,




















THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
The spirit of cooperation is exceedingly strong here. With the Student Government
over all, and the different divisions of the students working with it, an easy, happy, yet
business-like attitude prevails. It is noticeable that the officers are only too glad to accept
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Back row, left to right. C. MORES, E. DONLE, H. CALDER, F. DESMOND, W. VANDER, E. GRAY.
Third row. M. TURREY, A. CROWELL, M. STILES, C. SHEA, K. WINFREE, M. TUTTLE, A. BLANCHARD.
Second row. O. MINARD, I. RYAN, A. CONANT, E. MAYO, M. McDERMOTT, C. O'NEIL, E. FREDETTE,
M. HOULIHAN, R. MAYO.







T. C. proved to be such a popular club this year that we were forced to have a long wait-
ing list. Our initiation made a very appropriate beginning for a successful year.
A most enjoyable Valentine Social was held on February 4, 1927. For this occasion,
the gymnasium was attractively decorated with cupids, hearts and potted plants.
We are now working on the plans for the plantings around our new buildings. We
have been enjoying this form of activity, very much. The club has also been instrumental
in presenting exercises in chapel. We presented a debate, the subject of which was, "Should
the trees in the Bridgewater Common be cut down and new ones planted?" The affiirma-
tive won.
Altogether T. C. has had a very successful year.
Esther Mayo
LITTLE RED MARKS
Is there anything that can make so great an impression on one's mind, so upset the
serenity of any earnest student, as little red marks? Just after a hearty lunch, when every-
one is happy, and everything is right with the world, for instance. Absolutely nothing could
disturb our peaceful contented bliss. True is the old saying, "Ignorance is bliss". But
woe be to the blissful ignoramus who suddenly awakes to the realization that before him is
a perfectly neat, attractive, in fact, rather important looking document which he very well
remembers compiling himself. This happened to me.
Mine was no piece of work to be scoffed at : nearly a whole evening I spent on it. An
editor wouldn't turn that article down, if he knew his business. The very way my name is
signed is an art. Here! What are these peculiar red marks on the margin? A small "p"
at the beginning of nearly every line. My paper is ruined.
What mean these red atrocities? I will ask the author of them. I do this Slowly,
sorrowfully, solemnly, sadly, with faltering, dragging steps, I return to my chair
The teacher is saying, "Don't be discouraged if your first paper is not a success."
Oh, no! We are not discouraged. We cannot feel. Even the deep sarcasm of that
remark leaves us unscathed. We must all die sometime, some quickly, some lingeringly!









Back row, left to right. M. SWIFT, A. CROSSLEY, H. MAXFIELD, A. FOGG, B. WALTER, C. SWANSON,
] STREETER, J. MILUTIS, L. DOWNEY, R. DREGHORN, L. BENSON, D. VARNEY, E. MULLOCK,
M. TUTTLE, D. BIXBY.
Third row L. NIMS, R. MITCHELL, A. HEBDEN, E. WHITE. U. HILLIKER, C. ROGERS, B. CLTTLER.
M. ANDERSON, E. SMITH, C. CLARK, D. BEESELY, E. GORMLEY. C. RICHARDSON, J. KELLEY,
D. POWELL.
Second row K. HALE, E. McHALE, O. HOWARD, H. REDDY, D. MITCHELL, M. SMITH, MISS RAND,
(Faculty Advisor), C. COREY, B. CLARK, E. GREENLEAF, J. JOHNSON, H. BURR.
Front row D. BURNS, M. McCULLOCK, F. EMMONS, C. BUCKLAND, E. RILEY, L. CORREIA, K. LYNCH.


















The Glee Club was fortunate in discovering much musical ability among the incoming
students, a number of whom were soon incorporated into our ranks with an appropriate
reception.
Our intensive work began when we were honored with an invitation to sing at the dedi-
catory exercises of the new school building.
A series of three fine concerts in Brockton, also one by the Boston Symphony Orchestra
at Plymouth Memorial Hall were attended by the Glee Club. In accordance with establish-
ed custom, members of the Glee Club sang carols at the Christmas dinner, and also led the
student body in serenading our principal, Mr. Boyden.
With the commencement of daily chapel exercises, a choir composed of twenty, with
alternating substitutes, was formed from the Glee Club to lead in singing.
The annual concert offered a pleasing entertainment.
Musical numbers rendered at Baccalaureate and for Graduation Day exercises, com-
pleted the activities of the Glee Club, whose success, in large measure, we attribute to the
untiring efforts of our director, Miss Rand.
Dorothy Mitchell
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
The girls attending Bridgewater Normal School usually enter it with the feeling that they
are here in earnest preparation for their life career. In many other schools, the students
have no definite goal in view, and so their interests have time to wander in various directions.
Mollie Oliker
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
Did you ever see, hear of, or feel the "Spirit of Bridgewater"? Of course you must have,
because it is always appearing here and there in all places and on all occasions. The spirit
is the spirit of Loyalty. The interest of every pupil here is centered upon his school. The








First Student: "Oh, what a noise! What is it?"
Second Student: "Why, that is the new orchestra! This year we have a fully organized
one, with Miss Rand as leader. They give two afternoons a week for rehearsals.
First Student: "Well, well. Who is in this orchestra?"
Second Student: "There are seven violinists. Dolores Burns, Barbara Walters, Mary
Anderson, Dorothy Beazley, Mary Whalen, Avis Blanchard, and Ralph Martin. Then
there is Walter Longmore, who plays the trumpet, and Benjamin Hill who presides at the
drum and traps. Furthermore, they have a very efficient pianist in Gertrude Corey. They
say that anyone can belong, in fact, you can hire instruments to play, if you desire to join."
Avis Blanchard
ORCHESTRA
Back row, left to right. W. LONGMORF, B. HILL, R. MARTIN.
Middle row. M. ANDERSON, D. BEESLEY, MISS RAND, (Faculty Advisor), C. COREY, A. BLANCHARD.




Back row, left to right. P. FURROW, G. ISHERWOOD, R. BOENHER, P. CANFIELD, V. IRELAND, R. BORGES.
Third row. E. BATES, U. HILLIKER, H. BROWN, G. CLEVERLY, E. BEESELY, D. CROSSMAN. L. YOUNG.
Second row. L. CORREIA, O. COSTA, MISS HENDERSON, (Faculty Advisor), B. CUTLER, K. CASWELL,
M. BURDETT, H. BOWDEN.
















This year has been a busy and successful one for the Girl Scout troop. At our regular
Thursday evening meetings we made plans for many interesting things, among them being
—
a trip to the Brockton Fair, arrangements for the always popular Scout Dance, and two
sandwich sales. All projects proved enjoyable and profitable. In addition to this the troop
devoted one meeting, before Christmas, to the addressing of envelopes for the Anti-Tuber-
culosis League. Furthermore, the scouts took charge of one morning's chapel exercises.
These and other events of the past year show that the scout movement is becoming an
increasingly important factor in the school.
Harriet Chace
ON COFFEE FRAPS
Coffee Fraps are my favorite form of refreshment. I always order them when I have the
chance, and when someone else is ordering, a Coffee Frap always appears before me, which
shows that my friends know my taste.
In the first place, I love to watch a Coffee Frap being made,—first the round scoop full
of ice cream—then the milk and syrup, that slides down the inside of the tall glass, and lands
with a soft plop on the ice cream. These are just the essential preliminaries: the main
point of interest to me is the little machine that so thoroughly mixes the ice cream and liquid.
It starts off with a whirr and a gurgle. It is hard work to get through the ice cream, but
after that it is plain sailing. I grow so impatient waiting for the process to be over that I
wonder if the man has forgotten that my precious Coffee Frap is being churned. But finally
he takes it off, and pours the foaming mass into my waiting glass. My mouth begins to
water, and almost too hurriedly I reach for the straws. Invariably they are way down at
the farther end of the soda fountain. I secure one, plunge it into the Frap, and take one
long draught. How the cold, delicious liquid refreshes my throat! To my mind, it is second
to none. Of course the number of calories is not small: but somehow I can always find a
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION BOARD
Back row, left to right. MISS DECKER, (Faculty Advisor), C. O'NEIL, A. WHITMAN, L. BOWEN, MISS
HENDERSON, (Faculty Advisor).
Middle row. G. FITZGERALD, E. FARRELL, F. BALDWIN, W. BOOTH, M. BRINE.




Back row, left to right. A. REYNOLDS, B. CUTLER, MISS HENDERSON, (Faculty Advisor), M. RYDER, E. FARRELL.







Head of Hockey .
Head of Basketball
Head of Bowling .
















The program first presented in chapel by W. A. A. consisted of a splendid talk on the
organization's principles and activities by its president, Frances Baldwin. . Part of the




Back row, left to right. A. RITCHIE, F. BALDWIN, M. MORSE, M. HOULIHAN.
Middle row. M. FLYNN, H. BOWDEN, O. COSTA, I. RYAN, K. CASWELL.
Front row. C. FITZGERALD, M. WARWICK, J. LANNIN, C. ALMSTEAD.
There are two sides to any organization: the ideal, or that which the
members hope to see it eventually, and the practical, or that which others
see it now. A good many of you who are here, are members and know just
what the Women's Athletic Association stands for. Perhaps those who are
not members have an idea of it from what you have seen of its activities.
Yet our activities are only the means through which we work to attain the
standards set by members of W. A. A.
Our purpose as expressed in our Constitution, is to promote a high physi-
cal efficiency in every girl, and to give every girl the opportunity of learning
and enjoying our sports and recreations, always keeping in mind, however,
while we enjoy our games for the pleasure we get from them, yet we should
work for something more than pleasure.
There are four things that a girl must have before she is considered
worthy of being allowed to wear the final award of W. A. A., the wearing of
which proves that she may rightly be considered a type of the ideal W. A. A.
member. These four things are,—Service, Sportsmanship, Scholarship, and
Stability,—called the four S's.
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It is easier to say that we must have these qualities than it is to attain
them, for they are not acquired by working steadily for an hour, or a week,
or a term. We cannot play the game for an hour and then say, "Now I've
such and such an amount of Sportsmanship," nor can we say after working
on a committee, "That's so much more toward my being of service." These
four qualities are gained little by little, unconsciously. A girl, knowing the
standards set by W. A. A. sets her own standards and in all her work endea-
vors to live up to them. W. A. A. offers her the activities in which these
qualities are more easily seen.
These are some of the things that every member of W. A. A. is working
for—through all her sports and activities, every minute of the time from the
day she joins until she graduates. By that time, if she has really attained
the standards of W. A. A., she has made the practical side measure up to the
ideal side, always working so that W. A. A. will be doing bigger and better
things, and using her own sportsmanship, scholarship, and stability for serv-
ing in bigger and better ways, making real the pledge she took on becoming
a member: "I pledge allegiance to my health and to the strength for which
it stands; strength of body, mind and spirit, the three in one for service to
God, country, and humanity.
Many activities have been carried on this year. Class B emerged as champions from
an especially successful hockey season. The class basketball champion was Class C. The
fast Red and White game proved a victory for the White team, as it did last year. Bowl-
ing attracted more girls than ever before, during the winter. The baseball diamonds were
centers of activity in the spring months, while tennis had its place in the spring as well as
the fall. Health and hikes were ever present during the year. One forward step taken by
W. A. A. was the sending of a delegate to Cornell to attend the National Athletic Conference
of American College Women. It is expected that many helpful suggestions as to the solution
of problems met during the year will be a result of representative attendance at this confer-
ence.
Clara Almstead
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
I've felt it, we've all felt it: but what is it? I think it is the striving of everyone for
high ideals. The school itself stands for high ideals, and all its pupils do, too. Each one
is looking toward the future, and there is a certain eagerness about each to be able to come
up to his own ideal and that of the school. We are all proud to say, "I go to Bridgewater."
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BASKETBALL TEAM
Back row, left to right. E. KERR, L. MANTYLA, MR. KELLY, (Faculty Advisor), B. HILL, R. NEWBURY.
Middle row. E. TANNER, M. LANKALIS, R. KILEY, A. SHAW, C. PORTER-SHIRLEY.









Officers: Manager, Carl H. Porter-Shirley; Captain, Robert Hiatt.
The Team: Catchers, John Murphy and Thomas Gilmore; Pitchers, Robert Hiatt,
Robert Osborn, and Frederick Doll; First Base, Albert Murphy; Second Base, Albert Reilley;
Third Base, Leo Healy; Shortstops, Michael Lankalis and Elwood Denham; Rightfield,
Lawrence Campbell; Centerfield, Arthur McCarthy; Leftfield, Gerald O'Donnell.
The Schedule: Cushing Academy, lost, 5-0; Dean Academy, lost, 12-4; Northeastern
University, lost, 16-10; New Bedford Textile, won, 2-3; Huntington School, lost, 7-4; Fitch-
burg Normal School, won, 6-7; Burdett College (home game), lost, 6-2; Brockton High
School, won, 6-8; Moses' Brown, won, 2-7.
The first few games were defeats but most of the remaining ones were worthy victories.
New Bedford Textile was a most exciting home game and its victory gave the teams great
encouragement. A few weeks later they defeated their keenest rival, Fitchburg Normal
School. The season ended with a victory at Moses Brown and the old adage "a poor be-
ginning, a good ending," was applicable.
Tennis Season 1926
Officers: Manager, Albert Murphy; Captain, Carl Porter-Shirley.
The Team: Carl Porter-Shirley, Robert Kiley, Robert Osborn, Albert Murphy and
Albert Reilly.
The Schedule: Thayer Academy at Bridgewater, lost, 2-1; New Bedford Textile at
Bridgewater, lost, 3-0; and Fitchburg Normal at Fitchburg, won, 1-2.
The schedule was not a long one and there was only one victory; yet that victory gave
Bridgewater the Normal Championship of the state, since Fitchburg had previously de-
feated Salem.
Soccer Season 1926
Officers: Manager, Percy Churchill; Captain, Robert Newbury.
The Team: Forwards, Robert Newbury, Archibald Shaw, Benjamin Hill, Alexander
Purdon, William Altier and John Webb; Halfbacks, Edward Tanner, Charles Genaitis, and
Walter Longmore; Fullbacks, Charles Belcher and Raymond Jennes; Goal, Carl Porter-
Shirley.
The Schedule: Northeastern University, tie, 1-1; Amherst College, lost, 9-0; Middle-
boro A. C, tie, 0-0; Harvard College, tie 2-2; Brown University, lost, 3-0; Tabor Academy,
(home game) won, 2-3; Middleboro A. C, (home game) won 0-2; Bristol Agricultural School




Back row, left to right. R. JENNES, W. LONGMORE, R. MARTIN, P. CHURCHILL. MR. KELLY. (Faculty
Advisor), J. WEBB, C. PORTER-SHIRLEY, B. HILL.
Front row. A. SHAW, C. BELCHER, E. TANNER, R. NEWBURY, W. ALTIER, A. PURDON, C. GENAITIS.
With one exception the opening games resulted in neither victories nor defeats. The
remaining ones were mostly victories and determined for the team a successful season.
Basketball Season 1926-1927
Officers; Manager, Elwin Kerr: Captain, Robert Kiley.
The Team; Forwards, Robert Kiley, Albert Reilly, Benjamin Hill, Lawrence Mantyla:
Center, Archibald Shaw: Guards, Carl Porter-Shirley, Michael Lankalis, Emmett O'Connell,
Edward Tanner.
The Schedule; Durfee Textile, lost, 38-21: Providence College, lost, 31-19: Rhode
Island State, lost, 77-12: Fitchburg Normal, lost, 40-22: New Bedford Textile, lost, 44-33:
Randolph Collegians, won, 7-33 : Tabor Academy, won, 21 - 50 : Alumni, won, 16-63 : Taun-
ton Y. M. C. A., won, 22-41: Salem Normal, won, 17-36: Massachusetts College of Art,
won, 22-30.
Points from goals; Kiley, 128: Shaw, 98: Reilley, 58: Lankalis, 35: Tanner, 18: Porter-
Shirley, 11: Mantyla, 3: Graves, 3: O'Connell, 2: Hill, 1. New Bedford Textile and the
last six games, with the exception of Salem Normal, were home games.
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The first few games of the season were not so encouraging, but the team kept on going,
and they came out highly victorious in the end, winning the last six consecutive games.
Thus a majority of the games played were in favor of Normal.
The Athletic activities have been well managed and coached and their results have been
very gratifying. Many men have earned letters in one or more sports. They are as follows
;
Baseball; Hiatt, Porter-Shirley, Osborn, John Murphy, Albert Murphy, Reilley, McCarthy,
O'Donnell, Healy, Lankalis, Denham, Campbell, and Doll. Soccer; Newbury, Tanner,
Altier, Belcher, Porter-Shirley, Churchill, Shaw, Hill, Jennes, Genaitis, Purdon, Webb and
Longmore. Tennis; Kiley, Porter-Shirley, Osborn and Murphy. Basketball; Kiley,
Porter-Shirley, Lankalis, Kerr, Reilley, Hill, Mantyla, O'Connell, and Shaw. Carl H.
Porter-Shirley deserves honorable mention as being the only man in the history of the Nor-
mal School ever to receive letters in five different athletic activities. He earned four during
the last year and one in football two years ago.
The Normal Athletic Association has had a very prosperous year. The Annual Dance
in February was a decided success both financially and socially, and we wish to extend our
appreciation to all who helped to make it so. We are especially indebted to Dean John
Kelly and Mr. Frank Crozier, Director of Physical Education, who have ever been ready
and willing to help us in every possible way.
Percy Clifton Churchill,
Sporting Editor.
THE SPIRIT OF BRIDGEWATER
The many ways in which the entering classes are treated as the equals of the upper
classes are shown in sports and other amusements. All are called upon to help. The fresh-
men get the feeling of independence, and the ability to carry on things themselves,—to
show what they are made of.
The students are made to feel that they are wanted. None is left out. In some schools
only a certain number carry on everything. The others are on-lookers. This does not
create interest, for the on-lookers are not going to support things from the outside: they want
to have something to do with the inner parts of a project. In many schools where the cry
is "We have no support for our activities," if the other side of the thing could be considered,






September 17 Acquaintance Social.
November 6 Scout Dance.
November 11 Mrs. Boyden's Reception.
November 19 Class A Social
December 10 Recital,—Library Club.
December 18 Dramatic Club Social.
January 21 Day Student Social.
January 28 NORMAL OFFERING Social.
February 4 Garden Club Social.
February 11 Dramatic Club Play.—"Mice and Men".
February 12 N. A. A. Dance.
April 29 Glee Club Concert.
May 20 Dramatic Club Play,—"Much Ado About Nothing."
June 3 Campus Carnival.
June 10 Promenade.






School Days in England
"Schooldays, schooldays, dear old golden rule days,
Reading and 'riting and 'rithmetic
Taught to the tune of the hickory stick."
Though the last line applies but figuratively to most American grammar schools, it is
taken literally in English elementary schools. Not to the extent pictured in Dickens' works
is the cane used, but often enough to leave a lasting impression. However, since I do not
wish you to feel that the schoolmaster always has the cane ready I had better tell more
about the English schools.
My first introduction to school life took place in Nelson, a small town of Lancashire, in
the northwestern part of England. There were two kinds of schools there, "Board" cor-
responding to American public, and "R. C." or parochial. Children might enter school
when they were three years old and were compelled to go at the age of five.
The first class was known as the Babies' Class, and, with the following "Second Class"
and "First Class", formed the kindergarten department. Here we were taught to read and
write. We learned our A' B' C's by chanting.
"There was an old woman who lived in a shoe
She had so many children she didn't know what to do.
There was Annie A and Bobbie B,
Fat and chubby Charlie C,
Dolly D and Elsie E
Fannie F and Gertie G."
and so on through the whole alphabet. We learned to count by wooden beads strung on
wires in a little wooden frame, and we formed letters in sand placed on our desks. Even
in these low grades the cane was freely used.
Standard I was the next class we entered. Here we were taught reading, writing, arith-
metic, history, English, singing (by rote) and sewing. We were quite advanced in the lat-
ter art and progressed far enough to make petticoats with the skirts pleated into the bodice.
Standard II and III were in the same room. We continued the same subjects as in Stan-
dard I and added geography to our list. The learning of poetry was stressed and each pupil
memorized several poems. Tennyson's "Passing of Arthur" was assigned in parts so that
by rising one after the other we could recite the whole poem. In this grade also we learned
to knit tarn o'shanters and make paper patterns. We waded through long division and
were introduced to the metric system of weights and measures. Arithmetic in England is
more complicated than in the United States. Here it is easy to work in dollars and cents,
far easier than to reckon twelve pence to a shilling, twenty shillings to a pound, twenty-one
shillings to a guinea, and to cope with threepenny bits, sixpences, shillings, florins, half
crowns, crowns, half-sovereigns, half-guineas, sovereigns and guineas in determining what
coins a shopman would give in change. Of course the task was rendered easier than it sounds
by our daily use of the money.
To enter Standard IV we had to transfer to another school. Here we were taught his-
tory, geography, arithmetic, science, English, singing, and sewing. Our science was chiefly
experimental, and we learned to make wood stain, furniture polish, shoe polish and soft soap.
STORIES AND ESSAYS
One day we each brought a pair of shoes to school and had a shoe shining contest. The
winner received a penny. Here I might describe our usual school dress. The girls wore
"frocks" usually of dark material, and over these, light pinafores or "pinnies". The boys
wore short trousers something like the soccer pants at the knee and held up by braces. On
top they wore "jerseys" or waistcoats and coats and round white celluloid collars which had
to be washed frequently. Both wore woolen stockings, in the majority of cases not reaching
up to the knee, and clogs. These latter had leather tops and wooden soles with irons some-
thing like horseshoes on soles and heels. Brass toe plates and fastenings completed them.
You may shudder at the idea of wearing them, but I assure you they were both warm and
comfortable. Shoes were worn only on Sundays and holidays.
Vacations are always important in school life, so I must not neglect them. We had two
weeks vacation at Christmas and Easter, a week at "The Feast", or Whitsuntide, and one
month, July, in the summer. Then we also had occasional days, "Empire Day", the king's
birthday and examination days. We did not have regular examinations as we do here, but
at regular intervals we would dress in our "Sunday best" and prepare for a visit from the
inspector. Upon his arrival the girls would curtsey and the boys pull their forelocks at the
same time wishing him "Good morning". He would then proceed to ask various questions
which we would answer to the best of our ability. If we were successful we received half-
holiday, but if we failed to reflect credit on our teachers the cane was retrieved from its
hiding place, where it reposed during his visit, and we spent the day in study. And now I
am back again to Standard IV.
English was stressed more than any other subject. We memorized Tennyson's "Lady
of Shallott", Byron's "The Eve of Waterloo", "Hamlet's Soliloquy" and "Wolsey's Fare-
well". We also started to read more serious books. The only one I remember is "Children
of the New Forest."
In sewing class we were taught to darn stockings and mend other articles of clothing.
Once a week during school hours we went to the baths and were taught how to swim and
dive, while after school we had the opportunity to learn how to play tennis. Our history
stopped in this standard.
At this time also we had "copybooks". They contained lines of proverbs and quota-
tions. Under each written line were two or three empty lines which we filled with imita-
tions of the first line. We did much work in transcribing and changing poetry to prose.
We also wrote many compositions.
In Standards V, VI and VII, which were highest, we continued along the same lines.
When we finished Standard VII, if we had enough money, we went on to higher schools, but
the greater majority went to work.
A few differences that I have neglected to mention are the use of slates instead of paper
throughout the grades, the absence of examinations, and the fact that we never knew our
marks and no report cards were given out.
To compare grades let me state that when a pupil transfers from an English school to
an American he is usually placed one grade higher and in one case I heard of, the child went
from Standard V to Grade VIII and graduated in due course.
Though English elementary schools may outrank American, the fact remains that En-
glish children have not the same opportunity for higher education that children in America
have.




I have been asked to write about school in Scotland, but, to tell the truth, I know very
little about it, and even that little is fragmentary and hazy, for I was torn from my native
heath (that word heath is put in merely for effect ; Gourock is a comfortable little town with
properly paved streets and substantial stone houses)—where had I got to? oh yes—at the
tender age of nine. Here we are describing Gourock when we ought to be deep in the educa-
tional system of Scotland.
I was introduced to the above mentioned system at the age of five in a suburb of Glasgow.
The school building was of stone (practically everything in Scotland is built of stone), sur-
rounded by a high iron fence. The first class I was placed in was taught by the headmis-
tress, who is head of all the women teachers in a school ; the headmaster is head over the whole
school—the principal, in other words. I do not remember whether there are two or three
of these early classes, nor do I remember their exact names, but they are designated the
threepenny class or the sixpenny class, depending on the cost of the reading book used. Be
it noted now that books and all other school supplies are bought by the pupils.
School began at nine and ended at three for us, but not until four for the older pupils.
The girls' playground was separated from the boys' by a high stone wall. In the girls' play-
ground was a long shed with one side open ; here we played in wet weather. Probably there
was a similar shed in the boys' yard, but I never saw over the wall. The very little boys
played in the girls' yard because the big boys were too rough. At recess-time one of the
teachers played the piano in the school hall, when any girl who had brought her skipping-
rope might go in and skip in time to the music. Another teacher helped the children to keep
in rhythm. Most of the time I was in this school there were two teachers in the class
—
young
women familiarly known as "P. T's" (pupil teachers).
Of the curriculum I remember little except the drawing and the sewing. The sewing
was on a pillow-case, which I was making by hand, but this was not finished, for my family
moved to Gourock at this time. However, before we take up the Gourock school, I wish to
mention a very pleasant custom I remember in this, my "baby" school. In the winter the
teacher asked us how many children wished to take bulbs. A little later, when the hyacinth
bulbs arrived, they were distributed to the children who had ordered them, and the children
were given a little instruction on the proper care of hyacinths. The bulbs were taken home.
On an appointed day, the plants, now in bloom, were brought back to school and prizes
awarded for the best.
Gourock is a small town about thirty miles from Glasgow. The school I attended here
looked pretty much the same as my "baby" school, except that the stone window ledges
were all grooved where pupils had sharpened their slate pencils. To sharpen a slate pencil
one placed the side of the pencil, near one end, against the angle of the window-sill and
rubbed the pencil back and forth—a push and pull motion, not from side to side.
When I entered this school I was placed in the first standard. We sat two at a desk,
boys on one side of the room, girls on the other. The strap was very much in evidence. If
one came late, without adequate excuse, or whispered too much, or did very poor work, he
or she (oh, yes, girls, too) was called to the front of the room and one or two whacks adminis-
tered on outstretched palm. I think that I was introduced to long division in this standard.
All arithmetic, and some other lessons too, I think, were done on slates. Each pupil had a
slate which, when not in use, stood in a slit in the back part of the desk, just at the back of
the groove for pencils.
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STORIES AND ESSAYS
In the second standard I learned to knit. One hour each afternoon was devoted to either
sewing or knitting. The first thing we made was a muffler. Next we learned to use steel
needles. On these we made wristers at first, for practise, then stockings. In music there
was a great deal of drill in do, re, me. Whenever there was to be a drawing lesson, we were
told what flowers to bring, and I can well remember going one noon to the florists to buy
two or three daffodils for the afternoon's lesson. By this time we had two drawing books,
one for crayon work and the other for pencil.
In the third standard we began the study of geography, history, and the catechism.
Instead of a geography text book, each pupil had an atlas. Our history readers covered the
material in a series of simple, connected stories, well illustrated by attractive colored pictures.
The catechism lesson came first in the morning. The catechism used is the shorter one of
the Church of Scotland. So much a part of the school equipment is the catechism that there
is printed a school edition with the multiplication tables on the back cover. In the upper
grades the study of the Bible is taken up, and a Bible is as much a school book as the reader
or the history.
Examinations are more terrible to the student in Scotland than they are here, for the
examinations are not conducted by the regular teacher, but by two inspectors, men from the
board of education.
Up through the third standard all my teachers were women, but had I continued in the
Scottish school system, I should have had men teachers from the fourth standard on.
Among the things which I remember best are the copy-books, or notebooks, in which we
did our written home-work. They were thin books with shiny colored covers—red, blue,
green, or black. The fine white paper was ruled in the usual manner for penmanship, but
the note-books for arithmetic, or sums, as the Scotch pupil would say, were ruled off in
squares—one figure in a square. Nobody could be careless or untidy when writing in such
a note-book!
The little I have been able to tell you about school in Scotland may give you the im-
pression that school over there is very different from school over here, but I did not find it so.
I fitted into the American schools almost as if I had never known any others.
Dorothea Bruce '27.
HOW CLASS A IS SPOKEN TO
Make a course of study.
If you are persons of average intelligence-?
Hundredths means percent.
Adapt yourself to your situation.
Are you theoretically here or really present?
Here come the old ladies'
!
What are your objectives?
Has the last bell rung yet?
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The Moral Value of Assembly
When a cherished friend has been away for two years and then returns, how eagerly we
greet him!
At first we are so completely happy that we can do nothing but admire in silent awe.
Then our pent up emotion speaks forth in praise, gratitude, and thanks for the safe return
of him whom we love. We do not wish to miss anything which he has to tell us, so great is
our respect for him; we are not content to have him among us and not be able to share his
company, lest we lose something which he has brought home to show or to tell us. We
speak of his worth to others, of what he has added to his storehouse of experiences since he
has been away; and we are anxious to draw others under his influence that they may profit
by his adventures. Whatever happens, this man never passes a day without making some-
one happy; his is the eternal privilege of benefiting humanity.
Although the man will die in time, his work will remain after him, a constructive shaft
to the memory of an altruistic nature. His loving spirit will shine among us, a guide to our
wayward earthly habits, forever helping, checking and leading us on to the realizations
of that most desirable goal—that of complete living.
Somewhat analagous to the life of this man from the time that he returns from his travels,
is the history of our assembly exercises from the dread day two years ago, when further
assemblies were made almost impossible by the well-known tragedy of the fire, until the
present, when it is our privilege to meet daily in one of the most beautiful auditoriums in
the state, the Horace Mann Auditorium.
How eagerly we awaited the notice which told us that the longed-for day had come;
—
the school was to meet, for the first regular assembly exercises in two years, in the new audi-
torium!
There were few of the upper classmen, at least, who did not feel a sense of perfect har-
mony once more present in our school life, as those first assembly exercises took place. At
last we had returned to that normal state so much desired for two years. The tribute was
one of deep silence, the perfect recognition of an invaluable endowment.
So we have gone, day after day, not wishing to lose anything that the assembly might
give us, and not content to have it there without sharing in all its benefits, social, intellectual,
and moral. We have met, through this instrument, many of our schoolmates whom other-
wise we would not know because of the difference of classes or for some similar reason;
we have discussed here our petty troubles and neglects; and here we have made friendships
which, in years to come, will ever point back to the assembly as their birthplace.
So enthusiastic are we about our assembly, that we speak of it to others, hoping to bring
them to a realization of the true worth of such a power for good. As these friends learn, by
daily contact with the assembly, how much they are gaining both spiritually and materially,
their praise of the assembly is joined to that of those who led them to the source of their
gain. Thus the assembly steadily grows older,—each day imparting more and more of the
worthwhile things to its community of students who remain constant to its enveloping and
discriminating teachings.
The Horace Mann Auditorium itself, like its predecessor, will some day become a unified
part of the materials of which it is made, but its spirit will go down through the ages, a
beacon to those who have been faithful to the "one increasing purpose" toward which it





It is new. Yes, and even the Seniors realize that they have yet to feel at home in its
rooms and corridors through which the ring of hammers still echoes as the workmen finish
the chapel in the right wing. It is new in beam and pillar, and freshly painted halls.
Among many explorers of the new building we see some faces already touched with a tender
love for their new school because they loved the old. To us, who loved it all, from its small-
est brick to its living motto, "Not to be ministered unto, but to minister," that old brick
building still stands as our school of yesterday.
Many young people have left its walls to live its motto and to spread its ideals while
teaching. To them Bridgewater Normal School still means a towering brick building with
granite steps and pillars, with picture-lined walls and much worn stairs. Long years ago
when those treads were new and other seniors explored the halls of their new building, could
they feel the ghost of their old school hovering over them and guiding their steps through
the unfamiliar corridors of the new, as we do?
No one can foretell the future of this new school. Yet, as we love its past in our school
of yesterday, we shall love its present in our school of today and endeavor to make its future
worthy of the pride of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Katherine Caswell
The Family Has Scarlet Fever
It isn't as if we hadn't had our share of sickness. Measles, whooping cough, mumps,
—
nearly the whole category of ordinary youthful diseases came in large doses to our huge
family. In later years, when we asked what we had had, mother said that we had all had
everything, she was sure.
When the oldest boy, who was in high school, became sick with scarlet fever, he became
responsible for one of our pleasantest family memories. Three-fourths of the children were
in grammar school, and it was thrilling to be called out of the grade and told to go home
because John was ill. It didn't occur to us to feel particularly anxious, for we took it for
granted that whatever he had must be as negligible as all our previous sicknesses. Of course
the house was quarantined, but not even a quarantine card can keep nine healthy children
confined to one house. After mother had given up trying to restrain us, we enjoyed our-
selves tremendously, playing throughout the neighborhood while less fortunate children
were in school. Tiring of ordinary games, we stealthily went to the attic and climbed from
attic window to ell roof to main roof, where we had a lovely time sliding in a stooping position
from ridgepole to chimney. A neighbor whom we thought meddlesome telephoned to moth-
er, who stopped our fun for fear of the roof's leaking. We substituted a less thrilling game
of tent-making out of chairs and blankets in the parlor, sanctum sanctorum to most families.
We were having such a lovely time that only the conditions of the premature lifting of
the quarantine consoled us. A few yards in back of the house was a white clapboarded,
square building called "the shop", where father stored lumber and kept his carpenter's tools.
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It was cleaned, a hole made in the roof for a stove pipe, and fixed up as a bedroom-living-
room, with even a telephone installed. When John moved into the shop, we went back to
school, envying him—as all the boys in the neighborhood did—his unique home.
Seven years later mother regretted that John's hadn't been a family sickness. In the
fall when the smallest boy came down with diphtheria, we were all thankful that the quaran-
tine would be short. A few weeks later, when a girl came down with combined diphtheria
and scarlet fever, she was sent to a contagion hospital by a loving but determined family.
Upon her return after six weeks of exile, as luck would have it, within a week three sisters
contracted scarlet fever and followed each other to the hospital. When the boys showed
symptoms, mother resigned herself to the inevitable, sent for the girls, and settled down for
the winter.
It was in such a time that we found how many friends we had. There wasn't a day that
there was not left at the door some contribution of magazines, games, or food. Once there
were left some delicious raised doughnuts together with a note in almost illegible writing,
which mother interpreted as "Do not give to the children." When they were all eaten by
the well part of the family, we deciphered out "Will not hurt the children." Another dis-
appointment was a bottle of "delicious Elderberry wine" which turned out to be the most
poisonous tasting stuff we thought existed. But there were some pleasant surprises. A
neighbor who was thought close asked what kind of fruit we liked, for she wanted to buy us
some. We purposely named the most expensive kind, grapefruit, and laughingly predicted
her return empty-handed or with a few less costly fruit, with some excuse. She left at the
door several dozen grapefruit, a whole cratefull.
That winter was a particularly severe one ; for weeks the snow was three feet deep under
a thick crust. The boys particularly moaned that "just the winter we have a lot of snow,
we can't enjoy it." Towards the end of our quarantine, when mother was busy in the front
rooms downstairs, all six shut-ins put on rubbers over their bedroom slippers and coats
over their bathrobes and played outdoors like small children. The neighbors were shocked,
but we didn't care: the fun was more than worth any scolding, and mother's wasn't very
harsh.
Even a scarlet fever quarantine isn't interminable, so we eventually returned to school
to make up our work. Were we entirely sorry for our absence? Not entirely.
Josephine Shaw, B 2
WHAT WE FRESHMEN WONDER ABOUT
1. How old the A's are.
2. The genius exhibited in the blackboard drawings.
3. The men of the school.
4. Whom Miss Rand winks at during chapel.
5. How many of us Mr. Hunt has discovered to be feeble-minded.
6. How anyone survives Training School.
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Clouds in squally masses are in clouds of faded violet.
The sky is close,
And draped over earth
In flounces of gray dun.




Filters about the herbage
—
And changes the rivers;
It adds a touch of the unknown to the obvious.
A moment everything is drear with greyness.
Then slender rays streak through folded clouds;
Long silver swords with metallic keenness
Cut the haze.








So far above, gazing
At us, who looking up
Are lost in wonder at their beauty.
There in the east, over the bay,
Orion, the Hunter, proudly shows
His belt of three bright stars,
His sword of fainter ones.
And over him brilliantly glows
Aldebaran,—the fiery eye
Of fierce Taurus, the Bull.
Far to the north
Cassiopeia points toward the North Star,
And near this, as if to show
That he, at least,
Is not afraid of the Far North,
The Great Bear calmly
Holds his ground.
Thus, these bright groups
Appear to us below.
I wonder how we look to them,
Who seem to gaze and laugh at us,
From their superior thrones.
Eleanor Testoni.
NOSTALGIA
When spring comes back across the far blue hills,
And city-streets are full with dust again,
Somewhere, I know—and knowledge may be pain-
Half-hidden paths are bright with daffodils,
And little winds are blowing back their frills,
Revealing chalked sunlight in the rain,
Still silver—slanting down a hawthorne lane.
Somewhere I know the pulse of April thrills.
Each dawn, across the smoky din of night,
A stream of traffic floods the city street.
But somewhere in the early morning light,
The winds of home are blowing clean and sweet.
Somewhere, I know, are yellow daffodils,
When spring comes back across the far blue hills.
Margaret Dunham, '28
SMILING
They say if you smile you'll have wrinkles,
But why on earth should you care?
'Cause smiling makes everyone happy,
And dull days grow brighter and fair.
A smile is a gay bit of sunshine,
On anyone's face it can grow;
So why, if you're happy, stop smiling?
Grouches have wrinkles, you know.
And lines made by smiles are real lovely,
They mirror a life worthwhile
—
A life full of sunlight for others to see;
It's a fine thing to smile; so, smile!
Rachel S. Marsden.
QUIET AS A DREAM
Where the spreading willow droops,
And the sudden robin stoops;
All is as it was before
Beautj' drawn from life's full store.
Nothing changed, though years have passed,
Since I saw and marvelled last,
It's the same calm wonder spot.
It seems
Enchanted, quiet as a dream!




We had the candles lit last night
And loveliness held sway;
For fairy shadows leaped about
Fantastically gay.
A softly mellowed radiance
Flickered and smiled at us;
Our candles showered coziness,
Were eerily luminous.
Our terraced candelabra stood
In the window broad and bay,
While out of doors another one
Winked back in a fairy way.
A pair of jolly red ones
Stood guard near the telephone;
In the stairway draft they blinked and smiled,
Gay fireflies of our own.
Rachel S. Marsden.
THE TUG OF WAR
(With apologies to The Charge Of The Light Brigade
Half an inch, half an inch,
Half an inch onward,
All into the campus pond
Slid the eight (hundred).
"Hold!" cried the man in front
The only answer was a grunt.
Into the campus pond
Slid the eight (hundred).
"Hold!" cried the man in front
Was there no answering grunt?
Down slid the man in front
Then the crowd thundered.
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do or die!
Into the campus pond
Slid the eight (hundred).
Soft slime to right of them,
Black mud to left of them,
Water in front of them
Eddied and floundered.
Stormed at with slime and dirt,
Bravely they showed their worth
Into the campus pond
Slid the eight (hundred).
M. C. H., '29
SYMPATHY
I looked at a row of birches,
Columns of mercury,
They knew that I was weary,
So they waved to me.
I sat by a stream of water
Prancing on to the sea;
It discerned my solitude,
So it sang to me.
I looked at the bright and silv'ry moon,
As it lay in its onyx sea;
It knew that I was lonesome,
So it smiled at me.
Michael O'Brien, '28
MOON MADNESS
I've learned the moon's own madness
And found its witching art;
I've grasped its silver coldness
And held it to my heart.
Oh! you will be unhappy
When talking love to me;
For I've the moon's own coldness,
No warmth doth come from me.
For once my heart was loving
And warm and unafraid,
But blasts of winter taught me
And woe and pain allayed.
Oh, now the winds of winter
Are not more cold than I,
For I've the moon's own silver
—
Oh God ! I must not cry.
Eleanor Fredette, B.
CERTAINTY
Deep in my heart, I know the day must dawn
When we have found the newest and the oldest ways;
When every fragile-threaded dream is gone,
And all our far to-morrows are but yesterdays.
Then through the mist,—across the wind-swept
space
—
Shall come one flame of glory for a moment's span,
And we shall know each other, face to face,




IN THE DUSK OF DEATH
In the dusk of death, I shall dream old dreams,
—
dreams I had forgotten.
I shall hoard fleeting moments when I have known
Beauty; when tense heavy strings have been
played in harmony to some proud eternal sym-
phony.
I shall remember little things I have learned to know,
—old books, brown-spotted and musty: white
clouds grazing in a high summer heaven. And
words: I shall mouth them smoothly, words that
sting, words that are terrible with beauty, and
words that are sleek to the touch.
I shall remember only useless things—things that
have no worth : the falling of a leaf thru the thin
air of autumn: hills that doze beneath a haze of
blue: the sleek, quivering skins of swift brown
horses waiting in the sunlight: the warm, full
friendliness of homemade bread : and new-plough-
ed fields, heavy with the smell of earth, waiting
for completion.
I shall have forgotten in that dusk of death, old
wars, old crimes, and theories; dreams that were
stifled with strong hands; the suffering of all
broken men.
I shall have forgotten then, old wars and empty
words; and who the winner was in the end.
In the dusk of death, I shall hold only Beauty,
shall dream old dreams.
C. A. C. '28
I
A VISIT TO FAIRYLAND
I once sailed up a fairy river in a fairy barque,
Past moon-misty mountains in the silver dark,
By shining castles and fountains of pearl
Where tiny red sailboats their white sails unfurl.
There were tiny tin soldiers with coats of bright blue,
Who saluted our ship as she sailed into view,
They never would bother with fighting at all
But practiced at marching and standing quite tall.
But somehow I'd time to stay only for tea
—
(There were crackers and milk, and some cookies
for me)
So I told the wee fairy I'd come back once more,
But I've searched, and I've searched, but I've not
found the door.
Marjorie Chace, Sr. I
THE PLAY THEATER IN THE OLD
BARN
The stage is covered with dust,
Everything is brown with rust.
Our pretty curtain is old and worn,
And our costumes are faded and torn.
Where is our audience that thrilled
And hallooed when the villain was killed,
And wept when our heroine cried,
And our hero valiantly died?
There are our make-believe wings,
A wig, an old bag, a few costumes and things,
But our actors have all gone their ways
—
Forgot is the theater of childhood days.
Dorothy Riddell.
MOON MAGIC
Pale yellow maiden of the Orient
—
Enshrouded in veils of golden web
—
What magic you possess!
I saw your silv'ry ray
Clothe the rigid pine in cloak of gray.
Then melt dimly—away.
I saw you streak a blue-black lake
With a daub of molten gold;
Then slowly glide in your heavenly wake,
Like a pale enchantress cold.
The sharp outlines of the boulders
Felt the magic of your gaze
;
I saw them slowly disappear
Beneath a sheet of haze.
No stony heart of human kind
Can withstand when you smile
—
Oh, tell me, Oriental Maid






Miss W-r-i-k (in geography class) "The farmers co-operated together."
Mr. S-n-o-t; "Supposing they co-operated some other way than together."
In library class; "How are things arranged when they are arranged alphabetically?"
Ruth F—"Chronologically."
Incensed girl to Mike O'Brien, who has lost her place in a book. "Do you want me on
your neck!"
Mike, beaming. "I'd be delighted!"
Miss R-t-h-e; "Oak tag is useful for many purposes."
Mr. D-r-in; "What kind of game is that?"
Mr. D-r-in, the first day of school to inquisitive "A's" who have been gazing at him
through the oval glass in his door.
"Quitpeekin'!"
Miss P-c-e-t; (in geography class) "What bureaus did the Department of Agriculture
establish?"
Miss T-y-n; "One of entomology, and I think one for insects."
Hamlet in Modern Speech
Note: Since it has of late been in the literary fashion to serve celebrated personages,
like Helen of Troy and George Washington, in up-to-date manners and morals, we have




Two guards, Marcellus, and Horatio, seated on a platform before the castle.
1st Guard—Say, old bean, am I seeing things?
2nd Guard—Whatcha see?
1st Guard—So help me Hannah! It's a spook!
Horatio— I tole yuh to lay off that moonshine.
Marcellus—And so did I.
1st G.—Sure it's a spook. There she blows.
2nd G.—Good Grief, it is!
Mar.—Let's ask him what he's snooping around here for.
Hor. (to Ghost)—What's your trouble? Holy mackerel ! He's wented.
SCENE II
Hamlet in room of castle. Enter Horatio and Marcellus.
Mar.—Say, Ham, we saw a spook that looked like your governor.
Ham.—Aw, you're full of balloon juice.
Mar.—Don't yuh believe yours truly?
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Ham.—Never mind. Where did you lamp him?
Hor.—Outside the castle.
Ham.—Well, don't let that give yuh gray hair. Come on, let's hit the hay.
Mar, & Hor.—Righto!
Ham.—Say, let's see the spook to-morrow night. You game?
Hor. & Mar.—Sure!
SCENE III
A room in Polonius' house. Enter Laertes and Ophelia.
Laer.—Well, good-by, 'Phelia, old girl. Guess I'll have to vamoose. Say, listen. Don't
let that guy Hamlet try to play Romeo. He's an awful sheik.
Oph.—Thanks for the info. I'll watch my step.
Enter Polonius
Laer.—So-long, old topper, I'm on my way.
Pol.—Hold your horses. Let this sink in. First, don't go with people that have reps,
for I won't bail you out. Last but not least, don't spend all your money, because you're
going to get no more. All right, you can beat it now.
SCENE IV
The platform. Enter Hamlet, Horatio, and Marcellus.
Ham.—Mar, old chap, what time does your Ingersoll read?
Mar.—Looks like twelve.
Hor.—Well, it's about time the spook ambled along.
Ham.—Sure you're not kidding me?
Mar.—For the love of Mike! Don't yuh believe me?
Enter Ghost
Ham.—Am I seeing things?
Hor.—Now were we kidding you?
Ham.—I say, old bean, whatcha gotta say? Why don't you spit it out?
Ghost starts to go, beckoning Hamlet.
Ham.—Well, if you insist.
Follows the Ghost
Mar. & Hor.—Don't go! Stick here!
Ham.—Aw, shut up. He's got something to tell yours truly.
Hor.—Well, let him go. I tole yuh he was nuts.
Mar.—Let's follow him.
Ham. (to Ghost)—Where do you think you're going?
Gh.—It's about time I went to roost.
Ham.—Honest?
Gh.—Sure. I'm your old man's ghost. Now listen here, kid. My brother bumped me
off. I expect you to do likewise to him.
Ham.—Shake on that, old bean.
Gh.—Naw. Swear!
Ham.—Sure thing.
Hor.—What yuh been doing?
Ham.—Go chase yourself. Do yuh think I'm batty enough to tell you? Forget it.
I say forget this spooky business, or I won't be responsible. See?
This concludes ACT I. If the demand warrants, other portions of the play will be tran-






ICE, Hard and Soft COAL
Office, Plymouth St.
Branch Office, Casey's Store
Compliments of
Dorr's Print Shop




Optical Work, my Specialty
A Good Meal at a Fair Price
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STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
STEINERT JEWETT WOODBURY
PIANOS





Terms of Payment arranged to meet the Convenience of the Purchaser
Used Pianos taken in exchange
M. STEINERT & SONS CO.
STEINERT HALL 162 BOYLSTON STREET
Also at 240 MAIN STREET, BROCKTON
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FOR
GRADUATION
! Class Day and the Reception
I Never were the styles more bewitching,
| the very spirit of youth and girlishness is
I embodied in the models to be found only
at Allen's.
| All the new colors, all leathers, all styles
of heels, in A A A to C.
Reasonably Priced
Allen Silk Hosiery
A fitting companion to
Allen Slippers
jOlympia Bldg., Second Floor Elevator
I Brockton, Mass.
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Howard & Caldwell
" The low rent efficiency store"




Mr. D—g-n to H-l-n P—11 who is packing up her books at the first bell—"I guess
Miss P—11 belongs to the union."
"And you were in China—do you speak China?"
"Yes—Broken China."
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WEARING APPAREL OF QUALITY |
There is everything to complete the fashionable costume.
Accessories that are smart and lend just the proper touch of |
| chic to form an ensemble to be envied. |
| WM. R. COOK CO. [
I 234-236 Main Street, Brockton I
Opposite Belmont Tel. 7800-7801
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MILLINERY
I Always the Season's Latest
Creations
Hosiery and Underwear always
1 ready to show you
A splendid variety of the new
| shades
Toilet Articles
| Some of the best
| Rubensteiris, Coty's, Houbigants
| and others
| A. E. BRADY CO.
1 8-20 West Elm St. Brockton
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Coats and Dresses of every descrip-
1
tion
Always the newest in style
Second Floor, Olympia Building
196 Main St.





The Home Made Shop I
The Place Where everything
is Home Made 1
Circulating Library
Mrs. G. H. Erwin









88 Main Street Brockton, Mass.
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Compliments of
L. Q. WHITE COMPANY
BRIDGEWATER SAVINGS BANK
BRIDGEWATER, MASS.
Successful business men /^^> .A """"^$\ That's one reason for




Save Where You See This Seal
Bridgewater Trust Company
Bridgewater, Mass.
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BLUEBIRD
SHOPPE
Greeting cards for all occasions
GIFTS AND FAVORS
B. N. S. Pillows and Banners
Circulating Library
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Freshmen may use the following to advantage in the rhetoric grammar test;
—
You see a beautiful girl walking down the street. She is singular, you are nominative.
Youwalk across to her, exchanging to verbal, and it becomes dative. If she is not object-
ive you walk home together. Her mother is accusative, you become imperative. You
talkof the future, she changes to the objective. You kiss her and she becomes masculine.
Her father becomes present, things become tense, and you become a past participle.





Honest goods at the lowest possible
prices
7 Broad St. Bridgewater
THE NORMAL STORE|
R. H. Ferguson
Shoes and Shoe Repairing
Central Square Bridgewater]
Furnishers of the Official Gym Shoe
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HARDWARE
Purveyors to Bridgewater Normal School
A. J. WILKINSON & SONS
180-184 Washington St., Boston
We carry the best in HARDWARE. Reasonable
terms to schools.
QUALITY AND DURABILITY
85 years of honest business dealing
The Horace Partridge Company
46 Franklin Street Boston, Mass.
Girls' Camp, College Sports' Wear Specialty Shop
and for
School Department Girls and Women
THE HIGHEST QUALITY
Athletic Goods Manufactured
Catalogue Free on request
26fe Devonshire Jt.Doston Mass,
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To wish and to obtain something most suitable in
|
FLOWERS








| Where quality, service and art are eminent |
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Miss R-t-h "Who invented the postscript?"
"Mike" O'B-en "Miss Adeline More, of course."
SOLD AGAIN
"Can you drive with one hand"? asked the girl in a gentle voice.
"You bet I can," replied the boob, eagerly.
"Then have an apple."
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A NORMAL STORE
|
With a NORMAL STOCK
Repairing on all Jewelry
|Boyajian's Jewelry Shop
Broad Street, Bridgewater
MISS F. M. LEWIS
Shampooing, Hairdressing
Scalp and Facial Massage
Violet Ray and Manicuring













Special chairs for ladies
Room 2 and 3
Bowman Block Bridgewater
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THE FICKETT
TEACHERS' AGENCY
8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Agency Manual
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There was an Irishman (of course) who was walking down the street one day look-
ing for a job. He came to a window which had a sign "Porter Wanted". In a win-
dow next to it was another sign which read—"Dickens works all this week for four
dollars."
"Begorra!" exclaimed the Irishman indignantly. "That Dickens fellow can work
all week for four dollars, but I'll be hanged if I will!"
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WRIGHT & DITSON
|
(Complete Athletic Equipment, Clothing and Shoes for all sports, |
both outdoor and indoor. Camp Clothing a specialty.
Tennis Rackets Restrung by our experts. §
{Send for Catalogue) j
344 Washington Street Boston, Mass.
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| Along with this quality is embodied correct style and reliable workmanship |
GURNEYS Quality since 184
J
I WATCHES DIAMONDS I
| JEWELRY SILVERWARE |
I MAIN AND SCHOOL STREETS BROCKTON, MASS. |
FAMOUS GOWN SHOP
CLOAKS, SUITS AND DRESSES
217 Main Street Brockton, Mass.
Telephone 6073
NUNZIO MAGLIANO
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor
Fur Repairing
All work done at Reasonable Prices
Olympia Building
1 96 Main Street Brockton
James DiPasqua
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor
Tel. 488 1





Tel. 4771 Thompson Bldg.
282 Main St. Brockton, Mass.
Home Made Candy at
WALDEN'S
Popular Candy Store
133 Main St. Brockton, Mass.
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Pictures that Satisfy Special Prices to Students
RAND STUDIO
BROCKTON
Telephone 7740 for an appointment
"At Your Ease,
We Aim to Please."






New York Stain Co., Inc.




The Right Place To Eat
THE RIGHT FOOD
at the right price
Dyer's Restaurant
49 Central Square Bridgewater
J. FRANK CASHMAN|
A. B., A. M.
TUTOR
|
1 9 Shaw Road Bridgewater, Mass. I
Telephone Connection
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| Freshly made and quickly served,
Our Tasty Golden Toasted Sandwiches
Crisp and Hot—With Coffee—Tea—Home Cooked Pies
| Afford a delightfully satisfying luncheon.
Delicious Ice Cream Home Made Candies
MAYFLOWER CANDY SHOP |
I 186 Main St., Brockton Next Door to Brockton Theatre 1
For Style, Quality, Plus Economy, Visit
THE WOMAN'S QUALITY SHOP
174 Main Street Brockton
Coats, Suits, Dresses and Millinery
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First Convict; "Ike, you know how long it took Darwin to finish his first book? Six
years!"
Second Convict; "That's nothing. It's gonna take me ten years to finish one sentence."
He, (to stout flapper). "May I have the next dance?"
She. "I'm too danced stout."
He (gallantly). "Oh no, you're just pleasingly plump."
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| EVELYN TURPIN BERTHA DENNEHY
[TURPIN & DENNEHY
Room 205a. Olympia Building
1 96 Main Street, Brockton, Mass.
Lending Library and Greeting Cards,
! Stationery, Booths, Office Supplies, Fountain
Pens, Party Favors and Novelties
Telephone 5075




120 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.
W. E. STODDARD, Manager
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CRYSTAL CAFE
GOOD FOOD EXCELLENT SERVICE
128 Broad Street, Bridgewater Near Depot
THE IDEAL MAN
There is a man who never does
A thing that is not right.
His wife can tell just where he is
At morning, noon and night.—He's dead.
Miss K-L-e (teaching a geography lesson) "Did the people continue weaving in
Philadelphia after the early days?"
Miss B-w-n "No, they turned to iron."
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I THE FISK TEACHERS AGENCY I
120 Boylston Street, Boston
415 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
403 Dillaye Building, Syracuse
549 Union Trust BIdg., Pittsburgh
409 Journal Building, Portland
548 Spring Street, Los Angeles
225 Fifth Avenue, New York
1420 Chestnut St., Phila.
808 Title Building, Birmingham
1020 McGee St., Kansas City
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Service CASEY'S Q"a/^
Home Made Candies, Ice Cream and Sandwiches
| Stationery and School Supplies |
We thank the students for their patronage during the past year |
| and wish the graduating class success and happiness
I R. J. CASEY & CO. I
EASTERN GRAIN CO.
Bridgewater, Mass.
Carloads Shippers of grain, Milk Feed, Hay and Straw
Mixed Cars and Transit Cars a Specialty
Distributors of
Wirthmore Poultry, Dairy and Horse Feeds
K. S. SEVOUGIAN
Ladies' and Gents' TAILOR
Telephone 345-4







All Work First Class
N. F. LAWRENCE, Prop.





Our prices and quality are the talkl
of the town
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The Corlew Teachers' Agency
GRACE M. ABBOT, Manager 1
120 Boylston St. Boston I
THE Compliments of
HENRY PERKINS CO. August Radzanowski
Iron Founders—Machinists Hair Dresser
BRASS and ALUMINUM CASTINGS 29 Broad Street Bridgewater, Mass. |
F. A. SNOW Clothes cleaned and pressed at |
Everything is new and
Up-to-Date
reasonable prices
Come and Pay us a visit.
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! Commencement Announcements and Invitations I
Official Jeweler to
Bridgewater Normal School
L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers and Stationers
Attleboro, Mass.
I J. H.Fairbanks Company
The Winchester Store











ELWIN M. KERR. Proprietor
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j E. M. Merrill Telephone 736 W. F Harris
MERRILL STUDIO |
| (SUCCESSOR TO THE WILSON STUDIO) 1
| Portrait and Commercial Photographers
| 68 Main Street Brockton, Mass. 1
| PANORAMA VIEWS A SPECIALTY |
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The wife and daughter of Lieutenant Berry were halted by a sentry who had been
given orders to let no one pass the gate.
"Sorry but you will have to go around, lady," he said.
"But we're the Berrys," she protested.
"I don't care if you're the cat's meow—orders is orders."
jiimiliiilililllllllljliiiilliliilllliliiiilllllilmliilillllllllijlllllilillllillilililiiiiiiilililitm
| NYLOTI'S FACE POWDER De LUXEj
| has adhering qualities, a smooth texture and a pleasing odor
| Price 75c.
Perfumes, Toilet Waters and Toilet Necessities
| H. H. DUDLEY & COMPANY, INC. |
| Kodak, Agency Bridgewater, Mass. |
|
You get the only Reliable |
ICE CREAM and HOME COOKING I
AT HAYES
|
| C.W.HAYES BRIDGEWATER |
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C. A. HACK & SON, Inc.
FRANCIS P. CALLAHAN, Pres. and Treas.
PRINTERS
42 COURT STREET TAUNTON, MASS.
Compliments of





Headquarters for halftones for School and College Annuals
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I The WARREN KAY STUDIO I
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS
FOR NORMAL OFFERING
Special Student rates given to all students
of Normal School
304 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.
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A Scotchman stepped up to a bar and asked for a drink of his favorite whiskey. As
he raised his glass to his lips he closed his eyes and drank, apparently in a rapture of joy.
A friend standing next to him asked him why he had closed his eyes.
The Scotchman replied; "Hoot, mon! When I see me favorite Scotch, me mouth
waters, an' I dinna like to doloot me Iicker."
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